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This dissertation encompasses six scientific papers presenting investigations of microstructures and 
molecular analyses of various fossil tissues. Using an array of analytical tools, combining established 
methods with state-of-the art techniques, a series of case studies are presented. These cases 
take on fossils belonging to a variety of taxa of different geological ages and localities. I provide 
compelling evidence for the presence of the pigment melanin in the fossil record, often occurring 
in close association with microstructures that resemble melan-
osomes. The microstructures do, however, overlap in size and 
shape with bacteria, making chemical analyses necessary to 
discern their origin and, subsequently, basing interpretations 
of biology, ecology or colour reconstructions on their presence.
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Preface

To begin this thesis, I would like to take a moment for reflection.

I believe that science is completely driven by curiosity, and that new discoveries 
always start with a question. And there is one question to rule them all:

“Why?”

One word, simple as that, can sprout ideas, inspire explorations and investiga-
tions and lead to great scientific discoveries.

But it can also be immensely frightening.

Why?

Because there always comes a point when there is no answer to the question. 
Whatever the context, if the question “Why?” is repeatedly posed, the answers 
will become successively vaguer, until the one inevitable answer left is “I don’t 
know”. 

I guess that the question itself is not what horrifies us. It is the fear of not having 
an answer. And that is the foundation of science: To find answers to new ques-
tions. 

Therefore, in a way, you can say that science is built on fear. I would argue that it 
is healthy kind of fear, though, a fear that always keeps us moving. We are chasing 
the “Why?”, while running as fast as we can from ignorance. If we hesitate, or 
even slow down, “I don’t know” will eventually catch up. 

So I will keep running. Keep chasing the question in pursuit of a better answer, 
whatever my questions may be. Never stop being curious. Always learn. I will do 
it because I am afraid of not having an answer.

Why it scares me?

I don’t know.
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1. Scope of the thesis

The general scope of this thesis is to investigate micro- 
and ultrastructural features of exceptionally preserved 
fossils collected from a variety of spatially and temporal-
ly separated localities. Additionally, analyses of chemical 
and molecular remains are employed to ascertain the af-
finity of preserved soft tissues. This is conducted through 
a series of case studies, each applying a variety of both 
new and established methods as a means to bring clarity 
to a few key questions

 – What can we learn about the biology, ecology or 
behaviour of extinct animals by studying their pre-
served microstructures?

 – Which methods are best suited to achieve this and to 
avoid ambiguous or erroneous conclusions?

2. Introduction

In order to understand the history of life and the evo-
lution of organisms, it is imperative to study the fossil 
record. Certain locations around the world provide espe-
cially detailed windows into the past thanks to a superior 
preservation of the fossils. These localities, known as Fos-
sil Konservat Lagerstätten, sometimes produce fossils that 
retain details of labile tissues (e.g. skin, feathers or eyes) 
that otherwise decay soon after the carcasses are buried 
(e.g. Briggs & McMahon 2015). The presence of such 
features presents us with an opportunity to study aspects 
of extinct animals that are unattainable by looking at fos-
sil bones alone. 

Historically, palaeontology has largely entailed the de-
scription and classification of extinct organisms based 
on their skeletal remains. While this is still an important 
element of palaeontological research, advancements in bi-
ology and ecology together with the development of new 
analytical techniques have expanded the field to become a 
broad interdisciplinary subject (e.g. Edwards et al. 2014). 
As an example, although serial sectioning of bone and 
teeth was applied already a century ago through stepwise 
grinding, with each increment depicted by a drawing of 
the observed surface (e.g. Sollas 1903), this is now more-
or-less routinely carried out by means of computed to-
mography and digital reconstructions. Not only does this 
technological development save time and effort, but in 
many cases it also prevents the destruction of precious 
fossil material. Furthermore, a multitude of recent studies 
on exceptionally preserved specimens have applied state-

of-the-art methodologies to investigate the presence of 
remnant microstructures and biomolecules, thereby hop-
ing to gain deeper knowledge about the life histories of 
extinct animals. 

For instance, reconstructions of pigmentation patterns 
and colours (possibly providing information on ecologi-
cal adaptation and behaviour) were until recently thought 
impossible (Edwards et al. 2014). However, a study by 
Vinther et al. (2008) brought this into new light. In that 
study, the authors proposed a reinterpretation of micro-
metre-sized, elongate to sub-rounded structures found 
in eye and plumage remains of fossil birds. Observed by 
means of electron microscopy, these microstructures were 
identified as fossil melanosomes (eukaryotic, pigment 
bearing cellular organelles). Similar structures were de-
scribed in the 1980s by Michael Wuttke and co-workers, 
who observed such microbodies in fossilised skin, hair and 
feathers of various animals from the Eocene Messel pit of 
south-western Germany and referred to them as lithified 
bacteria (Wuttke 1983; Willems & Wuttke 1987). These 
different interpretations have spurred a lively debate on 
the affinity of ‘melanosome-like’ microbodies, hitherto 
without any general consensus; while some authors still 
favour a microbial origin of the structures (e.g. Franzen 
et al. 2015), others have embraced the melanosome in-
terpretation (e.g. Clarke et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010, 2012; 
Colleary et al. 2015; Vinther 2015, 2016). In between 
these groups, there are authors advocating a thorough 
investigation – including chemical analyses – for each in-
dividual study (e.g. Moyer et al. 2014; Schweitzer et al. 
2015; Paper III). While this approach inherently requires 
more time and resources, the latter authors argue that it is 
necessary in order to avoid unsubstantiated or erroneous 
conclusions being introduced in the literature.

To be able to discuss deep time preservation potential of 
biomolecules, such as melanic pigments, it is necessary to 
consider the structural constituents of the compounds, 
their mode of deposition and organization within differ-
ent tissues, and how we can distinguish them in chemi-
cal analyses. Furthermore, because the nomenclature has 
changed over time, a brief review of the terminology is 
necessary.
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3. Methods

In the papers presented herein, a number of different 
techniques for analysing the structure and chemistry of 
various fossil tissues have been employed. Some of these, 
including conventional light microscopy (CLM) and 
scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM 
and TEM, respectively), are well established and widely 
used in palaeontology as well as other fields, and therefore 
do not call for a methodological overview. Other methods 
(e.g. computed tomography) are relatively new but have 
quickly been integrated in studies of fossil remains, and 
a few (e.g. ToF-SIMS) have just recently gained recogni-
tion in palaeontological studies and their full potential 
may still not be entirely appreciated.  Brief overviews for 
some of these techniques and their applications in palae-
ontology are presented below (Boxes 1–3). 

The methods of choice vary between each paper present-
ed in this thesis (i.e. Papers I–VI), primarily because the 
aim of each case study is rather different. Some of the 
applied techniques have proven particularly effective and 
have thus been utilised repeatedly (e.g. ToF-SIMS; Box 
1), whereas others – while providing important results 
– have proven relatively inefficient with respect to the 
desired scientific output (e.g. CT imaging of fossil sur-
faces). Additionally, some methods are not applicable for 
certain samples due to physical constraints; for instance, 
high-resolution surface analysis of a fossil feather (FUM-
1980) using synchrotron-based CT was complicated due 
to the large size of the specimen (Paper V), and would not 
have been feasible for an even larger fossil.

Table 1: Methods applied in the different papers.

Methods applied

Paper I CLM

Paper II CLM, SEM-EDX, ToF-SIMS

Paper III SEM-EDX, TEM, ToF-SIMS, IR microspectroscopy

Paper IV SEM-EDX, TEM, ToF-SIMS, IR microspectroscopy

Paper V CLM, SEM-EDX, ToF-SIMS, XAS, CT

Paper VI CLM, SEM-EDX, TEM, CT

4. Melanin

Coining of the term ‘melanin’ is usually credited to the 
Swedish chemist Jöns Jacob Berzelius (1840) in his Lehr-
buch der Chemie. The term derives from the Greek word 
melanos, simply meaning ‘dark’ and it was originally used 
to describe the dark pigmentation in eye membranes. The 

term has since then been widely used to include essential-
ly any type of dark, organic pigmentation, without direct 
structural, biogenic or functional inferences (d’Ischia et 
al. 2013). In light of this potential cause of ambiguity, 
a more restrictive terminology was proposed by d’Ischia 
et al. (2013) who advocated a subdivision of ‘melanin’ 
into four categories: eumelanin, pheomelanin, neuromela-
nin and pyomelanin. According to this nomenclature, eu-
melanin comprises a heterogeneous group of dark brown 
to black eukaryote pigments formed through the oxida-
tion and polymerisation of tyrosine (see below). Similar-
ly, pheomelanin is a tyrosine-related eukaryote pigment. 
It is a sulfur-containing melanin subgroup, responsible 
for reddish and buff colouration. Neuromelanin is a dark 
pigment produced in neurons and primarily found with-
in the substantia nigra of the brain. Finally, pyomelanins 
include the dark pigments produced by microorganisms.

Melanin chemistry

Despite a broad scientific interest for these compounds, 
not least in terms of cancer research, the precise chemistry 
of different types of melanin is still incompletely known 
(Prota 2012). Eu- and pheomelanin are both derived 
from the amino acid tyrosine, catalysed by the enzyme 
tyrosinase (Prota 2012). From a dopaquinone precursor, 
the two melanin types thereafter follow slightly different 
pathways. Eumelanin is formed through interaction with 
dihydroxyindole (DHI) and dihydroxyindole carbolyxid 
acid (DHICA), whereas pheomelanin synthesis notably 
includes interaction with the amino acid cysteine, there-
by incorporating a sulfur group that is not present in eu-
melanin. However, the chemical structure of the larger, 
polymerized melanin molecules is still largely unknown. 
This is in part related to the process of isolation and ex-
traction of melanin, which influences the chemical struc-
ture of the pigment (Liu et al. 2003).

Melanosomes

In eukaryotes, melanin is synthesised within specific cel-
lular organelles called melanosomes. The term was first 
proposed by Seiji et al. (1961) who studied the cells re-
sponsible for melanin production, ‘melanocytes’. These 
authors described the melanosome as a ’cell organelle 
with internal structure and tyrosinase activity‘ (Seiji et 
al. 1961, fig. 13), measuring c. 0.1–0.4 μm in diameter, 
further developing into larger ‘granules’ (up to 20 μm in 
diameter) within the melanocyte. This terminology has 
later been revised, however, and to avoid ambiguity the 
fully melanised units are herein referred to as melano-
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Box 1: ToF-SIMS

Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-
SIMS) has over the past decade emerged as one of the 
key methods in molecular palaeontology. Although 
ToF-SIMS has been used for well over 20 years, pri-
marily applied to analyse inorganic and polymer sur-
faces (Vickerman 2001), it has only recently gained 
recognition as a means to identify biomolecules, such 
as eumelanin, in fossil samples (see Thiel & Sjövall 
2011). 

In principle, the instrument consists of two parts: 
an ion gun that bombards the sample surface with 
high-energy (primary) ions, and a time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer for mass-resolved detection of the (sec-
ondary) ions that are emitted from the sample surface 
(Fig 1). The obtained mass spectra provide molecular 
information about the sample surface, and imaging 
of specific molecular species is accomplished by scan-
ning the primary ion beam over the selected analysis 
area. For molecular identification, comparisons can 
be made between the spectral features of the analysed 
sample and those of reference samples; for example, 
when looking for traces of melanic compounds in fos-
sil tissues (see e.g. Papers III–IV).

Although the irradiation of the sample by the ion 
gun is indeed a destructive process (effectively remov-
ing material from the sample surface), ToF-SIMS is 
still regarded as a practically non-destructive method 
thanks to the minute sample area affected (usually 

on the  sub-mm scale) and the minimal sample depth 
that is affected (typically the outermost 1-10 nm of 
the sample surface; see Thiel & Sjövall 2011).The 
marginal interference with the sample integrity and 
high sensitivity of this method makes it effective for 
studying rare fossil material. These parameters, to-
gether with the possibility to study molecular compo-
sition in situ on the sample, make ToF-SIMS a more 
effective technique for identifying fossil biomarkers 
than comparable methods such as coupled gas- or liq-
uid chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS and 
LC/MS, respectively), which require larger sample 
sizes and sample homogenisation, preventing spatial 
distribution analyses of compounds and consuming 
the sample in the process.

Benefits

 – Provides high resolution molecular data
 – Offers spatial distribution data over the sample 

surface
 – Virtually non-destructive

Drawbacks

 – Requires a ‘fresh’, uncontaminated surface
 – Only provides data for the sample surface
 – Interpretation of the complex data output may be 

time consuming and requires a specialist

Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of the ToF-SIMS analysis (reprinted with permission from Thiel & Sjövall 2011, fig. 1).
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somes, whereas ‘melanin granules’ represent the smaller 
aggregates of polymerised melanin within the melano-
some (sensu Simon & Peles 2010). Such melanin gran-
ules normally measure 10–30 nm in diameter, although 
pheomelanin granules of up to 80 nm have been report-
ed (see Liu et al. 2005a). Furthermore, melanosome de-
velopment is subdivided into four stages; stage I and II 
melanosomes are considered melanosome precursors or 
premelanosomes, as melanin synthesis commences at 
stage III. Thereafter the melanosomes are gradually filled 
with melanin until they reach the fully melanised, ‘ma-
ture’, stage IV. At this stage, the melanin granules can 
often be discerned on the melanosome surface, giving it 
a rough appearance (see Liu et al. 2003, figs 2–3; Lind-
gren et al 2017, fig 2). Mature melanosomes are trans-
ported to the periphery of the cell, from where they can 
be transferred to other target cells (such as keratinocytes 
in the epidermis, or forming the epithelium between the 
choroid and the photoreceptor layer in the vertebrate eye; 
Marks & Seabra 2001; Wasmeier et al. 2008).

Melanin in different tissues

Because melanin is deposited in different ways between 
tissue types, this has implications for the paleontological 
interpretation of its occurrence in association with fossils.

In vertebrate eyes, melanin is present in melanosomes sit-
uated in various tissues, including the iris, retina, choroid 
and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Most studies on 
melanin and melanosomes in the vertebrate eye have been 
performed on RPE tissue, where melanosomes are espe-
cially abundant and extraction protocols are established 
(e.g. Liu et al. 2005b). In contrast to most other tissues, 
where melanosome synthesis is a continuous process 
throughout the life of the organism, RPE melanosomes 
are primarily generated in the embryonic stage and are re-
tained throughout life (although there is a debate wheth-
er or not some melanin synthesis occurs in adult RPE; 
see Schraermeyer & Heimann 1999; Lopes et al. 2007; 
Wasmeier et al. 2008). RPE melanosomes are heterogene-
ous in size and shape, ranging from sub-spherical (c. 0.8 
× 0.6 μm) to rod-shaped (c. 2.3 × 0.7 μm) morphologies 
(measurements from bovine RPE melanosomes; see Liu 
et al. 2005b; cf. Paper III, fig 1c). Eumelanin is the domi-
nating melanin moiety in the RPE with pheomelanin oc-
curring in significantly lower quantities. This led Liu et al. 
(2005b) to conclude that the hypothesis of melanosome 
shape being dependent on melanin type is not valid for 
RPE melanosomes. Rather, these authors suggested that 
melanosome shape is influenced by the origin of the pig-
mented cells, where neural ectoderm-derived cells mainly 
contain rod-shaped melanosomes whereas sub-spherical 
morphologies are primarily present in neural crest-de-
rived cells. The full function of melanin within the RPE is 

Box 2: XAS

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is often utilised 
as a means for assessing the nuclear geometry and 
electron structure of a target element (Koningsberger 
& Prins 1988). The technique uses X-rays to excite 
electrons in the sample, causing the electron to either 
move to an unoccupied higher energy state in the 
atom shell or leave the atom as a photoelectron. By 
recording at what energy levels these events take place, 
a spectrum carrying detailed information about the 
atomic relationships (including metal content, oxida-
tion state and coordination of metal species) within 
the sample is produced.

Because melanic pigments often incorporate heavy 
metals (including Cu, Fe and Mn) into their macro-
molecular structure (e.g. Liu et al. 2004), XAS can be 
a used to target these metals and determine whether 
there are organically bound metal species in the sam-
ple or if the metal content is derived from the sed-
imentary matrix (Barden et al. 2014). Despite not 
being a standalone method for characterising biomol-

ecules, XAS can corroborate results from other anal-
yses (e.g., ToF-SIMS, electron microscopy) and pro-
vide a separate line of evidence for biologically derived 
compounds in a fossil sample (cf. Paper V).

Benefits

 – Qualitatively assesses metal content of the sample
 – Separate line of evidence for organically bound 

materials
 – Non-destructive in situ analyses

Drawbacks

 – Large spot size (often mm scale)
 – Results are difficult quantify
 – in situ analyses may penetrate ‘through’ the sam-

ple into underlying sediment
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Box 3: IR microspectroscopy

For material analyses at the molecular scale, IR mi-
crospectroscopy is a versatile method, applied in a 
variety of contexts. The technique uses the naturally 
occurring molecular vibration frequencies to identify 
relationships between atoms in a molecule. By sending 
infrared light through the sample, a spectrum can be 
recorded for when the frequency of this light matches 
the frequency of the molecular vibrations. Such spec-
tra can then be compared to reference samples of sim-
ilar compounds and their structural differences can be 
determined (Atkins & de Paula 2009).

The resulting spectra contain a significant amount 
of information that may be used as ‘fingerprints’ for 
organic and biological material (Atkins & de Paula 
2009). Moreover, spatial distributions of the material 
can be analysed, giving insight into microstructural 
organisation and physical–chemical properties of the 
sample. The ability to identify and quantify single 
molecular species makes this method highly effec-
tive for distinguishing between, for example, melanin 

and structurally similar compounds (as demonstrat-
ed by e.g. Lindgren et al. 2012; Papers III–IV). IR 
microspectroscopy has therefore been repeatedly 
used in studies of fossil melanin (e.g. Barden et al. 
2011; Wogelius et al. 2011; Lindgren et al. 2017).

Benefits

 – Provides detailed information about molecular 
structure

 – Requires only minute sample sizes
 – Point analyses and spatial distribution mapping 

possible

Drawbacks

 – Comparative method; requires reference samples
 – Coinciding peaks from different sources may ob-

scure results

not completely understood. Whereas it is clear that mel-
anin plays an important part in the initial development 
of the eye, its role in the adult animal is uncertain (Lopes 
et al. 2007), though it has been proposed to influence 
photoprotection and act as an antioxidant (Schraermeyer 
& Heimann 1999).

Hair (or fur) is an integumentary structure unique to 
mammals. It is almost always pigmented and plays an 
important role in UV-protection, camouflage and sexual 
selection (Chapman 1986). In contrast to RPE melano-
somes, the corresponding structures in (human) hair have 
indeed been shown to differ in shape depending on their 
type; whereas isolated eumelanosomes (collected from 
dark hair) generally appear rod-shaped, pheomelanosomes 
(from red hair) are smaller and retain a sub-spherical to 
ovoid morphology (Liu et al. 2005a). Moreover, red-hair 
melanosomes display a greater morphological variation 
and are smaller in size than black-hair melanosomes (Liu 
et al. 2005a). Hair melanin synthesis takes place in folli-
cle melanocytes, from where mature hair melanosomes 
are stepwise transported to keratinocytes. This transport 
follows a slower pace than in the epidermis (see below), 
coupled to the hair growth cycle, subsequently leading 
to a noticeable abundance of mature (stage IV) melano-
somes within hair melanocytes that is not seen in corre-
sponding epidermal cells (Slominski et al. 2005). While 
arguing that the eumelanin-to-pheomelanin production 

ratio can be controlled in the hair melanocyte, Slominski 
et al. (2005) also suggest that eumelanin production is 
never completely halted, thus always adding a eumelanin 
component to pheomelanosomes. After being transferred 
from the follicle to the hair shaft, melanosomes are firmly 
bound within a keratinous matrix (Liu et al. 2003) and 
organised in rows of medullary cells along the shaft centre 
(Behrendt et al. 2012). 

Melanin synthesis and melanosome transport in verte-
brate skin occurs similarly to in hair. In mammals, skin 
melanocytes are primarily situated close to the epidermal 
basement layer and exhibit dendritic extensions that pro-
vide close proximity to numerous keratin cells. After mi-
gration along the melanocyte dendrites, mature melano-
somes are readily transported to epidermal keratinocytes 
(Wasmeier et al. 2008). In some vertebrates, particularly 
reptilian and amphibian taxa, other pigment cells (collec-
tively referred to as chromatophores) are also present in 
the integument; while melanocytes can be found in the 
epidermis, the dermis of these animals hosts layers of dif-
ferent pigment cells, including reflective iridophores and 
yellow to bright red producing xanthophores (Bagnara 
1986, Landmann 1986). These cells incorporate other 
pigments than melanin, such as carotenoids, which are 
not synthesised by the animal but rather ingested through 
their diet (Bagnara 1986). 
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Feather colours are often rich and varied, influenced by 
a number of different pigments. Some of these pigments 
(e.g. carotenoids) are well characterised, whereas others 
(e.g. porphyrins and pterins) have received considerably 
less attention (see Hill & McGraw 2006). Nevertheless, 
melanins are the most common source for feather pig-
mentation, responsible not only for black, grey, brown 
and reddish hues but also acting as the foundation of 
many structural colours (e.g., Durrer 1986; Prum 2006). 
Similarly to in other integumental structures (e.g. skin; 
see above), feather melanin is synthesised in melanocytes, 
where melanosomes are formed and transferred to feather 
barbule cells through dendritic extensions of the melano-
cytes (Durrer 1986). Within feather barbs and barbules, 
melanosomes are then enveloped in a keratinous matrix, 
sometimes with intricate structural organisation (Prum 
2006). Furthermore, relationships between the morphol-
ogy of feather melanosomes and the colour they produce 
have been proposed, suggesting that pheomelanosomes 
are generally round to oblate whereas eumelanosomes 
take on a more elongate shape (Clarke 2010; Li et al. 
2010, 2012). 

In addition to the above listed integumentary structures 
of vertebrates, it should be noted that melanin production 
also occurs in some bacteria and fungi. These groups do 
not, however, utilise the same pigment production path-
ways as vertebrates do. Melanogenesis in prokaryotes is 
still poorly understood as variants the pigment can be 
synthesised in a number of different ways; some genera 
(e.g. Vibrio sp.) can simultaneously produce multiple 
types of melanin, including pyomelanin and eumelanin 
(Plonka & Grabacka 2006). Generally, however, bacterial 
melanin does not incorporate nitrogen into its molecular 
structure, often making it molecularly distinct from its 
eukaryotic counterparts (although exceptions exist, see 
Plonka & Grabacka 2006). Furthermore, contrary to in 
eukaryotic cells, bacterial melanin is usually synthesised 
extracellularly, thereby observable as amorphous deposits 
(Tarangini & Mishra 2013), globular aggregates (Agodi et 
al. 1996) or sometimes electron-dense spots (Geng et al. 
2010) when purified. 

In melanin producing fungi, the pigment is usually con-
fined to the cell wall (Romero-Martinez et al. 2000). 
There, it may be present as part of the wall proper or oc-
cur in the fibrillary matrix, slightly extending out from 
the wall (Butler & Day 1998). Moreover, melanin may 
be dislodged from the cell wall and can then be observed 
as ‘free’ granules within the cell. Whereas this pigment 
is still considered ‘wall bound’ based on its origin, extra-
cellular melanin may also be present in fungi (see Bell & 
Wheeler 1986; Butler & Day 1998). However, due to the 
high durability of melanised cell walls, these can easily be 
isolated from other cellular material, resulting in a hol-
low ‘melanin ghost’ that retains the shape and size of the 
original cell (Wang et al. 1996). Melanogenesis in fungi 

is known to follow several different pathways, although it 
is considered the formation of melanin primarily occurs 
from tyrosine and DOPA precursors (Bell & Wheeler 
1986).

5. Summary of papers

Paper I: Dental histology of mosasaurs 
and a marine crocodylian from the 
Campanian (Upper Cretaceous) of 
southern Sweden: incremental growth 
lines and dentine formation rates.

In this paper we examine the formation rate of dentine 
in the teeth of three mosasaur taxa (Dollosaurus sp., cf. 
Platecarpus, and Tylosaurus ivoensis) and one marine croc-
odylian (Aigialosuchus sp.), all collected from the Upper 
Cretaceous of the Kristianstad Basin, southern Sweden, 
by studying incremental growth lines. Two types of incre-
mental lines are identified; lines of von Ebner are opaque, 
concentric striations laid down following a daily rhythm 
caused by the periodic accumulation and mineralization 
of dentine, and Andresen lines, observable as broader dark 
bands following a depositional rate of 11–13 days/line. 
The measured consecutive lines of von Ebner are situated 
6–34 μm apart (depending on taxon). By extrapolation, 
we can estimate the development times for the dentine 
layer at the level of sectioning for each taxon. According-
ly, we calculate that the teeth had grown for 426 days in 
Dollosaurus, 342 days in cf. Platecarpus, 487 days in T. 
ivoensis and 259 days in Aigialosuchus before they were 
lost. Although the largest tooth crown included in the 
study (T. ivoensis) has the highest rate of dentine forma-
tion, it still has the slowest formation rate, resulting in 
higher risk of long-term incapacity if the tooth was lost 
prematurely. However, we suggest that this could be com-
pensated for by other adaptations of the dentition, such 
as more robust crowns and broader tooth bases.

Paper II: Skin pigmentation provides 
evidence of convergent melanism in 
extinct marine reptiles.

This contribution presents direct chemical evidence for 
integumental pigmentation in three separate lineages 
of extinct marine reptiles: ichthyosaurs, mosasaurs and 
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sea turtles. This is achieved by employing time-of-flight 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) on skin 
samples from three specimens in order to determine the 
molecular composition of the fossil tissue remains. All 
samples are shown to possess remnants of the pigment 
eumelanin, which is the main constituent responsible 
for dark colouration in almost all extant vertebrates. By 
means of electron microscopy we observe that the pigment 
traces occur in close association with fossil melanosomes 
(micrometre-sized, melanin-bearing cellular organelles). 
Our results imply that these three distantly related rep-
tiles were all, at least partly, dark in colour. While many 
extant marine animals express countershading (i.e. dark 
dorsal and light ventral colouration), some ichthyosaurs 
appear to have been uniformly dark coloured – a pattern 
also known from modern deep-diving animals.

Paper III: Interpreting melanin-based 
coloration through deep time: a criti-
cal review.

Here, we review the recent progress in the emerging field 
of molecular palaeontology, with focus on melanic pig-
ments. This includes advances in methodology, the in-
terpretation of fossil tissues based on different means of 
analysis, and inferences that can be made from these fossil 
structures. We discuss the differences in melanin synthe-
sis between vertebrates and microorganisms, reports of 
melanin and melanosomes in the fossil record, and the 
durability of melanic pigments in deep time. In order to 
assess the strengths and limitations of various methods, 
we also present a case study where we investigate a dark 
pigmentation located within the orbit of teleost fish from 
the early Eocene of Denmark. Our analyses include both 
morphological examinations using SEM and TEM, and 
chemical analysis by means of ToF-SIMS and IR-mi-
crospectroscopy analysis. As a control, the chemistry of 

natural and synthetic melanins is analysed and modern 
melanosomes and bacterial biofilms are morphologically 
compared to microbodies detected in the fossil ’eye’. Ul-
timately, we identify a number of potential pitfalls that 
require consideration in the identification of fossil mel-
anosomes and, consequently, interpretations of coloura-
tion, biology and behaviour, and recommend thorough 
analyses of fossil tissue to avoid erroneous conclusions.

Paper IV: Molecular composition 
and ultrastructure of Jurassic paravian 
feathers.

This study comprises descriptions of micro- and ultras-
tructural details in a specimen of Anchiornis huxleyi from 
the western Liaoning Province of north-east China. This 
exceptional fossil is preserved with extensive traces of 
plumage adjacent to the skull, body and limbs, as well 
as around the tail. We examine small samples of plum-
age under SEM and TEM and observe accumulations of 
melanosome-like microbodies and fibrous tissues. To de-
termine the affinity of these microstructures, we subject 
a feather sample to ToF-SIMS and IR-microspectrosco-
py analyses. This way, we obtain chemical and molec-
ular data for the fossil residue, which we can compare 
to controls consisting of natural and synthetic melanins 
(including bacterial eu- and pyomelanin), keratin, micro-
bial mats, and a number of chemical compounds that are 
structurally similar to melanin. We can conclude that the 
molecular signature of the fossilised plumage most closely 
resembles animal eumelanin, and that these traces occur 
in strong association with the melanosome-like micro-
bodies. Moreover, we find that these microbodies are pre-
served within a matrix containing filamentous structures, 
presumably representing degraded keratin, and preserved 
as a eumelanin-calcium phosphate mixture.

Table 2. Johan Gren’s contributions to papers.

Paper I Paper II Paper III Paper IV Paper V Paper VI

Concept and study design X X X

Lab work X X X X

Data interpretation/analysis X X X X X X

Photography/Illustrations X X X X X

Writing of manuscript X X X

Comments on manuscript X X X X X X
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Paper V: Molecular and microstructur-
al inventory of an isolated fossil bird 
feather from the Eocene Fur Forma-
tion of Denmark

In this contribution, we analyse an isolated bird feather 
from the Eocene of Denmark by investigating its molecu-
lar composition in addition to providing a detailed study 
of its preserved micro- and ultrastructure. The exception-
al fossil is preserved as a thin film, retaining barbs and 
barbules. Using electron microscopy, melanosome-like 
microbodies of two distinct morphologies are identified; 
the proximal portion of the feather displays ovoid micro-
bodies averaging 1.7 × 0.5 μm in size, whereas the distal 
part holds smaller, highly elongate microbodies measur-
ing 0.9 × 0.2 μm. By employing synchrotron-based μCT, 
we also create a three-dimensional rendering of the feath-
er surface, and show that the microbodies reside within 
5–10 μm large depressions, strongly resembling the med-
ullary pith of modern feathers (where melanosomes are 
normally abundant). Furthermore, we use ToF-SIMS and 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to investigate the 
chemical composition of the feather residue, and demon-
strate that the microbodies are associated with molecular 
compounds consistent with animal eumelanin. The size 
and shape of microbodies and the morphology of the 
proximal feather barbules show strong similarities with 
corresponding structures in modern parrots (Psittaci-
formes) – a group of birds that have previously been doc-
umented in the Fur Formation.

Paper VI: Skeletal and soft tissue anat-
omy of an Early Permian temnospon-
dyl amphibian from the Saar-Nahe 
Basin of south-western Germany

This contribution includes a description of a nearly 300 
million-year-old, exceptionally preserved larval amphibi-
an fossil from the Saar-Nahe Basin, south-west Germany. 
The fossil displays a semi-articulated skeleton and several 
types of soft tissues, including a black pigmentation in 
the ‘eye’, a dark ‘skin’ halo demarcating the body outline, 
and remains of external gills. X-ray computed tomogra-
phy was employed to construct a three-dimensional mod-
el of the skeleton, aiding in the visualization of obscured 
bones and benefiting the description of the specimen. 
Electron microscopy of the carbonaceous remains in the 
left eye of the specimen revealed sub-spherical microbod-
ies, corresponding in overall morphology to modern mel-
anosomes.

6. Discussion

Due to technological advancements and new methodolo-
gies, we are constantly gaining new insights into the biol-
ogy and ecology of extinct organisms. Whether we apply 
state-of the-art techniques, find new ways of employing 
conventional methods, or use a combination these, we 
can now learn about aspects of ancient life that until re-
cently were thought to be impossible to gain. Studying 
different types of microstructures and molecular traces 
preserved in the fossil archive is a rather new concept, 
and we are still learning about the full potential of this 
information for our understanding of ancient life.

From the viewpoint of this thesis, a good place to start 
discussing preserved fossil microstructures is our contri-
bution on mosasaur tooth histology (Paper I). While not 
strictly falling under ‘labile tissues’ as the thesis title sug-
gests, this paper serves as an introduction to describing 
and interpreting preserved structures that are not perceiv-
able by the naked eye. In Paper I, we show that dentine 
deposition in the teeth of large mosasaur species, such 
as Tylosaurus ivoensis, occurred at a higher rate than in 
relatively smaller species, such as cf. Platecarpus. Howev-
er, because of the large tooth size in e.g. T. ivoensis, the 
full formation of the tooth crown was still slower than in 
smaller mosasaur taxa. This suggests an evolutionary ad-
aptation of the animals, where an increased pace of tooth 
formation can prevent long-time feeding incapacity due 
to loss of teeth also in larger species with enormous tooth 
crowns (Paper I). 

Whereas the research focus of this paper is on the dentine 
formation rate and tooth replacement rates, there may be 
other information available by studying the dental micro-
structures of extinct animals. For instance, the observed 
incremental lines provide a very high (daily) resolution of 
dentine deposition during the time of tooth formation. 
As our findings show that mosasaur teeth had grown for 
about 11–15 months (depending on species) before they 
were lost they could thus, in theory, be used to show vari-
ations over a year in the life of extinct animals, given that 
differences in the dentinal layer were to be observed. Cy-
clic variations in fossil corals are, for instance, frequent-
ly studied to infer palaeoclimate using LA-ICPMS (e.g. 
Allison et al. 2007) and although the chemistry of fossil 
teeth may be altered during diagenesis (e.g. Kohn et al. 
1999), such methodology could potentially be applied to 
discern differences in composition during tooth develop-
ment. However, as we point out in our study (Paper I), to 
expand the knowledge about these microstructures (and 
their possible biological implications), investigations en-
compassing a larger sample set would be required. Some 
authors have shown the feasibility of studying histology 
in fossil tissues by means of other methods, such as com-
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puted tomography (e.g. Sanchez et al. 2012). The con-
trast differences in the dentine would, however, not be 
large enough to use this method for mapping of the in-
cremental lines. Therefore, a traditional (destructive) sec-
tioning is still the preferred method for visualising these 
hard tissue microstructures.

In Papers II–VI, a shared focus point has been the identi-
fication and interpretation of fossil soft tissue structures, 
and in particular the traces of melanosome-like micro-
bodies and their occurrence in relation to molecular 
traces of the pigment eumelanin. It has repeatedly been 
argued in this thesis (and the papers it includes) that we 
need to be cautious when discussing the origin of micro-
structures in fossil tissues. For example, while melano-
some-like microbodies are frequently observed in various 
fossil specimens, they undeniably share morphological 
features with both microbes and modern melanosomes 
(e.g. Moyer et al. 2014). As a result, we need several in-
dependent lines of evidence to confidently assign the 
microbodies as one or the other. That being said, there 
are, as highlighted in this thesis, several ways to acquire 
independent lines of evidence for determining the affinity 
of fossil microstructures. Apart from visualisation of the 
microstructures by conventional or electron microscopy, 
the chemical/molecular content of fossil samples can be 
investigated using e.g. ToF-SIMS (Paper II–V), IR-mi-
crospectroscopy (Paper III–IV) or XAS (Paper V). More-
over, organisation and distribution patterns of surface 
structures can be studied using computed tomography 
(Paper V), although this may be difficult and time-con-
suming, especially if the fossil remains are similar to the 
surrounding sediment with regard to density, or if they 
are present only in very limited quantities. Therefore, in 
some cases, atomic force microscopy (AFM) may be a vi-
able method for the investigation of surface topography 
in fossil tissues. In palaeontology, AFM is not widely used 
and has mainly been applied to hard tissues, such as tooth 
enamel (Xia et al. 2015) and coccoliths (Henriksen et al. 
2004); its application to fossil soft structures has merely 
been touched upon (e.g. collagen fibres in demineralised 
bone, Schweitzer et al. 2007; plant cytoplasm, Wang et 
al. 2008). The possible applications of this technique in 
palaeontology are thus not fully explored and should be 
investigated further in the future. Similarly, a relatively 
new method for studies of fossil tissue is in situ immu-
nohistochemistry, which has provided important new in-
sights into the preservation of endogenous biomolecules 
in various fossil taxa (e.g. dinosaurs, Moyer et al. 2016; 
turtles, Lindgren et al. 2017), and should continue to see 
application in molecular palaeontology in the future.

So, if fossilised microbodies are observed and can be in-
terpreted as remnant melanosomes (beyond reasonable 
doubt), then what can they tell us?

Fossil colours

The full function of melanin is not completely understood 
and it varies between the tissues where it is deposited (see 
section 4 above). However, there is broad consensus that 
the pigment plays a role in photoprotection, protection 
against free radicals and (when present in integumental 
tissues, such as skin and feathers) in inter- and intraspe-
cific signalling. Because the latter role of the pigment per-
haps is the most conspicuous one, much recent research 
on fossil pigments has been devoted to colour interpre-
tations, especially in early birds and feathered dinosaurs 
(e.g. Clarke et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010, 2012; Smithwick et 
al. 2017), but also in non-avian dinosaurs (e.g. Brown et 
al. 2017) and several marine reptiles (e.g. Paper II). There 
are, however, some issues that need be addressed before 
making such interpretations, including: (i) that melan-
ic pigmentation is not solely responsible for colouration; 
(ii) the correlation between melanosome morphology 
and perceived colour may not be fully understood; and 
(iii), importantly, microbody morphology may be altered 
during diagenesis (McNamara et al. 2013).

(i) In addition to colours produced by melanic pigments 
(i.e. dark brown to black by eumelanin, reddish to brown 
by pheomelanin), a phenomenon known as ‘structural 
colours’ (e.g. Prum 2006) make matters more compli-
cated. Structural colouration is an extensive topic – its 
details falling well beyond the scope of this thesis – but 
nonetheless an issue that should be considered if inter-
pretations regarding original colouration of animals are 
to be made. Particularly known from bird feathers (but 
also in many insects and other organisms), structural col-
ours arise due to optical interference patterns created on 
the nanoscale. In part produced by melanosome organi-
sation within the feather barbules, this type of structural 
interference is responsible for the iridescence seen in, for 
example, peacock feathers; while peacock feathers retain 
eumelanosomes producing a dark brown pigment, the 
organisation of microbodies within the feather barbules 
gives rise to their characteristic hues of blue, green and 
yellow (e.g. Zi et al. 2003). Some authors have made in-
terpretations of iridescence in fossil feathers based on the 
organisation of microbody imprints (e.g. Vinther et al. 
2010; Li et al. 2012). Furthermore, it has been argued 
that iridescence may be discerned by melanosome shape 
(Li et al. 2012). If this is accurate, it could contribute to 
the interpretation of the fossil feather FUM-1980 (Paper 
V), which retains melanosomes overlapping in morphol-
ogy with modern iridescent melanosomes (sensu Li et al. 
2012). It should be noted, though, that because of their 
inherent dependence on structure, reconstructions of iri-
descent colours in fossils should be undertaken with par-
ticular caution, and possible taphonomic and diagenetic 
processes affecting sample integrity should be accounted 
for (see below). 
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(ii) In the past decade, some authors (e.g. Clarke et al. 
2010; Li et al. 2010, 2012; Smithwick et al. 2017) have 
used the shape of ‘fossil melanosomes’ to reconstruct the 
colouration of extinct animals based on a large dataset of 
melanosome measurements from modern bird feathers, 
released by Li et al. (2012, supplementary database S1). 
The dataset contains measurements of melanosomes from 
hundreds of bird species, grouping them into five colour 
classes (black, brown, grey, iridescent and penguin; the 
latter including melanosomes with morphologies distinct 
for members of the penguin family Spheniscidae; see Li 
et al. 2012). While these data have been successfully used 
to statistically predict the colour produced by melano-
somes of certain morphologies (Li et al. 2010, 2012), the 
quality of the dataset may be debated. Each bird species 
included in the dataset is represented by one entry, using 
the average measurements of between 5–30 melanosomes 
from the same (contour) feather (Matthew Shawkey 
2015, pers. comm.). As it has been observed that melano-
some shape is highly variable even within a single feather 
(e.g. Paper V), the dataset should be expanded to include 
melanosome measurements from different parts of several 
feathers collected from multiple individuals. Despite be-
ing a large and undoubtedly time consuming undertak-
ing, such an expansion would substantially reinforce the 
quality of the data.

(iii) When discussing the interpretation of preserved 
fossil microstructures, we must bear in mind the aspect 
of deep time and thereby consider those long-term pro-
cesses acting on the material. In some cases, maturation 
experiments have been performed, simulating the lapse 
of time by exposing melanosomes to elevated pressures 
and temperatures (e.g. McNamara et al. 2013; Colleary 
et al. 2015). While these studies have demonstrated the 
remarkable resilience of melanosomes and their associat-
ed melanin, it is not feasible to reconstruct the full ge-
ological history of a specimen that has been influenced 
by geological processes over millions (or, in some cases, 
even hundreds of millions) of years. This becomes par-
ticularly evident when we consider different (superficial) 
appearances of structures that over the past decade have 
been interpreted as evidence for melanosomes in the fos-
sil archive; that is, structures including everything from 
sub-rounded to elongate impressions in an amorphous, 
often mineralized, matrix (e.g. Zhang et al. 2010, figs 
1–4) to three-dimensional bodies of different shapes and 
sizes – ranging from c. 0.15 μm (Glass et al. 2012) up 
to over 1.7 μm (Zhang et al. 2010; Paper V) – have all 
been described as ‘fossil melanosomes’ or imprints there-
of. While melanosome morphology is known to be highly 
variable also in extant animals, this noticeable morpho-
logical variation alone advocates caution when discuss-
ing affinity of the microstructures. Furthermore, matu-
ration experiments have confirmed geometric alteration 
of melanosomes under elevated temperature and pressure 

conditions, with increasingly greater alteration at higher 
temperatures (McNamara et al. 2013). 

Nonetheless, if microbodies observed in fossil samples 
are confidently shown to be remnant melanosomes and 
the above issues are taken into account, partial colour re-
constructions in extinct animals may be feasible. Further-
more, such interpretations could potentially also provide 
insights into other biological and physiological traits.

Adaptation and behaviour

In addition to interpretations of potential colouration of 
fossil creatures, traces of their pigments (and associated 
structures) can contribute to our knowledge about how 
the animals were adapted to their environment, and pos-
sibly also about their behaviour. In Paper II, we discuss 
the presence of melanosomes, intimately associated with 
molecular traces of eumelanin, in three separate lineages 
of extinct marine reptiles (an Eocene turtle, a Cretaceous 
mosasaur and a Jurassic ichthyosaur, Fig 2). We reason 
that the inferred dark pigmentation may have been an 
evolutionary adaptation influencing thermoregulation 
and growth rates, as has been observed in modern ani-
mals (e.g. Clusella Trullas et al. 2007, 2009). Moreover, 
pigmentation often contributes to camouflage, and many 
modern marine creatures (including marine turtles, e.g. 
Chelonia mydas) have developed ‘countershading’ (i.e. a 
dark dorsum and a light ventrum) for concealment in 
their open pelagic habitat (Bustard 1970). A similar case 
has been suggested for other fossil marine turtles (Lind-
gren et al. 2017), and countershading has also been report-
ed in exceptionally preserved fossil fish (Gottfried 1989). 
Because ichthyosaur fossils repeatedly have been found 
with impressions of uniformly dark soft body outlines, 
and we show that such ‘skin’ impressions contain eumela-
nin traces, we suggest that this indicates a uniformly dark 
pigmentation in life. This inconspicuous pattern fits well 
with the theory of a deep-diving behaviour among these 
creatures (see Motani 2005), as the limited amount of 
light at greater depths would favour dark animals in terms 
of camouflage (Paper II). Our findings can thus aid in 
interpretations of the behaviour and life environments of 
these extinct creatures. It should be noted, however, that 
the methods used for identification of pigment remains 
are highly localised to a spot on each sample, and that 
interpretations on colour patterning based on these must 
be performed with caution (Edwards et al. 2014). Ad-
ditionally, whereas the presence of preserved melanin is 
strongly indicative of animal pigmentation, a lack thereof 
does not necessarily suggest unpigmented tissue, as these 
remains may have been lost due to taphonomic and/or 
diagenetic processes.
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A few other inferences on behaviour and physiology have 
also been published in the recent literature: Li et al. (2010) 
suggested that their findings of differently-shaped mela-
nosome-like microbodies in the plumage of the feathered 
dinosaur Anchiornis advocate pigmentation patterns used 
in inter- or intraspecific signalling, potentially acting as a 
factor for sexual selection (but see also Paper IV for a more 
conservative interpretation). Another feathered dinosaur 
(Sinosauropteryx) was recently studied by Smithwick et al. 
(2017). Based on the presence and distribution of rem-
nant microbodies, interpreted as pheomelanosomes (cf. 
Zhang et al. 2010), a countershading pigmentation pat-
terning was proposed (Smithwick et al. 2017). Moreover, 
the authors reconstructed pigment patterns including a 

striped tail and a ‘bandit mask’ around the eyes, contrib-
uting to interpretations of habitat preference, predator–
prey relationships and physiological adaptations (Smith-
wick et al. 2017).

7. Conclusions

In this thesis, I have investigated a number of molecular, 
micro- and ultrastructural remnants in fossil soft tissues 
from several animal groups of different age. This has been 
done as a series of case studies, employing novel as well 
as established methods. Whereas it is indeed possible to 
make interpretations on the biology of extinct animals 
based on microstructural and molecular remains, it is 
imperative to understand that our window into the past 
is inherently a narrow one. Thus, broad or generalised 
interpretations can be dangerous when based on minute 
samples. 

Over the course of this PhD project, the ‘melanosomes 
versus microbes’-dilemma has been repeatedly debated 
from a variety of viewpoints. Whereas the discussion has 
not reached any general consensus, the results presented 
herein (Papers II–V) show that there are methods availa-
ble for assigning ‘melanosome-like’ microbodies to rem-
nant melanosomes with some confidence and that more 
independent lines of evidence render a more trustworthy 
diagnosis. Using such methods, including analyses of tis-
sue chemistry (e.g. ToF-SIMS), will limit the risk of in-
troducing erroneous conclusions into the literature. 

There is still much work to be done in the study of fossil 
microstructures, such as ‘melanosome-like’ microbodies, 
as there is currently no straightforward way of determin-
ing their origin. For now, a multi-proxy approach using 
several independent lines of evidence is recommended 
before making assumptions on microbody affinity and 
implications based on these structures.

Fig. 2: Artists interpretation of the marine reptiles studied in Paper 
II. From top to bottom: a marine turtle, an ichthyosaur and a mosa-
saur. Illustration by Stefan Sølberg.
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Svensk sammanfattning

Denna avhandling behandlar en mängd mikrostrukturella 
och molekylära lämningar som påträffats i ett antal fossil. 
Resultaten presenteras i sex vetenskapliga artiklar med det 
gemensamma syftet att grundligt studera dessa lämningar 
med hjälp av såväl nya som vedertagna analysmetoder. 
Avhandlingens huvudsakliga frågeställningar är dels vad 
denna typ av fossila spår kan säga om de studerade djurens 
biologi, ekologi och beteende, samt vilka analysmetoder 
som är bäst lämpade för att kunna utröna detta.

Avhandlingen baseras på en serie fallstudier där jag un-
dersökt fossil från ett flertal olika djurgrupper från olika 
geologiska tidsåldrar. Fossilen är insamlade från ett antal 
geologiska lokaler runtom i världen. Bland de metoder 
som använts kan nämnas ljus- och elektronmikroskopi, 
datortomografi och molekylära analyser. De senare in-
nefattar bland annat s.k. ToF-SIMS (en mycket känslig 
spektrometrimetod för att studera ytstrukturer), infraröd 
mikrospektroskopi och röntgenabsorptionsspektroskopi.

Bland resulten finner vi att man genom mikroskopi och 
histologisk analys av tänder från bland annat mosasaurier 
(jättelika, numera utdöda marina reptiler) kan beräkna 
dentinets (tandvävnadens) bildningshastighet. Efter-
som dentinbildningen ligger till grund för tändernas 
tillväxthastighet kan man dra slutsatser om djurens tand-
ersättningscykler (i likhet med nu levande reptiler bytte 
dessa djur regelbundet sina tänder). Jag påvisar också att 
tänderna hos större mosasauriearter tog längre tid att nå 
full storlek än tänderna hos mindre arter. Dock skedde 
dentinbildningen med högre hastighet i de större tänder-
na, vilket innebar att djuren snabbare kunde ersätta för-
lorade tänder. 

Genom studier av ögon, hud och fjädrar från en mängd 
fossil observerade jag ansamlingar av mikrometerstora, 

runda till avlånga kroppar i den bevarade vävnaden. Li-
knande mikrostrukturer har tidigare, vid olika tillfällen, 
beskrivits som så kallade melanosomer (dvs. pigment-
bärande cellorganeller) och som fossiliserade bakterier. För 
att kunna säkerställa mikrokropparnas härkomst utförde 
jag och mina medförfattare molekylära och ultrastruktur-
ella analyser av de fossila bildningarna och jämförde sedan 
resultaten med motsvarande analyser av modernt mela-
nin och andra liknande kemiska föreningar. Resultaten 
visar mycket riktigt att molekylära rester av eumelanin 
återfinns i nära anslutning till de observerade mikrostruk-
turerna, vilket tydligt talar för att de är melanosomer.

Utöver de studier som redovisas i de bifogade veten-
skapliga artiklarna så inkluderar avhandlingen även en 
kort redogörelse för hur melanin uppträder i ögon, hud 
och fjädrar hos olika ryggradsdjur, samt dess förekomst 
i vissa svampar och bakterier. En översikt över de olika 
metoder som tillämpats i projekten presenteras, och följs 
av en diskussion om de möjliga slutsatser som kan dras 
och de svårigheter som bör beaktas inom denna typ av 
paleontologi. 

Bevarade melanosomer kan potentiellt bidra med in-
formation rörande ett flertal biologiska och ekologiska 
företeelser som inte tidigare kunnat beaktas hos förhis-
toriskt liv. Det råder dock ännu ingen konsensus kring 
hur vi enklast kan säkerställa dessa “melanosomliknande” 
mikrostrukturers ursprung. Jag anser därför att en grun-
dlig undersökning av sådana fossila rester, inklusive kem-
iska analyser, bör tillämpas för varje enskild studie – åt-
minstone tills vi uppnått enighet kring vilka kriterier som 
måste uppfyllas för att mikrofossilen ska kunna identifi-
eras med säkerhet.
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Overleaf: Thin sectioned mosasaur tooth (cf. Platecarpus)
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Dental histology of mosasaurs and a marine crocodylian from the
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growth lines and dentine formation rates
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Abstract – Mosasaurs are an extinct group of secondarily adapted aquatic lizards that became the
dominant marine tetrapods in the Late Cretaceous oceans. They continuously shed and replaced
their teeth in order to maintain a functional dentition at all times; however, the process of tooth
development in mosasaurs is still incompletely known. Based on incremental line width measurements
and growth line counts, we assess dentine formation rates in three mosasaur taxa (Dollosaurus,
cf. Platecarpus and Tylosaurus) and one genus of marine crocodylian (Aigialosuchus), all from
the lower Campanian (Upper Cretaceous) of southernmost Sweden. Two sets of periodic dentinal
markings characterized by concentric, alternating opaque and transparent laminae are recognized: one
set comprising thin bands situated 6–34 μm apart (depending on taxon), which is superimposed onto
a second set of coarser bands where spaces vary between 102 and 275 μm. Assuming that the finer
striations represent daily increments (i.e. lines of von Ebner), it is estimated that the deposition of
dentine at the sectioned level of the tooth-crowns took 342 (cf. Platecarpus), 426 (Dollosaurus), 487
(Tylosaurus) and 259 (Aigialosuchus) days, respectively. The coarser bands contain between 11 and 13
thin striations each, and are thus considered to be homologous to similar periodic dentinal markings
in extant vertebrates, i.e. Andresen lines. Prolonged tooth development times in large-toothed taxa,
such as Tylosaurus, presumably increased the risk of long-term incapacity to capture prey after dental
trauma, an evolutionary trade-off which may have been compensated for by allometric modifications
of the teeth.

Keywords: Andresen, dentine, histology, increments, Mosasauridae, teeth, von Ebner.

1. Introduction

In most living reptiles, teeth are continuously shed
and replaced to ensure a regular bite and a lifelong
capability to engulf prey (Richman & Handrigan,
2011). However, the process of tooth development
in many fossil reptilian groups has only recently be-
come a topic of study (Erickson, 1996a; Zaher &
Rieppel, 1999; Rieppel & Kearney, 2005; Caldwell,
2007; Chinsamy, Tunoğlu & Thomas, 2010, 2012).
Hence, in order to gain a deeper understanding of the
odontogenesis in Mosasauridae, a speciose family of
secondarily aquatic lizards that became the dominant
marine tetrapods in the Late Cretaceous about 98–
66 million years ago, we examined periodic dentinal
markings in a small number of isolated marginal tooth-
crowns collected from the marine Cretaceous of south-
ern Sweden.

Examination of incremental growth lines is an ef-
fective method of assessing dentine formation rates
and tooth development times in both extant and ex-
tinct vertebrates (e.g. Erickson, 1996a and references
therein). Incremental markings form through periodic
alterations in collagen fibre trajectories and/or vari-
ations in the mineralization process (Kawasaki, Tanaka
& Ishikawa, 1980; Bhaskar, 1991; Erickson, 1996b;

∗E-mail: johan.gren@geol.lu.se

Nanci, 2008), thereby providing a continuous and of-
ten permanent record of the odontogenesis (Erickson,
1996a). Such increments also contribute to our under-
standing of those mechanisms that underlie morpholo-
gical change (Dean, 2000), and are thus of importance
in the scientific fields of developmental and evolution-
ary biology.

Despite being illustrated already in the mid-1800s
by Richard Owen (1841, 1845; see Erickson, 1996a),
the importance of dentinal laminations was not recog-
nized until the works of Andresen (1898) and von Ebner
(1902, 1906). These latter authors described concent-
ric striations in the teeth of humans and other prim-
ates that are now being referred to as incremental lines
of von Ebner and Andresen, respectively (e.g. Dean
& Scandrett, 1996). Long-period Andresen lines are
spaced between 4 and 14 days apart owing to endogen-
ous biorhythms (Kawasaki, Tanaka & Ishikawa, 1980;
Dean & Scandrett, 1996; Dean, 2000), and usually con-
tain short-period lines of von Ebner, where the distance
between each lamination represents the daily secretion
of dentine (Bhaskar, 1991; Dean, 1995, 1998; Dean &
Scandrett, 1996; Hillson, 2005).

Using periodic chemical (i.e. fluorochrome) la-
belling, Erickson (1996b) was able to determine the
rate and duration of dentine secretion in the mod-
ern crocodylians Alligator mississippiensis and Cai-
man crocodilus. Moreover, by counting and measuring
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Figure 1. Geological map of southernmost Sweden showing the location of the Kristianstad Basin in the northeastern corner of the
province of Skåne and the localities from which the analyzed teeth were collected (modified from Lindgren & Siverson, 2002, fig. 1).

the increments laid down between the fluorochrome
injections, he (Erickson, 1996b) demonstrated that
these laminations form on a daily basis (as they do in
most amniotes; e.g. Erickson, 1996a, b; Kamiya et al.
2006; Nanci, 2008; Kierdorf et al. 2009). Subsequently,
Erickson (1996a) broadened his investigation to also in-
clude Mesozoic crocodylians and nonavian dinosaurs.
Comparable markings were found in the fossilized teeth
of both groups, to suggest homology given their close
phylogenetic relationship (Erickson, 1996a). More re-
cently, Chinsamy, Tunoğlu & Thomas (2010, 2012)
demonstrated the presence of periodic dentinal incre-
ments in a tooth-crown of the derived mosasaur Mosa-
saurus hoffmanni, and building on Erickson’s (1996a,
b) model, they estimated that it took 511 days to deposit
the dentine at the level of sectioning.

In the present contribution, concentric laminations
observed in histological sections of three isolated mosa-
saur teeth (assigned to Dollosaurus sp., cf. Platecarpus
and Tylosaurus ivoensis, respectively) from the Kris-
tianstad Basin, southernmost Sweden, are compared
to morphologically similar markings in a tooth-crown
of the marine crocodylian Aigialosuchus sp. collected
from the same area. We begin with a description of vari-
ous microstructural features that have previously been
used to determine crocodylian and mosasaur dentine
secretion rates (see Erickson 1996a, b; Chinsamy,
Tunoğlu & Thomas, 2010, 2012). We then estimate
the time it took to develop the dentine at the level of

sectioning. Finally, we conclude with a brief discussion
on tooth development times and replacement rates in
mosasaurs.

2. Geological setting

The Cretaceous deposits of the Kristianstad Basin
sensu Erlström & Gabrielson (1992) are bordered to
the southwest by the Linderödsåsen and Nävlingeåsen
horst ridges, whereas the northern demarcation is
more diffuse with several outliers of marine strata
of Campanian–Maastrichtian age (Fig. 1). The Creta-
ceous sediments comprise primarily shallow marine
calcarenites, calcisilitites and calcareous sandstones,
although terrigenous material in conglomerates and
boulder beds indicates that nearby land served as im-
portant source areas (Christensen, 1975). For more
comprehensive descriptions of the geology, develop-
ment and depositional environments of the Kristianstad
Basin, see Christensen (1975), Bergström & Sundquist
(1978), Lidmar-Bergström (1982) and Erlström &
Gabrielson (1986, 1992).

With the exception of a single Aigialosuchus sp.
tooth (LO 11621 t) from the lowermost Campan-
ian (Gonioteuthis granulataquadrata belemnite Zone,
Ullstorp site; see Erlström & Gabrielson, 1986 and
Siverson, 1993 for locality information), all fossils ex-
amined herein were collected from strata represent-
ing a narrow stratigraphic interval (i.e. the informal
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Table 1. Measurements and section locations of sampled tooth-crowns

Taxon
Crown

height (mm)
Crown

width (mm)
Crown

length (mm)

Section locations (mm
from base, mid-crown;

apical section)

Aigialosuchus sp.
(LO 11621 t) 9 8 6 5; 8
Dollosaurus sp.
(LO 11622 t) 23 16 14 8; 19
cf. Platecarpus sp.
(LO 11623 t) 33 17 13 10; 23
Tylosaurus ivoensis
(LO 11624 t) 45 31 25 21; 35

Belemnellocamax mammillatus zone) corresponding to
the highest belemnite zone in the lower part of the
European two-fold division of the Campanian Stage
(see Christensen, 1975). Three localities exposing sed-
iments of latest early Campanian age (Åsen, Ivö Klack
and Ugnsmunnarna; Fig. 1) produced the teeth de-
scribed below. For locality information, see Lindgren
& Siverson (2002), Lindgren et al. (2007) and Eriksson
et al. (2011, fig. 2).

3. Methodology

The material selected for histological analysis com-
prises four isolated, presumably shed marginal tooth-
crowns (LO 11621 t – LO 11624 t) representing three
genera of mosasaurs (Dollosaurus, cf. Platecarpus
and Tylosaurus) and one genus of crocodylian (Aigia-
losuchus). Comparisons with more complete dentitions
in mosasaur and crocodylian skeletons from North
America and west-central Europe (see Lindgren &
Siverson, 2002, 2004, 2005; Lindgren, 2005a, b) sug-
gest that all teeth originate from the mid-section of the
dental ramus in sub-adult to adult individuals.

Prior to sampling, all tooth-crowns were measured
(Table 1), photographed (the crowns were covered with
ammonium chloride prior to being photographed) and
moulded. Thereafter, the teeth were vacuum-embedded
in a clear polyester resin, and millimetre-thick trans-
verse sections were produced using a slow-speed dia-
mond saw (the precise location of each section is lis-
ted in Table 1). Additionally, a partial longitudinal sec-
tion was produced from LO 11621 t (Aigialosuchus
sp.) because previous studies (e.g. Erickson, 1996b)
have indicated that longitudinal sections may provide
additional histological details. The thin-sections were
mounted on petrographic slides using polyester resin,
ground to optical translucency (i.e. to about 50–100 μm
thickness), polished on a felt pad with aluminium oxide
powder, and imaged (at × 5–40 magnification) using a
Nikon DS-Fi1 camera attached to a binocular micro-
scope. Histological features were documented with par-
ticular focus on incremental growth line distribution,
spacing and counts. Notes were made also on other
potential endogenous markings, as well as on enamel
thickness, state of the osteocyte lacunocanalicular sys-
tem, and possible taphonomic/diagenetic artefacts. In
accordance with the published methodology of, for ex-

ample, Dean (1998), Erickson (1996a, b) and Nanci
(2008), the different types of incremental laminations
were identified based on their widths and morphology.
In each section examined, the most complete sequences
of short- and (if present) long-period lines were meas-
ured using an image analysis software (NIS-Elements
BR 3.10) from digital micrographs, and the average
distance between the individual lines was calculated.
These numbers were then extrapolated to include the
entire thickness of the dentine (measured using the mul-
tipoint circle tool in NIS-Elements BR 3.10) in order
to obtain values of the total dentine accumulation at the
level of sectioning.

Depository acronym. LO – Department of Geology,
Lund University, Lund, Sweden.

4. Histological analyses

The dental morphology of the mosasaur and
crocodylian taxa dealt with in this work has been de-
scribed in detail by, for example, Persson (1959, 1963),
Lindgren (2005a, b) and Lindgren & Siverson (2002,
2004, 2005); here we provide additional microstruc-
tural data obtained from recent histological analyses.
Basic measurements, such as tooth-crown height, width
and length (as preserved), are presented in Table 1.

4.a. LO 11622 t (Dollosaurus sp.)

Two transverse histological sections were made from
LO 11622 t (Fig. 2); one near the apex and one at ap-
proximately mid-crown height. The apical section pre-
serves closely spaced dentinal tubules that radiate from
the margin of the pulp cavity and outward. Numer-
ous odontocyte lacunae are also visible, and these are
oriented with their long axis parallel to the tubules. A
small number of laminations run parallel to the pulp cir-
cumference. The lines are faint, irregularly spaced and
too few to allow a confident quantitative analysis. Nu-
merous taphonomically induced micro-cracks are also
present, and these have served as loci for bacterial or
fungal activity (cf. Underwood, Mitchell & Veltkamp,
1999), resulting in the partial loss of endogenous mi-
crostructures.

The transverse section taken at mid-crown height
is similar to the apical one in that it contains mul-
tiple radially oriented dentinal tubules and elongated
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Figure 2. (Colour online) Dollosaurus sp., LO 11622 t, isolated marginal tooth-crown. (a) Specimen photographed in labial view prior
to histological analysis. Level of sectioning is marked with a horizontal bar. (b) Transverse mid-crown section of LO 11622 t (labial
side faces downwards). (c) Demarcated area in (b) showing periodic incremental markings here interpreted as lines of von Ebner. Scale
bars represent 10 mm (a), 5 mm (b) and 500 μm (c).

odontocyte lacunae (Fig. 2b). However, those areas af-
fected by microorganisms are considerably smaller, and
consequently the dentine is rich in preserved incre-
ments (some of which are accentuated by secondarily
deposited minerals). These laminations run perpendic-
ularly to the tubules and are most pronounced in the
peri-pulpal part of the dentine, where 105 consecut-
ive lines with a size range of 8–23 μm and an average
width of 12.2 μm were documented (Fig. 2c). By ex-
trapolation (mean thickness of dentine = 5194 μm),
the sectioned part of the tooth-crown holds a total of
426 periodic dentinal markings.

4.b. LO 11623 t (cf. Platecarpus)

Two transverse histological sections were made from
LO 11623 t (Fig. 3): one close to the apex and one at
approximately mid-crown height. In the apical section,
the enamel displays one distinct and one faint lam-

ination. No increments were observed in the dentine;
however, closely spaced dentinal tubules could be seen
radiating from the vicinity of the pulp cavity and out-
ward. The dentine is also rich in dark odontocyte la-
cunae with stubby canaliculi. As in LO 11622 t, the
lacunae are elongate and oriented with their long axis
parallel to the tubules. Diverging channels, joined in
discrete networks and probably made by bone-boring
bacteria and/or fungal hyphae, surround a number of
taphonomically induced micro-cracks.

The enamel of the mid-crown section holds three
weak and incomplete increments consisting of altern-
ating dark and light bands. The section is rich in
both endogenous microstructures and diagenetic arte-
facts, such as micro-fractures filled with brownish mat-
ter. Towards the circumference the dentine is largely
deteriorated by microorganisms (Fig. 3b, c). Micro-
borings are also present in the region of the pulp cav-
ity, although some original structures, including darkly
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Figure 3. (Colour online) cf. Platecarpus, LO 11623 t, isolated marginal tooth-crown. (a) LO 11623 t in labial view prior to
histological analysis. Level of sectioning is marked with a horizontal bar. (b) Transverse mid-crown section of LO 11623 t (labial side
faces downwards). (c) Demarcated area in (b) showing long-period incremental markings (here interpreted as Andresen lines – black
arrowheads), radially oriented dentinal tubules, possible calcospherites (arrow), and elongate osteocyte lacunae. (d) Demarcated area
in (c) showing a second set of finer concentric laminations here interpreted as lines of von Ebner (better preserved striae are marked
with white arrowheads). Scale bars represent 10 mm (a), 5 mm (b), 1 mm (c) and 100 μm (d).

stained mineral globules (possibly calcospherites) re-
main (Fig. 3c, white arrow). Radially oriented dentinal
tubules and odontocyte lacunae are dispersed through-
out the dentine (Fig. 3b, c, d). The blackish lacunae
are elliptical, and remains of the canalicular system oc-
cur as thread-like extensions from the surfaces of the
secondarily filled cavities (Fig. 3d). Two sets of incre-

mental growth lines were measured: one set of ten con-
secutive long-period lines, characterized by alternating
opaque and transparent bands, with a size range of 102–
201 μm and an average width of 141 μm (Fig. 3c), and
one set of 128 short-period lines with a size range of
6–19 μm and an average width of 11.3 μm (Fig. 3d).
By extrapolation, at the level of sectioning the tooth
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Figure 4. (Colour online) Tylosaurus ivoensis, LO 11624 t, isolated marginal tooth-crown. (a) Specimen photographed in labial view
prior to histological analysis. Level of sectioning is marked with a horizontal bar. (b) Transverse mid-crown section of LO 11624 t
(labial side faces downwards). (c) Demarcated area in (b) showing long-period incremental markings (here interpreted as Andresen
lines), radially oriented dentinal tubules and elongate osteocyte lacunae. (d) Demarcated area in (c) showing presumed Andresen lines
(black arrowheads) and a second set of finer concentric laminations here interpreted as lines of von Ebner (better preserved striae are
marked with white arrowheads). Scale bars represent 10 mm (a), 5 mm (b), 1 mm (c) and 500 μm (d).

holds a total of 342 short-period lines with one long-
period line for every twelfth or thirteenth short-period
line (mean thickness of dentine = 3860 μm).

4.c. LO 11624 t (Tylosaurus ivoensis)

Two transverse histological sections were made from
LO 11624 t (Fig. 4): one close to the apex and one at
approximately mid-crown height. In the apical section,
the enamel contains four incomplete increments. Evid-
ence of bacterial or fungal activity is apparent towards
the periphery of the dentine, thus limiting the amount
of observable primary features in this part of the sec-
tion. Odontocyte lacunae and dentinal tubules appear
scattered throughout the dentine, the latter of these mi-
crostructures being intersected by a continuous set of
77 incremental laminations ranging in size from 10 to
26 μm and with an average width of 15.7 μm. Given
that the thickness of the dentine is 6441 μm, there are

410 daily increments at the level of sectioning. Ad-
ditionally, a few coarser markings occur among the
short-period lines, roughly 100–200 μm apart.

In the mid-crown section, only one incremental line
can be traced over some distance in the enamel. Al-
though the perimeter of the dentine is remodelled by
bone-boring bacteria and/or fungal hyphae, its inner
parts are well preserved with abundant dentinal tubules
and elongate odontocyte lacunae. One set comprising
16 consecutive long-period lines, with a size range
of 122–275 μm and an average width of 219 μm, is
present in the peri-pulpal dentine (Fig. 4d, black arrow-
heads). Additionally, there is one set of 82 short-period
lines with a size range of 9–34 μm and an average
width of 19.4 μm (Fig. 4d, white arrowheads). Thus,
at the level of sectioning the tooth-crown holds a total
of 487 short-period lines (mean thickness of dentine =
9440 μm) with one long-period line for every eleventh
or twelfth short-period line.
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Figure 5. (Colour online) Aigialosuchus sp., LO 11621 t, isol-
ated tooth-crown. (a) LO 11621 t as it appeared (in labial view)
prior to histological analysis. Level of sectioning is marked with
a horizontal bar. (b) Transverse mid-crown section of LO 11621
t (labial side faces downwards). (c) Demarcated area in (b) show-
ing periodic incremental markings (arrowheads) here interpreted
as lines of von Ebner. Scale bars represent 5 mm (a, b) and
500 μm (c).

4.d. LO 11621 t (Aigialosuchus sp.)

Three histological sections were made from LO 11621
t (Fig. 5): one transverse section close to the apex, one
transverse section at approximately mid-crown height,
and one longitudinal section near the base of the crown.
In the apical section, the enamel holds three incomplete
increments preserved as alternating opaque and trans-
parent laminae. Most primary features of the dentine
are obscured by an interconnected lattice of thread-like
channels that was probably made by bone-boring bac-
teria and/or fungal hyphae, although densely spaced,
radially oriented dentinal tubules and a few faint, con-
centric laminations are visible in some areas.

The section taken at mid-crown height is also par-
tially affected by microorganisms, particularly in the
peripheral parts of the dentine (Fig. 5b). Close to the
pulp cavity, fine dentinal tubules extend radially from
the crown centre and outward (Fig. 5c). These tu-
bules are intersected perpendicularly by a number of
concentric and gently undulating incremental growth
lines (consisting of alternating dark and light bands)
of somewhat varying widths (6–19 μm) and thick-
ness (Fig. 5c, arrowheads). A strong band at about
1200 μm from the centre of the pulp cavity is surroun-
ded by a micro-crack, about 1 μm wide. This crack
indicates a weakening zone in the dentine, which may
have been exploited by bacteria and/or fungi (Fig. 5c).

Proximal to the pulp cavity, increments are regular and
well preserved, whereas distally, the laminations are
more irregular and diffuse. Fifty-one consecutive short-
period growth lines were measured, rendering an aver-
age width of 12.7 μm. By extrapolation (mean thick-
ness of dentine = 3287 μm), the tooth-crown contains
a total of 259 dentinal increments over the sectioned
surface. The longitudinal section did not yield any ad-
ditional information.

5. Discussion

Lines of von Ebner form through a circadian rhythm
involving alternating accumulation and mineralization
of dentine (Nanci, 2008), and the daily increments seen
in extant crocodylian teeth are presumably deposited in
a similar manner (Erickson, 1996b). The short-period
markings observed in Aigialosuchus sp. have a mor-
phology and size range consistent with the periodic
increments documented by Erickson (1996b), and ho-
mologous increments are also found in Dollosaurus
sp., cf. Platecarpus and Tylosaurus ivoensis, thus cor-
roborating the presence of von Ebner’s lines in Meso-
zoic crocodylian and mosasaur dentine (cf. Erickson,
1996a; Chinsamy, Tunoğlu & Thomas, 2010, 2012).

Daily dentine formation rates (and incremental line
widths) in modern amniotes are between 1 and 30 μm
regardless of the size of the tooth (and animal), some-
thing that led Erickson (1996a) to conclude that there
are important structural or physiological constraints
that limit the amount of dentine that can form on a
daily basis. The consequences of these restraints are
interesting, particularly when considering animals that
attain gigantic proportions. During the evolution of ob-
ligatory marine mosasaurs, body size increased and so
did tooth size (Russell, 1967; Lingham-Soliar, 1995).
However, the time required to develop the teeth seem-
ingly increased as well, as indicated by the growth
line counts in T. ivoensis (410 and 487 days at the
apex and mid-crown section, respectively) and Mosa-
saurus hoffmanni (511 days; see Chinsamy, Tunoğlu
& Thomas, 2010, 2012) – two enormous species with
massive marginal tooth-crowns – compared to cf. Plate-
carpus (342 days at mid-crown height) (the moder-
ately robust crown of Dollosaurus sp. takes an inter-
mediate position with 426 daily increments at mid-
crown height). Although both T. ivoensis and M. hoff-
manni undoubtedly were capable of eating almost any-
thing that they encountered, including sea turtles and
other mosasaurs (e.g. Massare, 1987 and references
therein), the risk of long-term incapacity to overwhelm
prey following breakage or other severe dental injuries
may have been high (assuming that tooth replacement
rates declined in conjunction with prolonged tooth de-
velopment times, as they do in extant animals; cf.
Kline & Cullum, 1984; Erickson, 1996a). Nonethe-
less, in similarity with the giant tyrannosaurid dino-
saurs (see Erickson, 1996a), this evolutionary trade-
off presumably was compensated for by allometric
modifications of the teeth, including, for example, the
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development of more robust crowns and broader
tooth bases (Massare, 1987; Lingham-Soliar, 1995;
Lindgren & Siverson, 2002). Not only did these adapt-
ations enable the capture of larger prey items, but they
also increased the resistance of the teeth to mechanical
damage, thereby extending their functional longevity
(Lingham-Soliar, 1995).

In addition to lines of von Ebner, coarser and more
widely spaced incremental markings were observed
in LO 11623 t (cf. Platecarpus) and LO 11624 t (T.
ivoensis) (Figs. 3, 4). These long-period lines contain
between 11 and 13 short-period lines each, to suggest
formation periodicities similar to those of Andresen
lines in extant animals (Dean & Scandrett, 1996). How-
ever, unlike typical Andresen lines, which are spaced
on average between 15 and 30 μm apart (Dean &
Scandrett, 1996), the long-period lines documented in
this study have a mean width of 141 μm (cf. Plate-
carpus) and 219 μm (T. ivoensis), respectively. Assum-
ing depository rhythms similar to those of Andresen
lines, this would imply that the amount of dentine
secreted at any given time was between 4 and 15 times
higher in mosasaurs relative to modern mammals (cf.
Dean & Scandrett, 1996). Given that mosasaurs, as op-
posed to most mammalian taxa, continuously shed and
replaced their teeth, significantly higher tooth form-
ation rates are expected (and in line with calculated
tooth formation times in other reptilian groups, includ-
ing Aigialosuchus, other crocodylians, and nonavian
dinosaurs; Erickson, 1996a, b; Sereno et al. 2007;
D’Emic et al. 2009). Nonetheless, in a study devoted to
Bauer’s (1898) collection of ichthyosaur tooth sections,
Scheyer & Moser (2011) pointed out that similarly
spaced incremental lines are variably assigned to as von
Ebner and Andresen lines by different authors (see also
Dean, 1998, 2000). Moreover, they (Scheyer & Moser,
2011) documented two sets of incremental markings
in ichthyosaur dentine: a first set comprising very fine
laminations situated about 2–3 μm apart, and a second
set of coarser markings where spaces varied around
15–20 μm. Scheyer & Moser (2011) interpreted the
thin, short-period lines as those of von Ebner based on
their comparable thickness to the daily increments in
human dentine, whereas the coarser, long-period lines
were referred to as Andresen lines. If this interpreta-
tion is correct, then the short-period lines recorded in
mosasaur and nonavian dinosaur dentine would rep-
resent Andresen lines, which in turn would result in
even shorter tooth development times than those es-
timated by us and others (cf. Erickson, 1996a; Sereno
et al. 2007; D’Emic et al. 2009; Chinsamy, Tunoğlu
& Thomas, 2010, 2012). However, increments with a
periodicity of less than a day (infradian markings) have
been identified in some animals (see Dean & Scandrett,
1996), and it should also be pointed out that Maxwell,
Caldwell & Lamoureux (2012) failed to find any reg-
ular incremental banding pattern in their sample of
sectioned ichthyosaur teeth. Even though we were un-
able to confirm the presence of laminations spaced less
than about 6 μm apart, we cannot rule out the possib-

ility of three different sets of incremental markings in
mosasaur dentine because of potential preservational
artefacts, such as diagenetic colouration or secondary
mineralization, which might obliterate the original ul-
trastructure of the dentine.

In order to fully understand the process of tooth de-
velopment and replacement in mosasaurs, more com-
prehensive studies based on larger sample sizes are re-
quired. However, because the incremental growth lines
observed in mosasaur marginal teeth are homologous
to those in the dentine of extant animals, it is likely
that the dentinal deposition rhythms we record herein
represent primitive features that can be found in all
tooth-bearing vertebrates.
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Skin pigmentation provides evidence of convergent
melanism in extinct marine reptiles
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Throughout the animalkingdom, adaptive colouration serves critical
functions ranging from inconspicuous camouflage to ostentatious
sexual display, and can provide important information about the
environment and biology of a particular organism1,2. The most ubi-
quitous and abundant pigment,melanin, also has a diverse range of
non-visual roles, including thermoregulation inectotherms3,4.However,
little is known about the functional evolution of this important bio-
chrome through deep time, owing to our limited ability to unambi-
guously identify traces of it in the fossil record2.Herewepresent direct
chemical evidence of pigmentation in fossilized skin, from three dis-
tantly relatedmarine reptiles: a leatherback turtle5, amosasaur6 and
an ichthyosaur7. We demonstrate that dark traces of soft tissue in
these fossils are dominated by molecularly preserved eumelanin, in
intimate association with fossilized melanosomes. In addition, we
suggest that contrary to the countershadingofmanypelagic animals8,9,
at least some ichthyosaurswere uniformly dark-coloured in life. Our
analyses expand current knowledge of pigmentation in fossil integu-
ment beyond that of feathers2,10, allowing for the reconstruction of
colour over much greater ranges of extinct taxa and anatomy. In
turn, our results provide evidence of convergent melanism in three
disparate lineages of secondarily aquatic tetrapods. Based on extant
marine analogues, we propose that the benefits of thermoregulation
and/or crypsis are likely to have contributed to this melanisation,
with the former having implications for the ability of each group to
exploit cold environments.
On rare occasions, the fossil record reveals examples of exceptional

preservation, in which decay-prone tissues, such as skin, are preserved
as ‘an organic film’11 with a high degree ofmorphological fidelity. These
specimens provide information crucial to our understanding of ancient
anatomyand evolutionarypatterns. For example, the discovery of a dark-
coloured ‘halo’ surrounding the skeleton of extraordinarily preserved
ichthyosaurs (an extinct group of ocean-going reptiles7) in the 1890s
drastically changed the prevailing image of these animals, revealing
their remarkably derived, piscine body plan. Likewise, the preservation
of carbonised scales inmosasaurs (another lineageofMesozoic-eramarine
reptiles6) has greatly improved our understanding of how these ancient
lizards evolved from land dwellers to pelagic cruisers12.
Although such fossils have advanced our knowledge of the body plans

of these animals, the origin and composition of the dark matter that
forms preserved surface structures have yet to be resolved. Previous
studies have shown that carbonised fossil ‘skin’ is rich in micrometre-
sized spherical to rod-shaped bodies13.Morphologically, these structures
resemblemelanosomes (lysosome-related pigment organelles) but also
microbes, and thus there has been debate over whether they represent
fossilized remains of endogenous organelles10,14 or bacteria7,13.
Therefore, to elucidate the molecular composition of putative fossi-

lized skin,weanalysed samples fromthreephylogeneticallydiversemarine
reptiles—a 55-Myr-old leatherback turtle (FUM-N-1450;MUSERUM),

an86-Myr-oldmosasaur (SMU76532; ShulerMuseumofPaleontology)
and a 196–190-Myr-old ichthyosaur (YORYM 1993.338; Yorkshire
Museum) (Figs 1–4; see Supplementary Information)—using time-of-
flight secondary ionmass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) and scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM). ToF-SIMS provides detailed information on
the composition and spatial distributionof surfacemolecules and chem-
ical structures15,16. In the three specimens, soft tissue anatomy associated
with the skeletal elements is preserved as macroscopically amorphous,
matt blackmaterial; however, SEMrevealsmasses of ovoid bodies, with
long and short axes of approximately 0.83 0.5 mm (turtle; Fig. 2b, c),
0.53 0.3 mm (mosasaur; Fig. 3b, c) and 0.83 0.5 mm (ichthyosaur;
Fig. 4b, c) (Supplementary Information). These dimensions are consis-
tent with those ofmelanosomes from extant lizards17 and bird feathers10.
Energy-dispersiveX-ray (EDX)microanalysis shows that carbon in these
specimens is associated with the ‘skin’ but not the adjacent sedimentary
matrix, suggesting that the former represents organic residues (Extended
Data Fig. 1).
ToF-SIMSanalysis producednegative-ionmass spectra fromspecific

sample regions that closely match the spectrum obtained from natural
eumelanin (Figs 2d, 3d and 4d and Extended Data Figs 2 and 3), indi-
cating the presence of considerable amounts of this black to brown
biochromeon the sampled surfaces.All relevant features of the standard
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Figure 1 | Phylogenetic relationships of the three fossil marine reptiles
examined in this study. Note that each lineage independently became
secondarily aquatic (black branches, marine; white branches, terrestrial).
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Figure 2 | SEM and ToF-SIMS data of fossil leatherback turtle FUM-N-
1450. a, Photograph of specimen. Sampled skin structures are marked with an
arrowhead. Scale bar, 10 cm. b, A semi-transparent ion image showing the
spatial distribution of peaks characteristic of eumelanin (green; see Methods),
silicon oxide (blue) and sulphate (red) superimposed onto a SEM image of the
‘skin’. Scale bar, 3 mm. c, Enlargement of the demarcated area in b (white box)
showing a melanosome-like microbody. Scale bar, 300 nm. d, Negative-ion

ToF-SIMS spectra from the area demarcated by a yellow line in b (‘Leatherback
turtle microbodies’) and natural eumelanin. Filled circles (above grey bars)
indicate peaks used to produce the eumelanin ion image in b, and plus symbols
(above grey bars) indicate peaks from inorganic ions that are not part of the
eumelanin structure (see Methods for further discussion). u, unified atomic
mass unit.
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Figure 3 | SEM andToF-SIMS data of mosasaur SMU 76532. a, Photograph
of section with ‘scales’. Arrowhead indicates analysed area. Scale bar, 10 mm.
b, A semi-transparent ion image showing the spatial distribution of peaks
characteristic of eumelanin (green; see Methods) and silicon oxide (blue)
superimposed onto a SEM image of the ‘scales’. The yellow line demarcates the
area from which the spectrum presented in d (‘Mosasaur microbodies’) was
collected, whereas the red line demarcates the area from which the upper
spectrum in ExtendedData Fig. 3 was collected. Scale bar, 3 mm. c, Enlargement

of the demarcated area in b (white box) showingmelanosome-likemicrobodies
(arrowheads indicate solid interior; see Supplementary Information). Scale bar,
1 mm. d, Negative-ion ToF-SIMS spectra from the area demarcated by a
yellow line in b and natural eumelanin. Filled circles (above grey bars) indicate
peaks used to produce the eumelanin ion image in b, and plus symbols
(above grey bars) indicate peaks from inorganic ions that are not part of the
eumelanin structure (see Methods for further discussion).
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spectrum are reproduced in the fossil spectra, including relative inten-
sity distributions and precise peak positions (measured at ‘high’ mass
resolution; see Extended Data Table 1) of all major peaks occurring at
49, 50, 66, 73, 74, 97, 98, 121, 122, 145, and 146 u (unified atomic mass
unit), as well as several less intense peaks in the entiremass range up to
175 u. Moreover, all main eumelanin peaks show the same spatial distri-
bution,demonstrating that theyoriginate fromthesamemolecular species
(ExtendedData Fig. 4). Importantly, superimpositionof these data onto
SEMmicrographs shows that the eumelanin peaks from all three fossil
specimens consistently appear in intimate association with melanosome-
likemicrobodies (Figs 2b, 3b and4b).Additional peaks representing other
molecular structures, including silica (60, 76 and77u) and sulphate (80u),
display distinctly different spatial distributions not associatedwithmel-
anin or the microbodies (Figs 2b and 3b and Extended Data Fig. 4).
The other main class of melanin pigment is phaeomelanin, which

imparts red toyellowcolours18. For a long timephaeomelaninwas thought
to be absent outside of mammals and birds, but it has recently been
identified in Testudines18; phaeomelanosomes have also been found to
fossilize10. However, the spectra from our three specimens do not indi-
cate large amounts of phaeomelanin (Extended Data Fig. 5), and the
ovoid microbodies are inconsistent with the spherical morphology of
phaeomelanosomes10. Althoughminor contributions from compounds,
such as phaeomelanin, cannot be excluded given thepresence of sulphur
(ExtendedData Figs 4 and 6), the latter is likely to be diagenetic in origin
(Supplementary Information). Ultimately, ourmolecular and imaging
analyses provide compelling evidence that the organic content of the
structures forming the ‘skin’ in all three specimens is dominated by
eumelanin, and that the structures themselves represent fossilizedmel-
anosomes (see also Supplementary Information).
The fossil spectra are also inconsistent with those taken from three

microbialmat samples16, aswell as fromninemolecular standards con-
sisting of two compounds that are structurally similar tomelanin, three
porphyrinpigments, and four compounds that comprise the three other
types of colour-producing cells (chromatophores) found in reptilian

integument: erythrophores, iridophores and xanthophores (Extended
Data Figs 5 and 6; Supplementary Information)17. However, given that
the relative preservation potential of non-melanic pigments and struc-
tural colour-producing chromatophores is believed to be relatively low2,
their absence may not necessarily indicate lack of original presence.
Nevertheless, a relationship exists between melanin density and skin
darkness3,17,19, and the soft tissues in the fossil specimens are composed
entirely of tightly packed melanosomes. Therefore, we conclude that
the bodies of the three marine reptiles represented by these fossils ori-
ginally had, at least partially, eumelanic colouration similar to the extant
leatherback turtle, Dermochelys coriacea (Extended Data Fig. 7)5.
Given that animal pigmentation is subject to natural selection1, the

integumental melanisation we report was likely to have been advant-
ageous to these organisms in life. One well-knownmodern example is
thermal melanism, which provides faster heating and higher equilib-
rium temperatures through increased absorption of solar radiation due
to lower albedo3,4. This adaptation has been found to increase the fitness
of various organisms in cold climates, including reptiles3,4. Among
extant reptiles, the leatherback turtle has the largest geographical and
temperature ranges, includingnear-freezingwaters in theArcticCircle5,20.
The leatherback’s ability to maintain a high core body temperature is
generally attributed toan integrated suite ofphysiological andbehavioural
adaptations, including extremely large body size (gigantothermy)5,20. It
has also been suggested that the dark dorsal colouring of leatherbacks,
coupledwith their routinely observed, apparent basking behaviour,maxi-
mizes absorption of solar radiation21, and studies of leatherbacks for-
aging athigh latitudeshave revealed that these turtles surface for extended
periods of time during daylight hours (peaking at around midday)5,21.
Furthermore, experimental results demonstrate that the black dorsal
colourationofhatchlings of the related green sea turtle,Cheloniamydas,
has an important role in elevating body temperature; this in turn is
believed to increase growth rates during this vulnerable life history
stage22. Thus, such thermalmelanismpresumably alsohas a role in leather-
back turtles, particularly given that they inhabit colder environments (at
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Figure 4 | SEM and ToF-SIMS data of ichthyosaur YORYM 1993.338.
a, Photograph of specimen (caudal region and tail fin). The analysed area is
indicated by an arrowhead. Scale bar, 5 cm. b, A semi-transparent ion image
showing the spatial distribution of peaks characteristic of eumelanin (green;
see Methods) superimposed onto a SEM image of the ‘skin’. Scale bar, 3 mm.
c, Enlargement of the demarcated area in b (white box) showing

melanosome-like microbodies. Scale bar, 1 mm. d, Negative-ion ToF-SIMS
spectra of the ‘skin’ and natural eumelanin. Filled circles (above grey bars)
indicate peaks used to produce the ion image inb, and plus symbols (above grey
bars) indicate peaks from inorganic ions that are not part of the eumelanin
structure (see Methods for further discussion).
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least as sub-adults and adults5) and exhibit the fastest growth rates of any
living turtle23. Adult leatherbacks also retain this black colouration—
unlike adult green sea turtles22 and despite lower growth rates com-
pared to their juvenile stage23—which may be due in part to thermal
selective pressure throughout ontogeny. In addition, results fromphys-
ical and theoreticalmodelling predictmore advantageous thermalmel-
anism in larger organisms3.
It is therefore feasible that selective pressures for fast growth, large

size and/or homeothermy also selected formelanisation in extant (and
fossil) leatherbacks. It is interesting to note that Eocene-epoch leather-
back turtles also ranged into cold, high-latitude climates24, and thus
presumably possessed thermoregulatory adaptations comparable to
those found in extantDermochelys. Similar selective pressures are likely
to have acted on mosasaurs and ichthyosaurs as well, both of which
were fast-growing, large and homeothermic25,26. This homeothermy,
which is likely to have been augmented by the thermal advantages of
melanised skin during the sea-surfacing behaviours of these obligate
air-breathers, allowed exploitation of ecological niches near the Arctic
and Antarctic24,25,27.
Pigmentation is often a multi-functional trait1,2, and thus may have

performed other non-mutually-exclusive roles, such as camouflage.
For example, in addition to thermoregulation, the black colouration
of green sea turtle hatchlings provides countershading (a dark dorsum
and light ventrum), a simple but effective form of concealment against
predators above, andbelow, thewater surface22.Manyother living aquatic
organisms are countershaded9,22, including Dermochelys5, and this is
occasionally also observed in exceptionally preserved fossils8. However,
assuming that the black body outlines of ichthyosaur fossils with a full
‘skin’ envelope (ExtendedData Fig. 8) represent endogenous pigments
and/or organelles as reported here in YORYM 1993.338, we infer that
these animalswereuniformly dark-coloured in life. Some extantmarine
animals, including the deep diving spermwhale,Physetermacrocephalus,
have a uniform dark colouration, and it has been suggested that this
colour schemeacts as backgroundmatching in low light environments9.
Although this is not a statistically supported association among ceta-
ceans9, such a function in ichthyosaurs would nonetheless be consist-
ent with their inferred deep diving habits7. The particular distribution
of dark and light pigments in mosasaurs is unknown; however, the
keeled scales present in some forms would have reduced shininess and
provided a non-reflective appearance12. Similarly, we reason that both
cryptic and thermal melanism in marine reptiles would tend to select
against other types of chromatophores and structural colouration, which
by their nature serve to reflect light. This is consistent with the matt
black appearance of extant leatherback skin, which is also smooth in
adults due to a lack of scales5, a feature believed to be shared by at least
some derived ichthyosaurs7,11. More speculative functions for the mel-
anisation observed in these three fossil taxa include photoprotection
from the continuous exposure to ultraviolet radiation while at the sea
surface28, and mechanical strengthening of the integumentary tissue29;
gene(s) responsible for the melanisationmay also have had pleiotropic
effects on other physiological or behavioural traits, such as increased
aggressiveness30.
Ultimately, ourmolecular approach provides an unprecedented level

of confidence for the detection and characterization of pigment in fossi-
lized integument. Furthermore, the ability to reconstruct colour in skin
has great potential for a phylogenetically diverse range of fossil animals.
Our results suggest that dark colouration in extinctmarine reptilesmay
be common, as it is in extant marine amniotes5,9; such convergence
reflects the important evolutionary role that melanin played after each
of these ancient reptile lineages returned to the sea.

METHODS SUMMARY
Preparation of samples. Small tissue samples were removed from each specimen
using a sterile scalpel and rinsed multiple times in 96% ethanol and ‘ultrapure’
(Milli-Q) water, dried under a hood, and wrapped in aluminium foil until exam-
ination. Prior toToF-SIMS analysis, the surface of each samplewas partially removed

using a sterile scalpel, and the collected material was deposited on double-sided
cellophane tape. Aluminium foil was used to cover all work areas, and surgical gloves
were used in all handling of the ‘skin’ samples. Treatment of modern reference
samples was identical to that of the fossil structures for all analyses.
Scanning electron microscopy. Initial screening was performed using a Hitachi
S-3400N SEM on uncoated samples under low vacuum, and the elemental com-
position was determined via elemental mapping using EDX analysis (1,900 s scan-
ning time at 15 keV, 62.0 mA and a working distance of 10 mm). After ToF-SIMS
analysis, the sampleswere sputter-coatedwith gold and re-examined using a Zeiss
Supra40VPscanningelectronmicroscope(2keV,workingdistance3–5mm,Everhart-
Thornley secondary electron detector).
Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry. ToF-SIMS analyses in the
static SIMS mode were performed in a ToF-SIMS IV instrument (IONTOF GmbH)
using 25 keV Bi3

1 primary ions and low energy electron flooding for charge com-
pensation. High mass resolution data (m/Dm ,5,000) were acquired at a spatial
resolution of ,3–4 mm, whereas high image resolution data (spatial resolution
,0.2–0.5 mm) were obtained at a mass resolution of m/Dm ,300; in both cases
at 2563 256 pixels. Because the positive-ion spectra were found to show strong
interference with the signal from the sedimentary matrix, only negative-ion data
are presented here.

Online Content Any additional Methods, ExtendedData display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Colour, derived primarily from melanin and/or carotenoid pigments, is

integral to many aspects of behaviour in living vertebrates, including social

signalling, sexual display and crypsis. Thus, identifying biochromes in

extinct animals can shed light on the acquisition and evolution of these bio-

logical traits. Both eumelanin and melanin-containing cellular organelles

(melanosomes) are preserved in fossils, but recognizing traces of ancient

melanin-based coloration is fraught with interpretative ambiguity, especially

when observations are based on morphological evidence alone. Assigning

microbodies (or, more often reported, their ‘mouldic impressions’) as melano-

some traces without adequately excluding a bacterial origin is also problematic

because microbes are pervasive and intimately involved in organismal degra-

dation. Additionally, some forms synthesize melanin. In this review, we

survey both vertebrate and microbial melanization, and explore the conflicts

influencing assessment of microbodies preserved in association with ancient

animal soft tissues.We discuss the types of data used to interpret fossil melano-

somes and evaluate whether these are sufficient for definitive diagnosis.

Finally, we outline an integrated morphological and geochemical approach

for detecting endogenous pigment remains and associated microstructures in

multimillion-year-old fossils.

1. Introduction
The astonishing diversity of colour patterns seen in extant animals testifies to the

important and multifunctional roles of melanin and other biological pigments

(biochromes) in nature. Moreover, organic molecules (including eumelanin) can

persist and be recognized over vast spans of geological time, and thereby

evince crucial information about the history of life [1]. Preserved biochromes

not only yield interpretations on the appearance of ancient organisms, but can

also potentially elucidate their ecology and behaviour. They are therefore an

insightful data source for resolving facets of palaeobiology and evolution.

For decades, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and, more rarely, trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) have been used to detect round to oblate

microstructures (about 1–2 mm long) in exceptionally preserved vertebrate fossils

(e.g. [2–5]). Until 2008, these minute bodies were interpreted as the remains of

microorganisms that contribute to the decomposition of organic material (e.g.

[4], but also see Voigt [6] and references therein). However, that year, Vinther

et al. [7] re-described them as residualmelanosomes: eukaryotic, melanin-contain-

ing cellular organelles, responsible in part for the coloration of integumentary

structures, including skin, hair and feathers. They further suggested that the

shape and arrangement of fossil melanosomes could be used to deduce plumage

colours in ancient birds and non-avian dinosaurs [7], which led to inferences

& 2015 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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about ecology and behaviour that have since been adopted by

numerous studies (e.g. [8–10]).

Although information about the colour of extinct animals

might provide important clues pertaining to lifestyles and

habits, the reconstruction of specific tones and hues based on

morphological evidence alone is not a straightforward process

[11]. This is particularly pertinent when only SEM image data

are considered, as these are demonstrably inadequate for

discriminating between remnant melanosomes and pervasive

bacteria [12]. Differentiation of melanosomes from micro-

organisms is necessary because they overlap in size, shape

and distribution [12–14]. Moreover, microbes are always

associated with decaying carcasses, and are known to fossilize

as both organic (e.g. [15,16]) and inorganic traces (e.g. [17]).

Another confounding issue is that microorganisms synthesize

melanins [18,19], an ability that is most prevalent in bacteria

inhabiting soil andmarine environments [19]. Compounds aris-

ing from the degradation of melanic pigments have also been

detected in microbial fossils, including fungal hyphae [20].

Defining colour from the shape of fossil microbodies (see

[8,9]) has other limitations. Extant eumelanosomes (ellipsoidal

organelles associated with dusky pigmentation [21], but also

see below) can contain only eumelanin, but pheomelanosomes

(spherical organelles associated with reddish pigmentation

[21]) may not exist without a eumelanin complement [22].

Finally, the eumelanin-dominated eye pigments of vertebrates

exhibit a random distribution of melanosome shapes that do

not correlate with the type of melanin present [23,24].

Here, we address conceptual and methodological issues

related to the interpretation of microbodies detected in fossilized

animal tissues. As a framework, we briefly review melanosome

formation in vertebrates (for brevity, we do not address invert-

ebrate melanogenesis), focusing on physical and chemical

properties of one of its main constituents: melanin. This moiety

isthought to impart stability to the intracellularorganelle, thereby

enabling its preservation through deep time. Microbial melani-

zation is also summarized for a practical character-based

discrimination between fossil melanosomes and microorganis-

mal cells. Our critical assessment of the methods commonly

employed to identify fossil microstructures is intended to

facilitate confident documentation and reduce the risk of

insufficiently supported claims propagating in the literature.

2. Vertebrate melanogenesis
Structurally,melanins are heterogeneous biopolymers compris-

ing a series of conjugated indole (resonant double-ring)

moieties [25,26]. Several major melanin types exist in nature,

but the most common are (dark brown-black) eumelanin and

(red-yellow) pheomelanin [27]. Eumelanin is derived from

enzyme-controlled oxidation of the amino acid tyrosine [28]

to form a biochrome that is inherently resistant to degradation

[25]; thus, its molecular structure is incompletely known

[22,26]. Likewise, despite recognition that pheomelanin is pro-

duced from sulfur-containing benzothiazine units [28], its

chemical structure is also not fully characterized [21].

In vertebrates, melanins are distributed through epider-

mal tissues and their derivatives, where the colour they

impart plays important roles in social and predator–prey

interactions, thermoregulation and ultraviolet (UV) protec-

tion [29,30]. In addition, internal organs and tissues, such

as the liver, spleen, brain and inner ear, also contain melanin,

which contributes to physiological processes and disease

resistance [30, fig. 1].

The cellular site of melanin synthesis, storage and trans-

portation is the melanosome—a membrane-bound organelle

generated by melanocytes, melanophores and pigment-

epithelial cells [29]. Melanosomes attain a broad range of

sizes and shapes, ranging from sub-micrometre-sized spheri-

cal grains [21, fig. 2d] to elongate particles up to 4 mm long

[31, fig. 2a]. Ellipsoidal forms are typically ascribed to eume-

lanosomes, whereas spherical structures are referred to

pheomelanosomes (e.g. [21]). This subdivision of shape has

been proposed to reflect the chemical composition of the

type of melanin they contain ([21], but also see below).

Melanosome biogenesis follows four sequential stages

(enumerated I–IV), where melanin deposition is initiated at

stage III, and the organelle is fully melanized by stage IV

[32, fig. 1a]. Polymerization of melanin within the developing

melanosome results in the formation of granules (this term is

inconsistently used in the literature, butwe follow the definition

of Simon & Peles [22] as a standard) on intraluminal fibrils, and

continues until all other structures within the organelle are

obliterated [28,33]. At this time (stage IV), the organelle is con-

sidered to be mature [22]. Fully grown melanin granules

normally range from 10 to 30 nm in diameter [22,34,35];

however, larger grains up to 80 nm in diameter have been

recorded within red human hair melanosomes [21]. The mela-

nin granules cause the outer surface of the melanosomes to

become rugose [36, figs 2 and 3], a characteristic trait that is

most marked in spherical forms [23].

Whereas pure eumelanin is naturally occurring, pure

pheomelanin has not yet been documented [22]. Instead,

pheomelanosomes contain a mixture of eumelanin and pheo-

melanin [21,28,37]. Pheomelanin granules are thought to

comprise a pheomelanin core surrounded by a eumelanin

sheath (the casing model [22,38], but see Gorniak et al. [39]
for a different interpretation), the thickness of which deter-

mines expressed colour, at least in iridal melanosomes [37].

3. Melanin synthesis in microorganisms
In addition to eumelanin and pheomelanin, bacteria and

fungi also produce a third type of melanin, generically

named allomelanin [18,40]. Allomelanins are synthesized

from an array of sources and via different biochemical path-

ways. As a result, several major subtypes exist, the most

ubiquitous being pyomelanin. Allomelanins usually form

from nitrogen-free precursors and are hence devoid of this

constituent (see Plonka & Grabacka [18] for a comprehensive

review of melanin biosynthesis in microorganisms).

In contrast to vertebrates, whose melanogenesis is confined

to specialized cellular organelles, melanin synthesis in fungi

usually occurs within the cell wall [41,42]. Nonetheless, some

fungal species deposit melanins intracellularly in the form of

cytoplasmic bodies, whereas others secrete melanic pigments

into the surrounding environment [43]. The melanized fungal

cell wall is highly durable, and thus can be isolated by chemical

treatments destructive to other cellular components [44]. The

resulting melanin shells (often called melanin ghosts) are

hollow, but retain both the shape and size of the original cells

after degradation and removal of the non-melanized constitu-

ents [18,44]. Melanin ghosts are composed of tightly packed

and occasionally laminated melanin granules between 30 and
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150 nm in diameter [43,44]. These impart a nodular appearance

to the external ghost wall [44, fig. 2], and are typically

accompanied by diagnostic crater-like scars derived from the

budding process ([44, fig. 5], [45, fig. 1]).

In prokaryotic organisms, melanogenesis normally occurs

extracellularly, and hence most bacterial melanins form

amorphous deposits when purified [18,46], although globu-

lar aggregates have been reported [47]. However, in some

bacteria, melanins are localized to the cytoplasm and may

appear as electron-dense spots [48, fig. 5e]. Melanin-like com-

pounds have also been detected in bacterial endospore coats,

where they probably protect the developing spore against

harmful UV radiation (e.g. [49]).

4. Melanin and melanosomes in the fossil record
Reports describing fossil melanins and melanosomes have

been published sporadically since the 1930s (e.g. [6,50,51]),

yet the search for ancient melanic pigments only began in earn-

est in the late 2000s following the proposal that feather traces

might infer evidence of original hues and shades [7,52]. Since

then, a number of investigations have used chemical markers

and presumed fossil melanosomes to explore aspects of the

biology and ecology of extinct animals, including colour

[8,9,53–57], behaviour [8,56] and physiology [10]. However,

studies reporting remnant melanosomes have been met with

controversy, and an alternative hypothesis has been put forth

favouring a more conservative interpretation of the fossil

microbodies as microbes colonizing the degrading tissues

prior to burial [12,58]. Such criticism has sparked intense

debate (see Edwards et al. [11] for review), that is further aggra-

vated by the dearth of unequivocal molecular indicators for

ancient melanic pigments, which thus far have only been

recorded from cephalopod ink sacs [59,60], a fish ‘eye spot’

[61] and marine reptile integuments [56]. Indeed, most occur-

rences of fossil melanosomes reported so far (particularly

in feathers) are based entirely on morphology, packing and

distribution (e.g. [7–10, 52–54,62]), whereas chemical studies,

with few exceptions (see above), have either been inconclusive

(e.g. [14,63]) or lacking in specificityand/or relevant comparative

material to rule out alternative hypotheses (e.g. [55,64,65]). Most

critically, many alleged melanosomes occur only as imprints

(‘mouldic melanosomes’ [53]), a preservation mode that implies

preferential degradation of the bodies relative to the surround-

ing substrate [12]. To complicate matters further, impressions

indistinguishable from those attributed to melanosomes are

occasionally found also in clay minerals, on silica crystals, and

other sedimentary grains associated with, but clearly distinct

from, the fossilized tissue structures (e.g. [9,12,65]).

These conflicts highlight the need for clear and un-

ambiguous criteria by which remnant melanosomes can be

differentiated from microbial residues. Clearly, this is vital

for any accurate inference of organismal colour and its

subsequent influence on ancient behaviours or ecology.

We therefore outline factors contributing to the preservation

potential of bothmelanin andmelanosomes, and evaluate pub-

lished methodologies employed to identify fossil microbodies.

We also propose an integrated structural and molecular

approach to promote rigorous interpretation of fossil melanins

and melanosomes in the future. Firstly, however, we address a

series of untested assumptions regarding melanosome data

derived from the vertebrate fossil record.

5. Assumptions underlying assignment of colour
to fossil organisms

(a) Assumption 1: melanosomes are inherently resistant
to degradation

Whereas melanosomes in living animals contain a variety

of biomolecules in addition to melanins (including signifi-

cant amounts of proteins and lipids [66, fig. 1]), only

eumelanin has so far been confidently identified in fossil

melanosomes [56,61]. This suggests that the fully melanized

stage IV melanosomes have the greatest capacity for

preservation given their internal architecture of densely

aggregated melanin granules [56,61]. The cross-linked poly-

meric structure of the eumelanin macromolecule is most

likely responsible for this survival in fossil form [56,61].

Support for this hypothesis has been gleaned from degra-

dation experiments, which demonstrate the remarkable

mechanical rigidity of the melanin framework and its ability

to retain both the size and shape of hydrolysed melano-

somes, even after the complete removal of proteins and lipids

[31,66–68]. Yet despite this durability, melanin is still

susceptible to breakdown via oxidative reactions [66] and by

some enzymes [69]. Moreover, populations of specialized

melanophages infest vertebrate tissues (e.g. [70,71]). These

monocyte-derived cells engulf melanosomes and retain them

within their cytoplasm where both organelles and pigments

are degraded over relatively short spans of time (e.g. [70,71]).

In accordance, melanin can disintegrate rapidly under natural

conditions, and thus its architectural stability and chemical

robustness do not unequivocally confer preservation potential

over geological time.

(b) Assumption 2: melanin pigments confer resistance
to degradation

Melanized epidermal tissues and their appendages are known

to have increased resistance to physical abrasion relative to

unmelanized ones (e.g. [69,72]). Melanin insolubility, imparted

by abundant intramolecular cross-links, has been argued to

contribute to the preservation of integumentary structures

in fossils, and especially feathers (e.g. [54]). However, the

assumption that melanin unanimously confers degradation

resistance to the enclosing organelles, or the surrounding ker-

atinous tissues, has not yet been rigorously tested. This is

critical for evaluating the many published accounts on pre-

sumed melanosomes in fossils, because the majority of those

specimens where expressed colour, physiology, behaviour

or evolutionary significance have been proposed do not illus-

trate three-dimensional bodies, but rather derive data from

ovoid to elongate imprints within an uncharacterized matrix

(e.g. [8–10,54]). This observation implies that the microbodies

decay more rapidly than does the surrounding matrix, thus

challenging the idea that melanin confers decay resistance to

the bodies. Because the attribution of these imprints tomelano-

somes rests on assumptions of their inherent durability, this

assignment is called into questionwhen only voids are present.

Taphonomic experiments designed to test the relative resist-

ance of melanosomes in keratin, keratin alone and microbial

cells in extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) under varying

conditions may present a possible method for addressing

this issue.
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(c) Assumption 3: fossil microbody shape and size are
reliable indicators of colour

Statistical correlations support coherency between the shape

and size of melanosomes in living epidermal tissues and

the expression of melanin-derived colours (e.g. [8,9]). How-

ever, in addition to melanins, many other factors contribute

to organismal coloration, including diet, light conditions,

tissue structure, gender and co-expressed pigments [73,74].

Melanosomes occurring in skin and skin derivatives have

also been statistically compared to microbodies (or more fre-

quently their imprints) in fossil-associated material, and used

to assign hues and colour patterns (e.g. [8,9]). However, with

one exception [10], these extrapolations have failed to consider

potential diagenetic alterations of these parameters in the

matrix; instead, most studies have assumed the measured

impressions to accurately reflect the shape and size of the orig-

inal bodies (e.g. [57]). Nonetheless, maturation experiments

on extant feathers designed to simulate the fossilization process

have shown that melanosome size can be altered by increasing

temperature and/or pressure [75]. Notably though, no consist-

ent morphological modification has yet been documented in

presumed fossil melanosomes, and it remains feasible that

varying decompositional conditions, as well as mineralization

might also effect structural change [60].

Another problem is the possibility that the supposed mel-

anosome imprints could represent microbial cells preserved

in mineralized EPS. Microorganismal EPS has high preser-

vation potential because of its inherent affinity for mineral

ions, and is thus likely to persist in the rock record [17]. More-

over, bacteria are ubiquitous in degrading organic matter and

were undoubtedly present with all fossilized specimens.

Imprints produced in the EPS when microbes degrade or

are lost in other ways are consistent in virtually every

aspect with those attributed to fossil melanosomes (electronic

supplementary material, figure S1).

To further complicate matters, melanosomes in other

pigmented tissues, such as the retina and choroid of the ver-

tebrate eye, also vary widely in shape and size [23,76]. In

these tissues at least, melanosome morphologies might

additionally differ during ontogeny, yet the main melanin

component is eumelanin regardless of melanosome shape

and surface topography [23,76]. Microstructures comparable

to those in modern vertebrate eyes are occasionally found

in the orbital region of animal fossils (e.g. [61,77]), demon-

strating that diverse ocular melanosome morphologies are

not limited to extant taxa. Whether similar conditions apply

to melanosomes derived from integumentary tissues has yet

to be verified (it was recently discovered that similarly

shaped melanosomes obtained from modern iridescent feath-

ers have a highly variable chemistry [78]); however, the fact

that diverse melanosome shapes occur in the eyes of ecto-

thermic vertebrates suggests that factor(s) other than colour,

energetics and physiology [8–10] can influence melanogenesis

and the resulting melanosome morphologies.

Given the degree of morphological variation observed in

living tissues, diagenetic factors and the co-expression of other

pigments that may not persist in the fossil record, as well as

the fact that a microbial source for most of these fossil micro-

bodies and impressions has not been eliminated, we question

the validity of reconstructing organismal colour based on the

external structure of fossil microbodies alone and conclude

that rigorous extant correlations with the same anatomical

sources (i.e. comparing skin with skin and feathers with feath-

ers) offer the onlyaccurate paradigm for reliable interpretations.

6. A way forward: integrated morphological
and geochemical approaches

The intrinsic resistance of melanin to degradation (except in

the presence of cells/enzymes targeted specifically against

it) and its preservation in fossils highlight significant

potential for elucidating the biology of extinct organisms.

Nevertheless, such interpretations are inherently equivocal,

and further complicated by the fact that microbes: (1) overlap

in size, shape and preservation potential with melanosomes;

(2) can produce melanins; and (3) are innately associated with

decaying organics [12]. Judicious elimination of alternative

hypotheses for the origin of microbodies in fossils is therefore

necessary prior to extrapolations of colour or function. While

SEM imaging of external morphology and organisation pro-

vides a viable first step, it is not sufficient for a definitive

diagnosis [12]. To augment morphology, higher resolution

images should therefore be obtained from field emission

gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM), which can

reveal distinctive surface features, such as melanin granules

(e.g. [56, fig. 2c]). TEM imaging can also yield complemen-

tary information about internal structures. Generally,

microbial cells have an electron lucent core ([12, fig. 4], [79,

figs 7, 9–13], [80, fig. 1]), as opposed to the electron opaque

interior ofmaturemelanosomes (see [61, electronic supplemen-

tarymaterial, fig. S2], [81, fig. 3]). Exceptions do exist, however,

such as hollow melanosomes [82] and solid, ‘carbonized’ bac-

teria [16, fig. 7c]. Therefore, for confident identification,

chemical fingerprints of eumelanins, pheomelanins and/or

their degradation productsmust be localized to the fossilmicro-

bodies (e.g. [56,59–61]). Ideally, these biomarkers should not

occur only as trace metals because microbes and the EPS they

secrete can concentrate metal ions from the environment [83].

Thus, elevated trace metal levels in fossilized animal tissues

could be bacterially mediated [84,85] or artificially concentrated

during diagenesis [11]. Furthermore, many enzymes employed

by microbes to degrade keratinized tissues (including both

white and pigmented feathers) are metalloenzymes that use a

variety of metal ions which deposit on keratin surfaces during

decomposition [86].

(a) Case study: structural and molecular identification
of fossil melanosomes

To illustrate a proposed set of practical parameters for detecting

endogenous pigment biomarkers and associated micro-

structures in an exemplary fossil, we undertook a series of

stepwise microscopic and chemical analyses on microbodies

obtained from the preserved ‘eye’ of a teleost fish (FUM-N-

2268; MUSERUM) from the early Eocene of Denmark (figures 1

and 2; electronic supplementary material, figures S2–S6).

Initial macroscopic examination of the orbital residue

showed a clearly delineated accumulation of a dense,

brown substance that was superficially amorphous but dis-

tinct from the surrounding sediment in both texture and

colour (figure 1a,b). FEG-SEM imaging revealed its compo-

sition to be a morphologically heterogeneous mass of

spherical, oval and elongate bodies ranging from 0.2 to

3 mm in length (figure 1c,d ). These structures were tightly
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packed but showed limited spatial overlap. Instead, some

areas were characterized by stacks of rod-shaped microbodies

(figure 1c), whereas other regions showed a predominance of

globular forms (figure 1d ). Superficially, the exterior surface

of all microbodies appeared to be fairly smooth; however,

closer inspection revealed a fine granular fabric incorporating

randomly scattered pits (figure 1d—arrows) and depressions

(figure 1d—arrowheads).

TEM imaging of sectioned microbodies exposed a corruga-

ted, electron-dense interior (figure 1e,f ). A darker coloration in

(b)

(a) (c)

(d ) (e) ( f )

Figure 1. (a) Articulated skull of FUM-N-2268A. (b) Enlargement showing organic matter within the orbital cavity. (c) FEG-SEM micrograph of massed microbodies
revealing morphological variation consistent with retinal melanosomes found in extant vertebrate eyes. Inset details elongate microbodies with homogeneous
interior structure. (d ) Surface pits (arrows) and depressions (arrowheads) on densely packed sub-spherical microbodies, the latter probably produced by diagenetic
compression. Laminar structures are infiltrating sedimentary matrix. Note distinct size difference between moulds formed by diagenetic minerals and microbodies
(see also f ). (e) TEM micrograph of sectioned, unstained microbodies exposing external nodules (arrows) and electron-dense interior. Corrugated internal texture
might be diagenetic; darker coloration (arrowheads) may represent replacement by inorganic material, possibly (based on ToF-SIMS data) iron sulfate. ( f ) TEM
micrograph indicating diagenetic shrinkage of microbodies within the enclosing matrix. Scale bars: (a) 2 mm; (b) 500 mm; (c) 2 mm; (d,e) 500 nm; ( f ) 200 nm.
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some areas could indicate replacement of the presumed

organic matter (see below) by inorganic material (figure 1e—
arrowheads). A notable size difference between natural

moulds formed by precipitated minerals and the microbodies

indicates that the latter may have contracted during the

fossilization process (figure 1d,f ).
Energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) identified

carbon as the primary constituent in the orbital residue,

with minor contributions from other elements, such as sulfur.

ToF-SIMS analysis targeting the fossil microbodies yielded

mass spectra consistent with comparative data from synthetic

and natural eumelanins, but which excluded pheomelanin

and pyomelanin as significant surface components (figure 2;

electronic supplementary material, figures S2–S5). Deviations

were identified as ionic constituents of the sedimentary

matrix (including phosphate and sulfate), aswell as iron sulfate

and sulfur-containing organics (figure 2; electronic supple-

mentary material, figure S2). The latter suggest diagenetic

incorporation of sulfur into the eumelanin macromolecule

[56,61], or alternatively represent derivatives from a minor

pheomelanin component.

These data were corroborated by IR microspectroscopic

measurements, which produced broad-band absorbance in the

900–1800 and 2500–3700 cm21 regions, consistent with natural

eumelanin (electronic supplementary material, figure S6).

(b) Rationale for assignment of the fossil microbodies
to remnant melanosomes

The co-localization of melanin and microbodies in the ‘eye

spot’ of FUM-N-2268 advocates a common source, butwhether

this is endogenous or exogenous remains to be determined.

Alternative hypotheses exist: (1) the minute bodies could be

the fossilized remains of ocular melanosomes preserved as

melanin ‘pseudomorphs’ with a morphology replicating that

of the original melanosomes; (2) they might also represent pre-

served invasive microbes and/or their spores; or (3) be a

mixture of both endogenous and exogenous melanin sources.

To discriminate between these possibilities, we first tested

for hollowness and the presence/absence of budding scars

indicative of fungal melanin ghosts. TEM imaging accord-

ingly showed that the FUM-N-2268 microbodies were solid,

unlike melanin ghosts. Even though intracellular melanogen-

esis has been documented in some microorganisms, the

process is toxic and potentially inhibitory to cell growth

[48]. Hence, internal microbial melanins are restricted to

either small spots or rare globular aggregates [43,48], incon-

sistent with the pattern observed in this sample. To the best

of our knowledge, no extant microorganism undergoes cyto-

plasmic melanin production to such an extent that it obscures

all other cellular details. Additionally, although shallow, circu-

lar depressions exist on the surface of some microbodies, they

do not exhibit the typical characteristics of budding scars (see

[44, fig. 5]). Instead, these marks are most likely diagenetic,

being formed during compaction when the microbodies were

pressed against one another.

EDX analysis detected carbon and sulfur in the ‘eye’ resi-

due. These elements are components of melanin but also

occur in bacterial biofilms [87]. Hence, they are insufficient to

determine the affinity of the fossil microbodies. On the other

hand, the predominance of eumelanin biomarkers in intimate

association with the bodies (as evidenced by ToF-SIMS analy-

sis) allows more confident determination. Eumelanin is the

primary biochrome in vertebrate ocular melanosomes [76].

Moreover, modern vertebrate eyes contain a number of

melanin-housing tissues, including the iris, retina and choroid

[76]. Of these, the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) is notable

for its disparity in melanosome shapes and sizes (e.g. [24,

fig. 1]). Furthermore, despite being located adjacent to one

another, the various morphologies occur in functionally differ-

ent parts of the RPE: rod-shaped forms proliferating in the

apical processes wrapping the photoreceptor outer segments

[88, fig. 6], and spherical forms dominating the basal cytoplasm

immediately below the apical region [89]. Post-mortem degra-

dation and subsequent collapse of the RPE and attendant

tissues will inevitably result in a partial mixture of melano-

some morphologies via stacking and/or close proximal

packing (electronic supplementarymaterial, figure S7), a distri-

butional pattern consistent with that observed in FUM-N-2268.

Conversely, if the fossil microbodies represent invading micro-

organisms, then multiple unrelated eumelanin-producing

microbes, each with the ability to survive massive cytoplasmic

melanin accumulation,must have independently colonized the

orbital cavity during the decay of this fish. We deem this to be

highly unlikely, and instead advocate a more parsimonious

explanation of the microbodies as endogenous, being the

fossilized remains of ocular melanosomes.

7. Summary
Organismal colour holds deep fascination because species

recognition, gender differences and many other traits are inti-

mately linked to pigmented epidermal tissues. There is no

doubt that biochromes were, and are, an integral substrate

for natural selection. Indeed, the various patterns, hues

and shades that we observe today unquestionably also had

equivalents in the distant past. Hence, characterizing pig-

ments in extinct animals has enormous potential to shed

light on evolutionary aspects of biology and ecology. Despite

this, the study of colour through deep time is still very much

in its infancy and can be impinged by numerous experi-

mental pitfalls. Caution should therefore be exercised in

this endeavour. Illuminating aspects of ancient organismal

colour is achievable only by thorough evaluation of all plaus-

ible hypotheses. These remain valid until disproven and

should not be swayed by popular opinion. Developing a

comprehensive understanding of exceptional preservation

processes through careful actualistic experiments must also

be augmented by knowledge of diagenetic effects and

how they potentially alter the morphology and chemistry

of microbodies associated with decaying organics. Such

approaches will ultimately facilitate more rigorous interpret-

ations and reduce the risk of spectacular yet insufficiently

supported claims propagating in the literature.
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Overleaf: SEM image of a sectioned feather barb from a modern bird (Corvus sp.) 
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Feathers are amongst the most complex epidermal structures known, and they have a well-
documented evolutionary trajectory across non-avian dinosaurs and basal birds. Moreover, 
melanosome-like microbodies preserved in association with fossil plumage have been used to 
reconstruct original colour, behaviour and physiology. However, these putative ancient melanosomes 

a lack of unambiguous chemical data. We therefore used sensitive molecular imaging, supported by 

in a new specimen of the Jurassic paravian Anchiornis
like microstructures, preserved as endogenous eumelanin and authigenic calcium phosphate. These 
results provide novel insights into the early evolution of feathers at the sub-cellular level, and 
unequivocally determine that melanosomes can be preserved in fossil feathers.

The Middle-Late Jurassic fossil assemblage found in the Tiaojishan Formation of Liaoning Province in 
northeastern China has yielded unparalleled evidence on the early evolution of birds1–4. Most impor-
tantly, the identification of various feather-like integumental appendages in non-avian and stem avialan 
theropods has illuminated the diversity and distribution of plumage structures during their adaptive 
transition towards use in flight4. Epidermal traces in the Tiaojishan Formation are preserved as either 
faint impressions or phosphatised and carbonised residues4,5. The latter were long thought to be a prod-
uct of keratin-degrading bacteria6. However, more recent interpretations have favoured fossilised mela-
nosomes; that is, melanin-bearing cellular organelles responsible in part for the colouration of skin and 
its structural derivatives7. This landmark hypothesis has spawned an entirely new field of exploratory 
inference into dinosaurian colour5,7–11, behaviour5 and physiology12.
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Nevertheless, it has also met with vivid debate (see ref. 13 for review). This centres on the observa-
tion that microbes colonising the epidermal tissues during decay are virtually indistinguishable from 
the melanosome-like microbodies recognised in fossils14,15. Such criticism is aggravated by the lack 
of unequivocal molecular traces from melanic pigments in ancient feathers and feather-like append-
ages15,16. Indeed, claims of melanosomes found in the plumage of non-avian dinosaurs and stem avi-
alans have fundamentally relied upon external morphology5,7–12, but this is demonstrably inadequate 
for discriminating pigment organelles from pervasive bacteria15. Furthermore, chemical data17–20 have 
proven inconclusive or lacking in specificity21, and alleged melanosomes occurring as imprints (‘mouldic 
melanosomes’9) problematically imply that the surrounding substrate was more resistant to degradation 
than the microbodies themselves15. The matrix retaining ‘mouldic melanosomes’ is assumed to be either 
residual keratin9 or ‘remineralized melanin’5, yet no attempt has been made to test these hypotheses15. 
An alternative origin might therefore be plausible because melanosome-like impressions are occasionally 
found in clay minerals, together with silica crystals and other sedimentary grains adjacent to preserved 
integumentary structures15,20.

Here we address the unresolved problem of accurately identifying microbodies, imprints and fibrous 
structures associated with fossilised feather remains via high-resolution imaging and molecular analysis 
of an exceptionally preserved new specimen (YFGP-T5199, housed in Yizhou Fossil and Geology Park) 
of the paravian Anchiornis22. Our results show that multiple local taphonomic pathways incorporating 
both organic and geochemical agents contributed to the retention of fibrils, eumelanin pigment and 
eumelanosomes in the integumentary filaments of YFGP-T5199.

Results
Fossil specimen and rationale for sample selection. An extensively feathered Jurassic paravian 
referable to Anchiornis huxleyi was recovered from the Yaolugou locality in Jianchang County, western 
Liaoning (see the Supplementary Methods section online). Although initially classified as a non-avian 
troodontid theropod1, recent studies suggest that Anchiornis represents a stem avialan, more primitive 
than Archaeopteryx4,23. The fossil is diagenetically flattened but otherwise essentially complete, compris-
ing an articulated skeleton with plumage remnants forming a dark corona around the bones (Fig. 1a,b). 
Some integument residues were lost during preparation (see the Supplementary Methods section online); 
however, patches of feathers and feather-like structures extend along the back half of the skull, lateral 
to the shoulder girdle, above the pelvic girdle, and along the forelimbs, hind limbs and tail (Fig. 1a,b).

Fourteen samples (S1–S14) ranging in size from about 2 ×  2 to 10 ×  10 mm were removed from the 
plumage surfaces (Fig.  1b). One of these (S1) was selected for detailed morphological and molecular 
examination. S1 was collected some distance above the skull roof (Fig.  1b), in the region of the ‘fore-
crown’ sensu ref.  5 (note that the inferred dorsal crest in Anchiornis may be an artefact of preserva-
tion11,24). The sample was considered optimal for investigation because: (1) it showed greyish-brownish 
colouration indicative of organic remains; (2) was uncovered from a ‘fresh’ sub-surface layer within the 
sedimentary matrix; (3) produced part and counterpart sub-samples that revealed internal structuring 
of the filamentous epidermal appendages (Supplementary Fig. S1); and (4) similar ‘crest’ feathers from 
another Anchiornis fossil (see below) have been interpreted as housing pheomelanosomes5; that is, sphe-
roid melanosomes dominated by pheomelanin pigment25.

The integumentary 
appendages in S1 superficially resemble feathers of extant birds. They comprise a larger (and darker) cen-
tral strand (Fig. 1c—arrowheads) with diffuse filamentous arrays branching off laterally at acute angles 
(Fig. 1c—arrows). In their current, somewhat compressed state, the finer filaments range in width from 
about 20 to 30 μ m, whereas the larger strands measure approximately 40 to 50 μ m across.

Under scanning electron microscopy (SEM) the individual filaments appear as thick, folded sheets of 
amorphous matter. This morphology is consistent with that of experimentally degraded feathers26, and 
suggests distortion via diagenetic compression and/or elevated temperatures. However, some regions 
seemingly retain original structure, including continuous layers of densely packed fibrils organised into 
macrofibrils and/or fibril bundles with a predominantly longitudinal orientation (Fig.  2). Most fibrils 
are shown in relief, suggesting that they retain at least some of their original three-dimensional form 
(Fig. 2a); however, extensive folding, wrinkling and branching (Fig. 2d—arrows, e) are congruent with 
loss of tension during decomposition27,28. Uneven fracturing has exposed the fibrous material in oblique 
tangential (Fig. 2a) and transverse views (Fig. 2c,d), revealing that it is part of larger structures (fibres or 
barbules) with a cylindrical shape (Fig. 2c). The fibrous elements range in size from about 80 nm (fibrils) 
to > 10 μ m (fibres/barbules) in diameter. These dimensions are broadly comparable to those recorded 
for keratinous components of extant bird feathers27–29, despite the extent of diagenetic mineralisation 
(see below).

Ultrathin sections visualised using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed micrometre-thick, 
layered structures (Fig. 3), superficially similar to sectioned keratin fibrils of extant feathers (see ref. 15, 
Fig. 1a).

Stacks of elongate microbodies are locally seen tightly adhering to, partially embedded in, or even 
merged with the fibrous substrate (Fig. 2a,b). These are crudely aligned in parallel to one another, and 
their overall orientation follows that of the fibrous tissues (Fig. 2a,b). Individual elements are rod-shaped 
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with rounded termini, and substantially longer than wide. Most of these rods are straight or gently bent 
(Fig. 2b); however, others are strongly flexed (Supplementary Fig. S2d,e—arrow).

Within the matrix immediately adjacent to the fibrous tissues are densely spaced imprints infesting 
either a eumelanin/calcium phosphate residue (see discussion below and Supplementary Fig. S2c,d,f), clay 

Figure 1. Anchiornis huxleyi specimen YFGP-T5199. (a) Photographic and (b) diagrammatic 
representation. Numbered circles denote location of plumage samples used for molecular and/or imaging 
analyses. Red circle (S1) demarcates the ‘forecrown’ sample used as the basis for our investigation; yellow 
circles (S2–S14) indicate samples used for supportive SEM imaging. Cdv, caudal vertebrae; Cev, cervical 
vertebrae; Dv, dorsal vertebrae; Lcor, left coracoid; Ldt, left dentary; Lf, left femur; Lh, left humerus; Lil, 
left ilium; Lis, left ischium; Lt, left tibia; Rf, right femur; Rh, right humerus; Rr, right radius; Rt, right tibia; 
Ru, right ulna. Scale bar: 5 cm. Photograph by Pascal Godefroit and Ulysse Lefèvre. Drawing by Ulysse 
Lefèvre. (c) Detail of S1 after initial preparation showing darker central strands (arrowheads) with diffuse 
arrays of filaments branching laterally at acute angles (arrows). Note that the analysed area is still covered by 
sedimentary matrix (see also Supplementary Fig. S1). Scale bar: 300 μ m. Photograph by Johan Lindgren.
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minerals (Fig. 2a) or microcrystalline aggregates (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. S2h). Some impressions 
correspond in shape and size to the rod-shaped microbodies (Supplementary Fig. S2d,f,g). Additionally, 
they show similar alignment (Supplementary Fig. S2d,f,g), and rod-like elements are even retained in a 
few imprints (Supplementary Fig. S2d,e—arrow). Other impressions are morphologically more diverse, 
ranging from ovoid to elongate, and they are also more randomly oriented (sometimes with their long 
axis set almost perpendicular to that of the fibrous tissues; Fig. 2a—arrows and Supplementary Fig. S2h).

Ultimately, while the morphological and organisational similarities of the fibrous structures and micro-
bodies to those of degraded feather keratin and remnant eumelanosomes are striking (Supplementary 
Fig. S3; see also refs  27,28,30,31), integration of chemical data is necessary to discriminate between 
endogenous residues and exogenous microorganisms that may occur associated with decaying keratina-
ceous substrates (see ref. 30, fig. 6).

Elemental and molecular analyses. Energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) identified car-
bon as the primary component in the integumentary remains, which suggests an organic source (Fig. 4). 
In addition, time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometric (ToF-SIMS) imaging analysis detected 
negative ions characteristic of melanic pigments localised specifically to areas with fibrous tissues and 
embedded microbodies (e.g., A1–A3; Figs 5b,c and 6a and Supplementary Figs S2a–e, S4a,e, S5). Detailed 
comparisons with modern reference samples further revealed that all ‘characteristic’ peaks of the eumela-
nin molecular structure were present in the fossil spectra, with considerable agreement in both mass 
position and relative signal intensity distribution (Fig. 6a and Supplementary Table S1). In contrast, the 
surrounding sediment yielded mainly silica-related negative ions indicative of silicate-rich minerals (e.g., 
A4; Fig. 5b,c and Supplementary Figs S2a, S4b,e, S5). Phosphate-containing ions were also encountered 

Figure 2. Ultrastructure of YFGP-T5199 ‘forecrown’ feathers. (a) FEG-SEM micrograph of fibril-like 
structures and solid microbodies (left side of image), and densely spaced voids made in the adjacent 
sedimentary matrix (‘Clay minerals’: right side of image). Note that the fibrous structures and microbodies 
are roughly aligned in parallel to one another, whereas the imprints are more randomly oriented (those with 
a longitudinal axis set almost perpendicular to the main direction of the fibrous tissues are marked with 
arrows). Also note highly variable shape of the voids (one with a sub-circular outline is marked with an 
arrowhead). Scale bar: 5 μ m. (b) Enlargement of (a) showing aligned, rod-shaped microbodies with rounded 
termini. Scale bar: 500 nm. (c) Oblique transverse view of densely packed fibrils demonstrating their 
organisation into a larger cylindrical structure, presumably a fibre or barbule. Arrows point at sedimentary 
infill with randomly oriented elliptical impressions. Scale bar: 5 μ m. (d) Cross-section of stacked and 
somewhat ragged fibril-like microstructures with a solid interior (arrowheads). The arrowhead hemi-circle 
partially encloses a presumed fibril bundle. Note branching patterns (arrows), possibly indicating loss 
of tension. Scale bar: 3 μ m. (e) Detail of the area marked in (d) showing a wrinkled and partially folded 
microstructure roughly similar in dimensions to a macrofibril. Scale bar: 500 nm.
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over the entire surface, but at significantly higher intensities in the melanin-dominated areas (Fig. 5c and 
Supplementary Fig. S4d).

Positive ion mode spectra generated directly from the feather residues showed increased intensity of 
calcium phosphate-related ions, indicating preferential localisation of this mineral to the fibrous tissues 
and microbodies (e.g., A1–A3; Figs  5b,d and 6b and Supplementary Figs S6a,e, S7). Mineral-related 
ions, including aluminium, silicon, magnesium, and potassium, were found in the adjacent matrix (e.g., 
A4; Fig. 5b,d and Supplementary Figs S6b–e, S7); these probably denote illite group clay minerals32, as 
intimated by the TEM imaging (Fig. 3c).

ToF-SIMS spectra from areas with microbody imprints (e.g., A5–A7; Fig.  5 and Supplementary 
Figs S2c,d,f–h, S4–S7) detected varied molecular compositions, ranging from melanin/calcium 
phosphate-dominated residues (A5) to silicate minerals (A6 and A7), incorporating regionalised inten-
sities of calcium phosphate-related ions (A6).

Comparative analyses were undertaken on synthetic and natural variants of eumelanin and pheomela-
nin, keratin, two peptidoglycans, five hopanoids, three porphyrins, and three microbial mats33–35. We also 
examined a chemically derived pyomelanin, as well as pyomelanin from the bacterium Vibrio cholerae 
and eumelanin from the bacterium Saccharophagus degradans (Fig.  7). Based on these data, the fossil 
melanin from YFGP-T5199 displayed closest agreement with animal eumelanin (Fig. 7). Spectra acquired 
from the microbial melanins were also compatible in their ‘characteristic’ eumelanin peaks at 73, 74, 97, 
98, 121, 122, 145, and 146 u; importantly though, these were significantly different in their relative abun-
dances. The synthetic pyomelanin spectrum lacked all peaks corresponding to nitrogen-containing ions, 
including those indicative of eumelanin at 50, 66, 74, 98, 122, and 146 u.

Minor contributions from sulfur-containing organics were identified in the spectra from YFGP-T5199, 
including CnNS− ions at 58 (n =  1), 82 (n =  3) and 106 (n =  5) u, and CnHS− ions at 57 (n =  2), 81 (n =  4) 
and 105 (n =  6) u. These peaks were likewise prominent in the synthetic and natural pheomelanin samples 

Figure 3. TEM micrographs of YFGP-T5199 ‘forecrown’ feathers. (a) Layered microstructures that are 
superficially similar in both size and organisation to keratin fibrils of extant bird feathers. The corrugated 
internal texturing and partial rupturing are artefacts of the TEM cutting process. This sample chip was also 
used for SEM-EDX (Fig. 4) and IR microspectroscopic (Fig. 8) analysis. Scale bar: 5 μ m. (b) A separate 
section from the same chip a few micrometres deeper in the fossil feather substrate. Scale bar: 10 μ m.  
(c) Enlargement of (b) showing details of the feather residues and adhering clay minerals. Scale bar: 2 μ m.
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(Fig.  7), and showed significant co-localisation with ‘typical’ eumelanin-related peaks (Supplementary 
Fig. S4a,c). However, the sulfur-containing, possible pheomelanin-related peaks were conspicuously 
weak in the fossil spectra (Figs 6a and 7), thus preventing confident determination of pheomelanin or 
diagenetic incorporation of sulfur into the eumelanin molecular structure (as has been previously sug-
gested for other fossil eumelanins33,35).

No bacterial peptidoglycans or hopanoids were detected, and proteinaceous components consistent 
with keratins were also absent. Lastly, there were no signs of consolidants and/or preservatives that might 
potentially compromise the chemical integrity of the sample.

These results were corroborated by IR microspectroscopic measurements, which produced localised 
absorbance consistent with natural eumelanin, albeit with minor contributions from the surrounding 
sedimentary matrix (Fig. 8).

Discussion
The microscopic organisation of the epidermal remains in YFGP-T5199 closely resembles decayed ker-
atin fibrils and eumelanosomes found in extant bird feathers, especially after selective biodegradation 
of the amorphous polymer matrix27,28,30,31. The exceptional morphological fidelity of these filamentous 
appendages also reveals a fibrillar hierarchy reminiscent of the rachis and barb cortex27, which may have 
imparted a flexural stiffness to the ‘forecrown’ feathers in YFGP-T5199. The mechanical architecture of 
paravian feathers can thus be shown to extend beyond gross macroanatomy36,37, to a sub-cellular level 
of biological organisation.

Multiple independent lines of evidence advocate a eumelanosome origin for the rod-shaped micro-
bodies in the epidermal tissues: (1) the presence of animal eumelanin; (2) the size, shape, distribution, 
and parallel alignment, which unlike bacterial cells do not form serial chains indicative of microbe fis-
sion (see ref. 15, figs 1e and 2a, S1c2 and ref. 30, fig. 6); and (3) the embedment within fibril-like struc-
tures similar to feather keratin. Yet despite this striking morphological resemblance, we failed to detect 
any proteinaceous components indicative of keratins. Instead, the fibrous tissues consisted of eumelanin 
and calcium phosphate, the latter possibly derived from mineral replacement. Indeed, post-burial mel-
anin leakage might have provided a mechanism for either epidermal tissue stabilisation or replication 
in YFGP-T5199 that was further facilitated by the rapid growth of authigenic minerals38–40. Early min-
eralisation is a common way of preserving labile soft tissues38–40, and often involves calcium phosphate 
in fossilised melanic and/or keratinous structures, including ink sacs41,42, feathers5,43 and claw sheath 
material44.

The association of biomolecules with a mineral substrate is thought to increase the preservation poten-
tial of organic compounds, either via adsorptive inhibition of autolysis in decay-inducing enzymes, or 
by fixation of mineral ions into stabile organometallic complexes that impede molecular breakdown44,45. 
Polymer-calcium phosphate39,40,44 and/or polymer-clay38,45–47 interactions could thus be responsible for 
the retention of eumelanin molecules in YFGP-T5199. Regardless, eumelanin itself is resistant to decay48 
because of its extremely dense and insoluble polymer composition that is both antimicrobial and chem-
ically robust49,50, even in comparison with keratin9. Furthermore, mature melanosomes are essentially 
solid aggregations of melanin, which is polymerised onto an insoluble amyloid fibril scaffolding51,52, thus 

Figure 4. Single-element SEM-EDX maps of YFGP-T5199 ‘forecrown’ feathers. White indicates high 
intensity whereas black indicates low intensity. Note relatively high levels of carbon (C) in the fossil feather 
material, whereas the sediment is dominated by silica (Si) and oxygen (O), with minor quantities of 
aluminium (Al) and only trace amounts of iron (Fe). Intensities from calcium (Ca) and fluoride (F) derive 
from the underlying spectrophotometric window (for IR microspectroscopic analysis). Scale bar: 50 μ m.
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imparting an architectural stability that likely allows these specialised organelles to persist in the fossil 
record.

Some imprints observed in the matrix bordering the fibrous microstructures (e.g., A5) are reason-
ably interpreted as external moulds of pigment organelles based on their dimensional, distributional 
and chemical compatibility with the rod-like microbodies interpreted here as remnant eumelanosomes 
(Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. S2d–f), and might have been derived via sample preparation or disrup-
tion – e.g., impression from microbodies located on the counterpart (a scenario experimentally shown 
to produce melanosome imprints in the keratin matrix of modern feathers8).

A melanosome origin is also plausibly inferred for other mouldic structures in YFGP-T5199, includ-
ing those exposed in A6 (note the continuous alignment of the impressions in A5 and A6; Fig.  5b). 
However, the molecular composition in this region broadly corresponds to that of the host rock (albeit 
with an increased amount of calcium phosphate), indicating mould formation primarily by aluminos-
ilicate clays. It is therefore possible that local, rapid nucleation and precipitation of clay minerals pro-
ceeded in synchrony with the decomposition of the keratinous feather material, thereby encapsulating 
more stabile organic structures (such as the eumelanosomes) within clay nanofabrics. At a later stage, 
the entombed organelles also decayed, leaving hollow void spaces that for unknown reasons remained 

Figure 5. FEG-SEM and ToF-SIMS micrographs of YFGP-T5199 ‘forecrown’ feathers. (a) FEG-SEM 
micrograph of feather material and surrounding sediments. Close-up images of the delimited areas are 
shown in Supplementary Fig. S2. Scale bar: 20 μ m. (b) Same image as in (a). Stippled yellow lines mark 
areas (A1–A7) from which the spectra in Figs 6 and 7 and Supplementary Figs S5 and S7 were collected. (c) 
A semi-transparent negative ion image showing the spatial distribution of peaks characteristic of eumelanin 
(green), phosphate (blue) and silica (red) superimposed onto the FEG-SEM image (see also Supplementary 
Fig. S4). (d) A semi-transparent positive ion image showing the spatial distribution of peaks corresponding 
to calcium phosphate (green), potassium (blue) and aluminium +  silicon (red) superimposed onto the FEG-
SEM image (see also Supplementary Fig. S6).
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empty (assuming that these melanosome ‘pseudomorphs’ are not negatives from positive reliefs on the 
counterpart slab).

The affinity of other imprints is more enigmatic, including those in A7 (Supplementary Fig. S2h). 
Not only are these voids morphologically more diverse, but they are also highly disorganised in compar-
ison to the solid eumelanosomes (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. S2h). Spatially, these impressions are 
also seemingly restricted to aluminosilicate clays and microcrystalline clay aggregates along the bedding 
plane (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. S2h). We were unable to locate any three-dimensional microstruc-
tures matching the imprints, implying that maker(s) of these moulds were less resistant to decay than 
the eumelanosomes.

In modern feathers, melanosomes can be organised into discrete layers where individual organelles are 
either consistently aligned or more erratically oriented with only local uniformity in directions8,53. Thus, 
the fossil imprints may comprise moulds of melanosomes that exhibit more variability in shape, and 
originated from the outer cortex (which can exhibit less melanosome alignment8). These organelles may 
also be more prone to degradation because of greater exposure. Alternatively, preservational biases and 
diagenesis could potentially modify the appearance of fossil structures46,54, although this would require 
the pigment organelles to be transformed not only in size (as has been previously demonstrated26), but 
also in shape and orientation during the fossilisation process (assuming that they were originally aligned 
in approximate parallel with the bedding plane).

On the other hand, colonies of keratin-degrading microorganisms often comprise a consortium of 
taxa, resulting in a mixture of shapes and sizes30. They are also inherently associated with decaying 

Figure 6. ToF-SIMS spectra from area A1 together with eumelanin and hydroxyapatite. (a) Negative 
ion ToF-SIMS spectra from A1 (top) and synthetic eumelanin (bottom). Note that all major peaks in 
the synthetic eumelanin spectrum are also present in the fossil spectrum, and that they occur with 
approximately the same relative signal intensity distribution (see also Supplementary Table S1), indicating 
the presence of significant amounts of eumelanin at the surface of the fibrous tissues. Additional peaks in 
the fossil spectrum originate from phosphate (PO2

− and PO3
− at 63 and 79 u, respectively) and silicate-

related ions (SiO2
−, SiO3

− and SiO3H− at 60, 76 and 77 u, respectively). (b) Positive ion ToF-SIMS spectra 
from A1 (top) and hydroxyapatite (bottom). Note characteristic calcium phosphate peaks at 103, 159 
and 175 u in the fossil spectrum, corresponding to CaPO2

+, Ca2PO3
+ and Ca2PO4

+, respectively (see 
Supplementary Table S2 for peak assignments).
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feathers, and can form clustering patterns where neighbouring cells are oriented in common direc-
tions (see ref. 30, Fig. 6). Furthermore, because some decay is necessary to initiate mineralisation39, and 
because calcium phosphate precipitation can be microbially induced40,55, a microorganismal mediator 
could be rationally invoked in the partial replacement of the feather material. This, coupled with mor-
phological evidence of fossilised microbes56, has implications for the interpretation of the more enigmatic 
imprints observed in the matrix bordering the fibrous microstructures in YFGP-T5199 (Fig.  2a and 
Supplementary Fig. S2h). Given the extensive fossil record of microorganisms56,57, and that some of these 
voids were not associated with an animal eumelanin molecular signature (e.g., A7), a microbial origin 
for these particular imprints cannot be excluded. Accordingly, we argue caution against interpreting all 
fossilised microbodies and impressions as melanosomes, and reconstructing plumage colours based on 
morphology alone.

An interesting aspect of the fossilised melanosomes in YFGP-T5199 is their exclusively elongate shape 
(Fig.  2b and Supplementary Fig. S2e). This deviates markedly from the relatively stocky microbodies 
reported from the ‘forecrown’ feathers of another referred specimen of A. huxleyi (BMNHC PH828, 
housed in Beijing Museum of Natural History)5. With a few possible exceptions (Fig. 2a—arrowhead), 
we also detected no pheomelanosome-like structures (see ref.  5). Several explanations might account 
for these discrepancies, including ontogeny, intraspecific variability and sexual dimorphism, as well as 
taphonomy, and/or sampling (that is, different regions within a multi-coloured crest). We also have to 
entertain the possibility that: (1) YFGP-T5199 and BMNHC PH828 represent different taxa; (2) integ-
umentary melanosomes intermingle with melanosomes from other parts of the body in one of the two 
specimens; and (3) the microbodies and impressions reported by Li et al.5 and us are different structures 
altogether.

Indeed, BMNHC PH828 is considerably smaller (~60% by ulna and tibiotarsus length) than 
YFGP-T5199, and hence it may represent an earlier ontogenetic stage of A. huxleyi. Furthermore, 
YFGP-T5199 possesses a uniquely short dorsodistal process of the ischium (see the Supplementary 
Methods section online), which suggests the possibility of intraspecific and/or sexual differences that 
may also be reflected in the expressed colour pattern. However, the referral of BMNHC PH828 to A. 
huxleyi is problematic, and we cannot exclude that this specimen represents a closely related but different 
paravian taxon (see the Supplementary Methods section online).

Figure 7. ToF-SIMS spectra acquired from melanin reference samples and A1. Negative ion ToF-SIMS 
spectra from various melanin standards and reference samples together with the spectrum from area A1. All 
spectra were acquired with the ToF-SIMS instrument optimised for high mass resolution. The prominent 
peak at 79 u (PO3

−) in the spectra from pyomelanin (Vibrio), eumelanin (Saccharophagus) and pheomelanin 
(Gallus) derives from phosphate-containing contaminants, most likely originating from the melanin 
extraction and/or purification process.
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Additionally, while it has been shown that increased temperature and pressure can reduce the size of 
melanosomes26, such alterations may not also include shape (but also see ref. 10). Taphonomy, therefore, 
presumably cannot account for the different microstructures seen in YFGP-T5199 and BMNHC PH828. 
Even though melanosomes can potentially disperse during decay58, the microbodies in S1 are located 
deeply within a fibrous matrix interpreted as fossilised keratin. We thus conclude that the melanosomes 
most feasibly derive from the ‘forecrown’ feathers of YFGP-T5199 as opposed to other dermal tissues 
and/or internal organs (but whether this is also true for BMNHC PH828 has yet to be determined).

Although a re-investigation of the affinity and preservation of BMNHC PH828 is beyond the scope of 
this study, we note that the ‘pheomelanosome’ imprints reported by Li et al. (ref. 5, Fig. S5) are preserved 
in sedimentary grains rather than recognisable feather traces, similar to our more enigmatic impres-
sions. Thus, these imprints may also represent either remobilised melanosomes or non-melanosome 
microstructures.

Our integrated structural and direct chemical approach provides compelling evidence that eumela-
nosomes and endogenous eumelanin pigment are preserved in the feather remains of YFGP-T5199. This 
result adds to a growing chronicle of molecular eumelanin detection in fossils33,35,42,59,60, and demon-
strates the aptitude of rigorous experimental techniques for identifying ancient biomolecules and their 
use in characterising ‘palaeo-colours’.

Figure 8. IR absorbance data from YFGP-T5199 ‘forecrown’ feathers. (a) Single point IR spectrum 
recorded from the lower part of the sample chip illustrated in (b,c). Broad-band absorbance occurs in the 
900–1800 and 2500–3700 cm−1 regions, consistent with natural eumelanin. The YFGP-T5199 spectrum was 
recorded using transmission mode and a 15 ×  15 μ m aperture to reduce sediment contributions. The C-H 
stretch region used for the absorbance imaging in (c) is shaded in grey. (b) Optical and (c) IR absorbance 
image (superimposed onto an optical image), the latter recorded by a focal plane array detector (see the 
Supplementary Methods section online). The IR image is based on the absorbance of the C-H stretches in 
the 2820–3000 cm−1 region from 2,760 individual spectra (the absorbance increases from yellow to red). 
The C-H stretches are associated with eumelanin-like spectra, which in conjunction with the lack of other 
organics on the sample chip (as evidenced by ToF-SIMS), suggest derivation primarily from eumelanin 
residues. Note that the spatial distribution of the C-H stretch absorbance intimately follows the blackish 
feather material (see consistency with the carbon distribution recorded by SEM-EDX; Fig. 4). Scale bar: 
50 μ m.
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Methods
Fourteen feather samples (denoted S1–S14) were removed from YFGP-T5199 using either a sterile scalpel 
or a hand-operated saw. One sample (S1) selected for molecular analysis was triple-washed successively 
in acetone, 96% ethanol and Milli-Q water to remove potential contaminants from human handling. The 
sample was then dried under a hood, wrapped loosely in fresh aluminium foil and stored in isolation 
inside a sealed sterile glass container. ‘Fresh’ feather material was exposed prior to analysis by removing 
encasing sediment with a sterile scalpel; the resulting sample chip was subsequently split into part and 
counterpart pieces. Fresh aluminium foil was used to cover all work areas, and sterile surgical gloves 
were used during all handling and preparation. Our treatment procedure was identical for all modern 
reference samples. All experiments were repeated in order to validate the results.

SEM and FEG-SEM. Initial screening of S1 was performed using a Hitachi S-3400N SEM on the 
uncoated sample under low vacuum, and the elemental composition was determined via elemental map-
ping using EDX analysis (1900 sec scanning time at 15 keV, 62.0 μ A and a working distance of 10 mm). 
Following ToF-SIMS analysis, S1 was sputter-coated with a gold/palladium mixture and re-examined 
using a Zeiss Supra 40VP FEG-SEM (2 keV, working distance 3–5 mm, Everhart-Thornley secondary 
electron detector). Samples S2–S14 were sputter-coated with gold or gold/palladium and analysed using 
an environmental QUANTA 200 (FEI) SEM and a Zeiss Supra 40VP FEG-SEM.

TEM. Fossil feather material was removed from S1 using a sterile scalpel and placed in pure alcohol. 
The alcohol was then replaced with acetone, and stepwise substituted with epoxy resin (AGAR 100 Resin 
kit, R1031) to fully infiltrate the remnant tissues. The epoxy was left to polymerise at 60 °C for 48 h. 
Infiltrated sub-samples were trimmed with a razor blade and then 1.5 μ m thick sections were cut using 
a glass knife mounted on an ultrotome (Leica Ultracut UCT). A diamond knife was employed for the 
ultra-thin sectioning at 50 nm, after which slices were fixed to pioloform-coated copper grids. These were 
inserted into a JEOL JEM-1230 transmission electron microscope run at 80 kV. Areas of interest were 
photographed using a Gatan MultiScan 794 CCD camera.

ToF-SIMS. The ‘freshly’ prepared part and counterpart sub-samples of S1 were fixed on a metal block 
using double-sided tape (Supplementary Fig. S1) and then immediately inserted into a ToF-SIMS IV 
instrument (IONTOF GmbH). ToF-SIMS analyses in the static SIMS mode were performed using 25 keV 
Bi3
+ primary ions and low energy electron flooding for charge compensation. High mass resolution data 

were acquired in the bunched mode (m/Δm ~ 5000) at a spatial resolution of ~3–4 μ m, whereas high 
image resolution data were obtained without bunching (m/Δm ~ 300, spatial resolution ~0.2–0.5 μ m); in 
both cases at 256 ×  256 pixels. The coordinates for all positions investigated were monitored in order to 
allow for subsequent FEG-SEM analysis of the same areas.

IR microspectroscopy. Fossil tissues and sediments were removed from S1 using a sterile scalpel, 
suspended in Milli-Q water, and then placed on sterile CaF2 infrared windows and left to air dry under 
a hood at room temperature. Likewise, standard samples were dissolved in Milli-Q water and then casted 
onto CaF2 infrared windows. Infrared microspectroscopic measurements were recorded at two beam-
lines: SMIS at the SOLEIL synchrotron radiation facility, France, and D7, MAX-IV laboratory, Sweden. 
At SOLEIL, the infrared photon source was coupled to a Thermo Fisher Nicolet Nexus 5700 FTIR spec-
trometer equipped with a Continuum XL microscope. A single point MCT-A detector and a 15 ×  15 μ m 
aperture were used for the measurements. At MAX-IV laboratory, the set up combined a Hyperion 
3000 microscope with a Bruker IFS66/v FTIR spectrometer. The image spectra were recorded in off-line 
mode using a MCT focal plane array detector consisting of 128 ×  128 individual detector elements. Both 
microscopes operated in transmission mode at 4 cm−1 resolution.
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Abstract: An isolated, yet virtually intact contour feather

(FUM-1980) from the lower Eocene Fur Formation of Den-

mark was analysed using multiple imaging and molecular

techniques, including field emission gun scanning electron

microscopy (FEG-SEM), X-ray absorption spectroscopy and

time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS).

Additionally, synchrotron radiation X-ray tomographic

microscopy (SRXTM) was employed in order to produce a

digital reconstruction of the fossil. Under FEG-SEM, the

proximal, plumulaceous part of the feather revealed masses

of ovoid microstructures, about 1.7 lm long and 0.5 lm
wide. Microbodies in the distal, pennaceous portion were

substantially smaller (averaging 0.9 9 0.2 lm), highly elon-

gate, and more densely packed. Generally, the microbodies

in both the plumulaceous and pennaceous segments were

aligned along the barbs and located within shallow depres-

sions on the exposed surfaces. Biomarkers consistent with

animal eumelanins were co-localized with the microstruc-

tures, to suggest that they represent remnant eumelanosomes

(i.e. eumelanin-housing cellular organelles). Additionally,

ToF-SIMS analysis revealed the presence of sulfur-containing

organics – potentially indicative of pheomelanins – associ-

ated with eumelanin-like compounds. However, since there

was no correlation between melanosome morphology and

sulfur content, we conclude these molecular structures derive

from diagenetically incorporated sulfur rather than pheome-

lanin. Melanosomes corresponding roughly in both size and

morphology with those in the proximal part of FUM-1980

are known from contour feathers of extant parrots (Psittaci-

formes), an avian clade that has previously been reported

from the Fur Formation.

Key words: Eocene, eumelanin, Fur Formation, me-

lanosome, parrot, Psittaciformes.

DUE to rapid methodological advances and re-evaluations

of existing hypotheses pertaining to the retention of origi-

nal biomolecules and soft tissue structures across deep

time (e.g. Schweitzer et al. 2005, 2007; Vinther et al.

2008), the field of palaeontology is currently undergoing

a paradigm shift (Gibbons 2010). A broad array of sensi-

tive and selective techniques has greatly improved our

understanding of processes and factors contributing to

exceptional preservation (e.g. Schweitzer et al. 2007, 2009;

Wogelius et al. 2011; Glass et al. 2012, 2013; Lindgren

et al. 2012, 2015a, b). To further augment this knowledge,

it is necessary to pursue this methodological development

and apply these new techniques to fossils representing dif-

ferent ages, affinities, depositional settings and preserva-

tional modes (Colleary et al. 2015). Consequently, over

the last few decades a number of studies have docu-

mented potentially endogenous molecular remains associ-

ated with body fossils ranging from the Palaeozoic to the

Recent (Briggs & Summons 2014). Noteworthy recent

discoveries include presumed original biomolecular com-

ponents of Silurian sea scorpion cuticle (Cody et al.

2011) and proteinaceous compounds of Cretaceous bird

claw sheaths and non-avian dinosaur bone (Gurley et al.

1991; Schweitzer et al. 1997, 1999, 2007).

© The Palaeontological Association doi: 10.1111/pala.12271 1
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Moreover, fossilized feathers and plumage of early birds

and non-avian dinosaurs have recently become the focus

of molecular and/or imaging investigations. The renewed

interest in these ancient integumental traces centres on

the presence of micrometre-sized, sub-spherical to elon-

gate bodies, or, more often, imprints thereof, originally

thought to represent lithified keratinophilic bacteria (e.g.

Wuttke 1983; Davis & Briggs 1995). However, in 2008,

Vinther et al. re-interpreted the fossil microbodies as

remnant melanosomes; i.e. eukaryotic, melanin-contain-

ing cellular organelles. Vinther et al.’s (2008) hypothesis

has since gained increasing popularity, not least because it

potentially allows for partial reconstructions of original

colours and pigment patterns (Vinther et al. 2008; Clarke

et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010, 2012; Colleary et al. 2015;

Vinther 2015). Additionally, presumed fossil melanosomes

have also been used to infer ancient animal behaviour (Li

et al. 2010) and physiology (Li et al. 2014; Lindgren et al.

2014).

It has been argued that the superficial similarity

between fossil microbodies and melanosomes is insuffi-

cient for confident determination, and that supporting

molecular data are required before an exogenous origin

can be excluded (Moyer et al. 2014; Lindgren et al.

2015a). This assertion has spurred a vivid debate (for

review, see Edwards et al. 2014) and different criteria for

melanosome recognition have been proposed (Lindgren

et al. 2015a; Schweitzer et al. 2015; Vinther 2015, 2016);

however, so far without consensus. Hence, as it stands,

the most careful way to proceed is to analyse each fossil

individually and as rigorously as possible (contra Vinther

2016), thereby minimizing the risk of insufficiently sup-

ported claims propagating in the literature (Lindgren

et al. 2015a).

Accordingly, we used an integrated suite of sophisticated

molecular and imaging techniques, including field emission

gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM), X-ray

absorption spectroscopy (XAS), time-of-flight secondary

ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) and synchrotron radia-

tion X-ray tomographic microscopy (SRXTM) to examine

the microstructural and molecular inventory of an isolated,

yet virtually intact fossil bird feather (FUM-1980;

MUSERUM) from the Eocene Fur Formation of Denmark.

In this contribution, we report the results of our integrated

geochemical and ultrastructural approach.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Specimen FUM-1980 is preserved in a calcareous concre-

tion belonging to the Fur Formation (or ‘Moler’ – an

informal name used in Danish literature; e.g. Bøgglid

1918; Pedersen et al. 2011) of Denmark. It was collected

at Knudeklint – the type locality of the formation – which

is represented by a costal cliff section located on the

Island of Fur, northern Jutland (Fig. 1).

The Fur Formation comprises an up to 60 m thick,

fossil-rich and tephra-bearing marine diatomite of ear-

liest Eocene (Ypresian) age (Pedersen et al. 2011). The

diatomite formed below the storm wave-base under

alternating dysoxic and anoxic conditions (Pedersen

1981). Thus, parts of the sedimentary sequence consist

of finely laminated (0.1–0.3 mm) deposits that are gener-

ally uninterrupted by the actions of benthic organisms,

whereas other parts lack clearly defined laminations, to

suggest periodically higher oxygen and/or energy levels

(Pedersen et al. 2011). Nonetheless, the absence of a

diverse benthic fauna testifies to a generally low oxygen

supply in the lower part of the water column (Pedersen

& Surlyk 1983). Much of the oxygen consumption may

be linked to the decomposition of diatoms that periodi-

cally accumulated in large amounts on the sea floor

(Pedersen et al. 2011).

The diatomite is interbedded with more than 200 dis-

tinct volcanic ash layers originating from emissions dur-

ing the early stages of the North Atlantic Igneous

Province (Pedersen & Surlyk 1983; Pedersen et al. 2011).

Two volcanic ash layers have been radiometrically dated

at 55.39 � 0.12 (Layer �17) and 54.04 � 0.14 Ma (Layer

+19), respectively (see Chambers et al. 2003; Storey et al.

2007). Based on these absolute dates, the Fur Formation

has been correlated with contemporary deposits across

Europe (e.g. Knox & Holloway 1992; Heilmann-Clausen

1995; Egger & Br€uckl 2006).

The Fur Formation is a so-called Konservat-Lagerst€atte

and consequently yields a wealth of exceptionally pre-

served fossils. Although the preserved flora and fauna are

dominated by marine taxa (e.g. fish, invertebrates and

planktonic algae), they also include abundant remains of

terrestrial plants and animals (Bonde et al. 2008; Peder-

sen et al. 2011), ranging from insects to tree-trunks. In

certain calcareous horizons, fossils (such as FUM-1980)

are particularly well preserved (Pedersen & Buchardt

1996) and many of these have been designated as

‘Danekræ’; i.e. specimens with extraordinary scientific

and/or display value (Christensen & Hald 1990; Bonde

et al. 2008).

Several fossil groups, including insects (Larsson 1975;

Rust 1999) bony fishes (Bonde 1979) and palynomorphs

(Willumsen 2004), have been used for palaeoenvironmen-

tal interpretations. Henriksen (1922) analysed the insect

fauna of the Fur Formation and concluded that it was

indicative of a subtropical environment, with yearly mean

temperatures being up to 10°C higher than those experi-

enced in the region today. The presence of psittaciform

birds (parrots) also attests to a greenhouse climate

(Waterhouse et al. 2008), as do isotope data from the

Paleocene–Eocene thermal maximum, a prominent
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climatic event which is traceable in rock successions

across the globe (e.g. Schmitz et al. 2004; Schoon et al.

2015).

METHOD

Preparation and optical microscopy

The fossil has been split along its longitudinal axis, and is

thus represented by both part (FUM-1980a) and counter-

part (FUM-1980b; collectively FUM-1980). No preserva-

tives or consolidants were applied during the preparation

of the fossil, and samples for ToF-SIMS analysis were

carefully removed using sterile scalpels and surgical

gloves. For general assessment, the feather traces were

examined under an Olympus SZX16 optical microscope

and photographed using an Olympus SC30 camera. For

swift recognition of morphological details, the terminol-

ogy follows that of extant bird feathers (see Lucas &

Stettenheim 1972).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Initially, both part and counterpart were examined

uncoated under low vacuum using a Hitachi S-3400N

scanning electron microscope (SEM), and the elemental

composition of FUM-1980a was recorded using energy-

dispersive X-ray (EDX) microanalysis (1900 s scanning

time, 15 keV, 62.0 mA, 5–10 mm working distance). Fol-

lowing ToF-SIMS examination (see details below), feather

samples were sputter coated with a conducting gold film

and then imaged using a Zeiss Supra 40VP field emission

gun scanning electron microscope (2 keV, working dis-

tance 3–5 mm, Everhart–Thornley secondary electron

F IG . 1 . Sketch map showing the extension of the Fur formation in Jutland, Denmark (modified from Karl & Madsen 2012, fig. 1a).

Inset is a geological map of the area with the location of Knudeklint marked with a star (modified from Pedersen et al. 2011, fig. 2).
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detector). Measurements of microstructures were taken

on FEG-SEM micrographs using Fiji ImageJ v1.49 m

(http://imagej.nih.gov/ij) software.

Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)

Minute samples were removed from FUM-1980a using a

sterile scalpel and placed on metal blocks using double-

sided tape. ToF-SIMS analyses were carried out in a TOF-

SIMSIV instrument (IONTOF GmbH, Germany) using

25 keV Biþ3 primary ions and low energy electron flood-

ing for charge compensation. Positive and negative ion

data were collected with the instrument optimized either

for high lateral resolution (lateral resolution 0.5–0.6 lm,

mass resolution m/Dm = 300) or for high mass resolution

(lateral resolution 3–5 lm, mass resolution m/Dm =
3000–5000). The accumulated primary ion dose density

for all measurements taken on individual sample areas

was kept below 2 9 1012 ions/cm2 to ensure static SIMS

conditions. Principal components analysis (PCA) of ion

images was conducted using the SurfaceLab 6.5 software

supplied with the ToF-SIMS instrument.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)

XAS was performed in situ on FUM-1980a by focusing

the X-ray beam on different parts of the slab. Data were

recorded from two spots on the plumulaceous part, one

spot on the pennaceous segment, and two spots on the

sediment. In the experimental set-up, a Ni-filter in front

of the energy dispersive detector was used to decrease the

elastic scattering peak, and thus the measured Ni Ka fluo-

rescence peak could be used for normalization between

different sample spots. Eumelanin from Sepia officinalis

ink and powders of CuO and Cu2S (Sigma-Aldrich) were

placed in acrylic glass holders and used as reference sam-

ples. At the Cu K-edge (8979 eV), XAS spectra were col-

lected at the wiggler beam-line I811, synchrotron MAX II

(1.5 GeV ring with current range of 150–250 mA), at

MAX IV Laboratory (Lund University, Sweden). A double

crystal Si(111) monochromator was used and the second

monochromator crystal was detuned to 20% of maximum

intensity to minimize higher order harmonics. X-ray fluo-

rescence was detected with an energy dispersive detector,

Vortex SDD (or Amptek XR-100SDD) with the region of

interest set to the Cu Ka peak. The fluorescence signal

was normalized using an upstream ion chamber, and a

Cu foil standard was measured in between all sample

spots. The fossil was measured at 45° to the incident

beam and fluorescence detector, using a beam spot size of

1.5 9 1.5 mm. The final XAS spectra were an average of

10–45 scans at 40 min. Data reduction, energy

calibration, normalization, extraction of EXAFS oscilla-

tions (k = 2–11 �A�1), and conversion of energy to wave

vector were performed as described by Dau et al. (2003),

prior to the analysis of the X-ray absorption near edge

structure (XANES) and the extended X-ray absorption

fine structure (EXAFS) parts of the XAS spectrum.

Synchrotron radiation X-ray tomographic microscopy

(SRXTM)

SRXTM measurements were acquired at the TOMCAT

beamline, Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institute in

Villigen, Switzerland. Due to the large size of the sample,

the slabs (FUM-1980a, b) were mounted using a clamp

system developed specifically for this cumbersome object.

For optimal penetration (even in the direction parallel to

the bedding plane), the X-ray energy was set at 50 keV

using a W/Si multilayer monochromator with 2% band-

width. The X-rays transmitted by the fossil were con-

verted into visible light using a 20 lm thick Ce-doped

lutetium aluminium garnet scintillator screen (Crytur,

Czech Republic) and magnified using a microscope

(Optique Peter, France). The projection data were then

digitized using a CCD camera (PCO.2000; PCO GmbH,

Germany). For each scan, 3000 raw projections were col-

lected equiangularly over 180°. After flat- and dark-field

corrections, the data were assembled using a tomographic

reconstruction algorithm based on the Fourier method

with re-gridding (Marone & Stampanoni 2012); the

resulting volumetric data had a voxel size of 0.74 lm.

TIFF images acquired from the SRXTM examination of

FUM-1980a were analysed using the software AMIRA

5.3.3 (https://www.fei.com/software/amira-3d-for-life-

sciences/). The difference in contrast between the sample

and background noise was not enough to perform an

automatic segmentation; instead, a conservative threshold

was applied such that all pixels belonging to the sample

and some of the background regions were labelled,

after which erroneously labelled background regions

were manually unlabelled in each TIFF image. To visualize

the surface topography, the Isosurface, SurfaceGen,

SurfaceThickness and SurfaceView modules of AMIRA

were utilized.

RESULTS

Macroscopic examination

FUM-1980 comprises a gently curved and somewhat flat-

tened fossilized feather measuring 20.8 mm in length

from the base of the calamus to the tips of the distalmost

barbs. As preserved, the calamus is 0.3 mm wide and at
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least 1.1 mm long (the proximal part is faint and thus

hard to distinguish from the sedimentary matrix). At its

base, the rachis measures approximately 350 lm in diam-

eter; distally, it tapers gradually to a width of c. 80 lm
before becoming untraceable. Although generally evenly

bent, there is a distinct ‘kink’, interpreted as a tapho-

nomic artefact, in the feather shaft near its apex (Fig. 2A,

arrow); however, no corresponding deviation is apparent

in the adjacent barbs or barbules.

Surrounding the rachis are two vanes of sub-equal

dimensions; these can be divided into a proximal, plumu-

laceous part (with a blackish colouration) and a distal,

pennaceous part (displaying a more greyish hue; Fig. 2A,

B). This colour pattern is readily apparent on both the

part and counterpart (Fig. 2A, B), and is thus not an

artefact of uneven splitting.

In the plumulaceous portion, masses of barbs extend

laterally at acute angles from the rachis. The majority of

these protrusions are not preserved as individual struc-

tures, although some are more or less separate at, or near,

the base, and occasionally also close to the tip (Fig. 2A–
C). However, in those areas where individual barbs can

be distinguished they seem to comprise a darker cortex

straddling a more brightly coloured central cavity

(Fig. 2C). Most barbs are virtually straight, although the

tips are often slightly curved inwards; nonetheless, folding

and wrinkling patterns are also apparent in some places

(Fig. 2A, B). Proximal barbs generally measure between

0.5–2.5 mm in length, whereas distal barbs are consider-

ably longer, averring c. 7 mm in length. The maximum

width of the plumulaceous segment amounts to approxi-

mately 7.1 mm.

Close to the base of the rachis, a few barb-like protru-

sions extend laterally almost perpendicular to the longitu-

dinal axis of the rachis (Fig. 2A, B). It is not known

whether these structures represent dislocated barbs from

the primary vane or remnants of an afterfeather, although

no ‘typical’ afterfeather features (such as a hyporachis; see

Lucas & Stettenheim 1972), were observed.

Preserved barbules are scarce in this part of the fossil;

those that can be observed rise at approximately 35–40°
to the longitudinal axis of the barbs without any sign of

interlocking (Fig. 2C). They measure, on average, 85 lm
in length and 4 lm in width and, notably, show more or

less even thicknesses throughout their length (Fig. 2C).

In the pennaceous segment, the length of the barbs

gradually decreases distally. Consequently, the longest

barbs are the proximal ones, and they measure up to

F IG . 2 . Fine structures of FUM-1980. A, photograph of FUM-1980a; arrow indicates a ‘kink’, separating the proximal, plumula-

ceous part from the distal, pennaceous segment. B, photograph of FUM-1980b; note that the proximal part of the fossil is visu-

ally darker on both slabs, indicating that the patterning is not an artefact of uneven splitting. C, close-up image of proximal area

demarcated in A; arrowheads indicate plumulaceous barbules. D, close-up image of distal area demarcated in A; arrow indicates

pennaceous barb ramus, while arrowheads indicate pennaceous barbules. Scale bars represent: 2 mm (A, B); 100 lm (C, D).

Colour online.
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c. 10 mm in length. Distal barbs are considerably shorter

(down to c. 2 mm) and seem to be offset at more acute

angles relative to those in the proximal portion of the pen-

naceous vane. Close to the feather apex, the barbs are pre-

served with their longitudinal axes set almost parallel to

one another, thereby forming a gently rounded, plume-like

structure (Fig. 2A, B). Individual barbs are preserved as

dark cortices surrounding a brighter core (Fig. 2D).

Barbules are numerous and best preserved near the

central parts of the pennaceous unit. They extend at

angles of 30–40° to the barb rami and can be traced for

100–150 lm before being obscured by neighbouring barbs

or barbules (Fig. 2D).

Microscopic features

Under SEM and FEG-SEM, it was readily apparent that

the feather shaft preserves few original structures; instead,

those areas representing the calamus and rachis (particu-

larly the central parts) were dominated by sedimentary

matrix. The barbs, on the other hand, comprised dense

mats of oval to elongate depressions, each measuring 3–
10 lm in length and 1–4 lm in width (Fig. 3A, B). Such

shallow excavations were visible on both the part and

counterpart, to suggest that they all, prior to splitting,

formed part of an extensive pattern of three-dimensional,

sub-spherical to elongate cavities arranged longitudinally

along the barbs (Fig. 3A, B).

Associated with the pits were dense clusters of micro-

bodies. Most of these were located within the depressions,

although some occurred embedded in the surrounding

walls (Fig. 3B). Microbodies in the plumulaceous segment

exhibited an oval shape with evenly rounded ends

(Fig. 3C, E). Their surface texture was finely granulated

with sparse, nm-sized perforations (Fig. 3C, inset),

whereas the interior appeared solid (Fig. 3C, short

arrow). Microbodies from the pennaceous unit were

F IG . 3 . SEM (A, B) and FEG-SEM (C–E) micrographs of various microstructures preserved in FUM-1980a, together with a SEM

micrograph of a transversally sectioned extant feather barb (Corvus sp.; F). A, overview of the exposed surface in the plumulaceous

portion of FUM-1980; the long arrow indicates the longitudinal axis of the barb; arrowheads indicate elongate depressions, aligned

along the barbs. B, close-up view of the depressions; the long arrow indicates the longitudinal axis of the barb; short arrows indicate

anastomosing ridges, separating the elongate excavations from one another; arrowheads indicate depressions containing clusters of

tightly packed microbodies, aligned lengthwise in the depressions. C, FEG-SEM micrograph of proximal microbodies; inset shows the

surface texture of the microbodies, revealing a granulated texture with scattered nm-sized perforations; the short arrow indicates a

fragmented microbody with a seemingly homogenous interior; arrowheads indicate amorphous matrix, partly enclosing the microbod-

ies and occasionally retaining imprints of them. D, FEG-SEM micrograph of distal microbodies; note that these structures are substan-

tially smaller and more elongate than the proximal ones; arrowheads indicate heavily curved microbodies. E, FEG-SEM micrograph of

proximal microbodies; arrowheads indicate a thread-like network, possibly representing fossilized keratin fibrils. F, a transversally sec-

tioned barb originating from an extant bird feather (Corvus sp.), showing microstructures morphologically comparable to those seen

in FUM-1980 (B); short arrows indicate keratinous ridges, separating the individual cells of the central pith; arrowheads indicate clus-

ters of melanosomes situated along the pith cell walls. Scale bars represent: 20 lm (A); 5 lm (B); 2 lm (C–E); 10 lm (F).
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considerably smaller and more elongate than those in the

plumulaceous part (Fig. 3D). They were also frequently

curved and occasionally showed an almost sinusoidal

shape (Fig. 3D, arrowheads). Those microbodies with a

longitudinal axis set more or less perpendicular to the

field of view were measured and their shape was assessed

by calculating their aspect ratio (AR; i.e. length/width). In

the plumulaceous portion, the microbodies were notably

larger (mean 1.7 9 0.5 lm; n = 20) and more rounded

(AR = 3.7) than in the pennaceous part (mean

0.9 9 0.2 lm, AR = 4.6; n = 15).

When not closely stacked on top of each other, the

microbodies were entrenched in an amorphous matrix

with a seemingly homogeneous texture (Fig. 3C). Some

microbodies were almost completely embedded by this

medium. Notably, imprints were left behind in the matrix

where microbodies had degraded or been artificially

removed during splitting (Fig. 3C). In a few places,

thread-like structures were observed, each measuring c.

70–100 nm in width and several lm in length, branching

into threads of even narrower widths (Fig. 3E).

The SRXTM analysis corroborated the presence of

numerous elongate depressions, each measuring up to c.

10 lm in depth and c. 15 9 5 lm in size, scattered over

the exposed feather surface (Fig. 4). The excavations cor-

responded in both size and shape to the structures

observed in the SEM images (Fig. 3A, B, arrowheads).

Elemental composition

The elemental composition was determined using EDX

microanalysis (Fig. 5), and revealed enrichment of carbon

and, to a lesser extent, sulfur in the feather traces relative

to the surrounding sediment. The sedimentary matrix, on

the other hand, was dominated by silicon, but with signif-

icant amounts of calcium and oxygen (these latter ele-

ments were present also in the fossil). Trace metals, such

as aluminium and iron, occurred at low concentrations,

primarily within the sediment.

Molecular analyses

ToF-SIMS images of selected negative ions, used previ-

ously to identify eumelanin, silica and the underlying tape

(see Lindgren et al. 2012, 2014, 2015a, b), revealed

heterogeneous spatial distributions (Fig. 6B–E). For

instance, ions presumed to represent eumelanin were

localized primarily to distinct spots, although areas with

high ‘eumelanin’ signal intensity also occurred unevenly

scattered across the investigated surfaces (Fig. 6B, E). The

spatial distribution of silica, on the other hand, indicated

that sedimentary matrix dominated the samples.

Nonetheless, semi-transparent overlay images showed that

the silica signal was markedly reduced in areas with

enhanced ‘eumelanin’ intensity (Fig. 6B–C, E). Ions rep-

resenting the underlying tape were localized to positions

spatially separated from the fossil material and sedimen-

tary particles (Fig. 6D).

In order to verify the presence of melanic components

in the feather traces, spectra from selected areas, or

regions of interest (ROI), were generated and compared to

reference spectra obtained from various melanin standards

(see Lindgren et al. 2012, 2014, 2015a, b). From these

comparisons, it was readily apparent that all relevant peaks

in the eumelanin reference spectra occurred also in spectra

obtained from the feather (Fig. 6F). Moreover, the signal

intensity distribution of the peaks was virtually identical

in the extant and fossil spectra (Fig. 6F, ROI 1; Sepia).

Conversely, spectra acquired from the sedimentary matrix

were dominated by peaks corresponding to silica-related

ions (including 60, 76, 77, 119, and 137 u; Fig. 6F, ROI

2), whereas those from the underlying tape displayed yet

another set of distinct peaks (Fig. 6F, ROI 3).

To further examine the spatial distribution and spectral

properties of the different molecular components on the

sample surfaces, principal component analysis (PCA) was

employed, using 104 individual ion images in the mass

range between 47 and 150 u. In this type of analysis, ions

with similar spatial distributions are identified and dis-

played together in new images; i.e. principal components.

This statistical approach (Fig. 7) showed that the third

principal component closely matched the original ‘eume-

lanin’ image (Fig. 6B), indicating that the spatial distribu-

tion reflected comparable spectral properties in the entire

mass range between 47 and 150 u (and not only proper-

ties of those ions used to generate the ‘eumelanin’ image

in Fig. 6B). Furthermore, the loadings plot for PC3

(which identifies contributions from the original ion

images to the PC3 image) exhibited spectral features that

were strikingly similar to those of the eumelanin reference

spectra, to suggest that the PC3 image (and hence also

the ‘eumelanin’ image) represents the actual spatial distri-

bution of a molecular species that generates negative ion

spectra very similar to those obtained from modern

eumelanin standards (Fig. 7).

Negative ion data were also recorded with the ToF-

SIMS instrument optimized for high mass resolution in

order to investigate whether or not the peaks assigned to

‘eumelanin’ originated from the same ions as those in the

eumelanin reference spectra. Our analysis revealed that

the observed mass positions for all ‘eumelanin’ peaks in

the entire mass range between 45 and 150 u were identi-

cal (within measurement uncertainties) in the fossil and

modern spectra (Table 1).

Collectively, the negative ion data collected from the

feather traces exhibited close spectral agreement with
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modern eumelanin reference samples. This indicates the

presence of this biochrome, or a molecular species very

similar to it, in FUM-1980.

The inorganic components of FUM-1980 were further

investigated in positive ion mode. These spectra showed

strong signal intensity from various CaxO
þ
y -related ions,

indicating the presence of calcium carbonate and/or cal-

cium oxide at the fossil surfaces. Furthermore, increased

signal intensity was observed also for Na+, Al+, Si+, and

K+, whereas much lower amplitudes were recorded for

Mg+, Fe+ and Mn+. Images of selected positive ions

acquired from the same area as those presented in Fig-

ure 6 showed heterogeneous distributions with significant

differences between the ions (Fig. 8A–F). For instance,

CaxO
þ
y -related ions were largely separated from Si+ ions,

as was apparent in overlay images (Fig. 8F). Positive ion

spectra from those ROI previously analysed in negative

ion mode (Fig. 6F) indicated slightly increased signal

intensity from CaxO
þ
y ions in the ‘eumelanin’-rich areas,

whereas Al+, Si+ and K+ intensities were higher in the

surrounding sediment. However, direct comparison

between the CaxO
þ
y (positive ion mode; Fig. 8A) and

‘eumelanin’ (negative ion mode; Fig. 6B) images did not

indicate any apparent correlation between these two

chemical species.

Finally, the molecular compositions of the plumula-

ceous and pennaceous parts of FUM-1980 were compared

in order to investigate potential differences in eumelanin

and pheomelanin content (Colleary et al. 2015). Pheome-

lanin can be distinguished from eumelanin primarily by

the presence of strong peaks at 57, 58, 81, 82, 105, 106,

129, and 130 u (Fig. 9), corresponding to sulfur-contain-

ing negative ions (i.e. Cn+1HS� and CnNS
�, where n = 1,

3, 5, 7). Signal from these ions was evident in both the

F IG . 4 . Surface topography of

FUM-1980a, illustrated using

SRXTM analysis. A, the fossil with

the examined area demarcated by a

white rectangle; white arrow indi-

cates the same direction as similar

arrows in B and D. B, smoothed

surface image of the analysed

SRXTM area, highlighting local

deviations in topography; red repre-

sents peaks of ≥20 lm, whereas blue

represents depressions of ≤�20 lm
from the normalized mean surface

of the analysed area. C, 3D-model

(isosurface) of the area demarcated

in B; arrowheads indicate shallow

excavations covering the surface. D,

detail of area demarcated in B; note

numerous elongate depressions

(blue) on the examined surface.

Scale bars represent: 2 mm (A);

100 lm (B); 50 lm (D).
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proximal and distal parts of FUM-1980. Importantly

though, there were no obvious differences between the

plumulaceous and pennaceous parts of FUM-1980 in the

relative signal intensity of these peaks compared to ‘typi-

cal’ eumelanin peaks (Fig. 9).

In order to assess the metal content of the fossil and

surrounding sedimentary matrix, XAS was employed and

a total fluorescence spectrum for the fossil was recorded.

XAS provides average spectra of all materials excited by

the X-ray beam. Additionally, at the excitation energy

level used in this analysis (9600 eV), photons penetrate

the carbonaceous feather trace and enter the underlying

sediment (which is dominated by Si, O and Ca; see

Fig. 5). Carbon absorbs much less of the incoming pho-

tons compared to a silicon-based mineral; the absorption

length (absorption of c. 63% of the beam) at 9600 eV is

1.7 mm for carbon, whereas in the silicon-based mineral

it would be in the order of about 0.1 mm (based on ele-

ment composition, density, and X-ray energy). Therefore,

the spectra taken from the sample spots on the feather

were influenced by the underlying sediments. However,

at these spots the signal from the sediment was attenu-

ated by the feather residue (first as exciting photons

entered the sample, and again as emitted photons left the

excited sediment) before photons reached the fluores-

cence detector. Additionally, the large beam size

(1.5 mm) may have resulted in that the adjacent sedi-

ment contributed to the signal. Collectively, this caused

the metal content of the sediment to dominate all sample

spots investigated, but with decreased fluorescence inten-

sity of the Mn and Fe peaks at spots taken on the

feather. In Figure 10A, this is visible as a decreased

intensity of the fluorescence peaks in the spectra from

the distal (dashed black) and proximal (solid black)

spots, correlating with the dark colouration of the fossil;

the lowest peak intensities were observed for the darkest

sample spot (proximal, solid black spectrum) due to the

largest attenuation effect. Typically, Sepia eumelanin con-

tains both Fe and Cu, whereas its Mn content is substan-

tially lower (Liu et al. 2004). There was, however, no

straight-forward way to quantitatively estimate the atten-

uation effect, since the photon energy also affected the

penetration depth of the photons.

Though an attenuation effect was clearly noticeable in

the fluorescence data for the Mn and Fe peaks (signal

from the sediment was orders of magnitude stronger than

signal from the proximal part of the feather; Fig. 10A,

grey vs solid black spectra), the Cu signal from these two

regions was of similar intensity. Hence, it is feasible that

a fair amount of the Cu signal originated from the

feather; an assumption that was subsequently corrobo-

rated by our Cu EXAFS data.

From analysis of the Cu XANES spectra, indicative of

oxidation state and coordination, it was clear that CuII

was the dominating species both in the Cu-containing

mineral(s) of the sedimentary matrix (Fig. 10B, grey spec-

trum) and in Sepia eumelanin (Fig. 10B, solid black spec-

trum); however, importantly, the coordination geometry

and ligand identity differed, as was indicated by the dis-

similar shape and position of the edges.

The Cu EXAFS spectrum from the proximal part of the

feather was compared to spectra from Sepia eumelanin

and the sedimentary matrix (Fig. 10C). The sediment (grey

spectrum) was significantly different from eumelanin

F IG . 5 . Single element SEM-EDX maps of FUM-1980a. The top left micrograph represents the analysed area; dashed line separates

sediment (left) from feather traces (right). In the element maps, white indicates high intensity whereas black reflects low intensity. The

feather trace is dominated by carbon (C), whereas the sediment shows high silicon (Si) intensity. Patches of higher Si intensities sur-

rounded by carbonaceous material can be linked to diatom fragments occurring on the surface. Calcium (Ca) and oxygen (O) are pre-

sent both in the sediment and, to a slightly lesser degree, in the feather material. Sulfur (S) is also detected, primarily in the feather,

and the investigated sample also contains trace amounts of aluminium (Al) and iron (Fe). Scale bar represents 20 lm.
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F IG . 6 . Negative ion ToF-SIMS analysis of sample removed from the plumulaceous portion of FUM-1980a. A, a camera image of fossil

sample particles (deposited on double-sided tape) taken during the ToF-SIMS analysis; the green square indicates the analysis area. B–D,
ToF-SIMS images showing the signal intensity distributions of ions possibly representing: B, eumelanin (49 + 50 + 66 + 73 + 74 u);

C, silica (60 + 76 + 77 u); D, the tape substrate (71 + 81 u). E, overlay image of silica (red), eumelanin (green) and tape (blue); MC,

maximum signal (counts) per pixel; TC, total counts in the image. F, negative ion spectra from a natural eumelanin reference sample

(Sepia) and selected regions of interest (ROI 1–3) indicated in E; ROI 1 represents an area with strong eumelanin signal, ROI 2

sediment and ROI 3 the underlying tape substrate; peaks that originate from the eumelanin molecular structure are indicated by the

red brackets. Scale bar represents 100 lm.
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F IG . 7 . Results from principal components analysis (PCA) of the negative ion data partially presented in Figure 6. The analysis

included all peaks between 47 and 150 u. A, ion images of principal components (PC) 1–3; the PC 1 image highlights features related

to the tape, whereas the PC 2 image outlines the signal intensity distribution from the fossil particles; the PC 3 image shows intensities

with a similar distribution as the ‘eumelanin’ image presented in Figure 6B. B–C, comparison of the loadings plot for PC 3 (B) with

the reference spectrum of synthetic eumelanin (C) confirms the link between the PC 3 image and the eumelanin distribution, in that

the general features of the eumelanin spectrum is reproduced as positive loadings in PC 3. The peaks with negative loadings are char-

acteristic for tape (52, 71, 81 and 127 u) and SiOx (60, 76, 77, 119 and 137 u). Peaks corresponding to sulfur-containing ions in the

pheomelanin spectrum (at 57, 58, 81, 82, 105, 106, 129 and 130 u) occur with positive loadings in PC 3, indicating that these ions

have a spatial distribution similar to that of eumelanin. Colour online.
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(dashed black spectrum), again suggesting a dissimilar

coordination of CuII in the mineral(s) (as observed via

XANES). At the proximal sample spot (located in the

darkest part of the feather), a spectrum clearly deviating

from the sedimentary EXAFS spectrum was observed

(Fig. 10C, solid black and grey spectra; in particular, com-

pare at 6 �A�1 and above). In the Fourier transforms (FT)

of EXAFS (Fig. 10D), the first dominating FT peak repre-

sents the distance to the nearest atom neighbours, given as

the reduced distance (to get the actual distance the EXAFS

has to be simulated taking the scattering phases into

account, +0.2–0.5 �A). Clearly, the dominating FT peak

from the proximal, dark feather spot (solid black) was

located between the most pronounced FT peaks from Sepia

eumelanin (Fig. 10D, dashed black) and sediment

(Fig. 10D, grey). Translated into reduced distances, Sepia

eumelanin was centred at 1.5 �A, the feather at 1.8 �A and

the sediment at 2.0 �A. Accordingly, CuII ions in the proxi-

mal part of the feather (solid black), corresponding to the

darkest part of the specimen, had an average Cu-to-nearest

neighbour distance of 1.8 �A (reduced distance). The peak

position for the proximal part of the feather (Fig. 10D)

could therefore be the result of a mixed spectrum from the

‘eumelanin’ coordinated Cu ions within the feather trace,

and the Cu mineral(s) from the underlying sedimentary

matrix. However, simulation of EXAFS was complicated

by the fact that the sediment seemed to contain a mix of

unknown Cu-species, and consequently was not attempted.

The Cu EXAFS of the distal spot and one additional proxi-

mal spot (not shown) were completely dominated by Cu

signal from the underlying sediment. We attribute the

difference of the proximal spectra and sediment to a low

amount of eumelanin in that part of the feather.

DISCUSSION

Structure and ultrastructure of FUM-1980

With its symmetrical vanes, sub-divided into distinct

plumulaceous and pennaceous segments, FUM-1980 can

be confidently identified as a contour feather (see Lucas &

Stettenheim 1972). The extent of the plumulaceous portion

(comprising roughly half of the length of the rachis) further

distinguishes it from both remiges and rectrices (Lucas &

Stettenheim 1972). Consequently, the fossil most likely rep-

resents a body feather, although its precise location remains

unknown. The size of FUM-1980 further indicates that it

must have originated from a bird at least the size of a mod-

ern thrush (A. Hedenstr€om, pers. comm. 2016).

In extant avialans, the rigid pennaceous portion helps

to protect the feather against physical stress and mechani-

cal damage (Lucas & Stettenheim 1972; Bonser 1995).

This part is often also prominently coloured, thereby aid-

ing in camouflage or advertisement (Savalli 1995). The

downy section, on the other hand, is usually more or less

covered by neighbouring feathers and primarily functions

as an insulator (Lucas & Stettenheim 1972). In FUM-

1980, individual barbs of the plumulaceous vanes are

hard to discriminate; instead, they appear to be inter-

twined into bundles of variable thicknesses (Fig. 2A–C).
With few exceptions (see below), this part also lacks

clearly distinguishable barbules (Fig. 2C). In modern

feathers, plumulaceous barbules generally lack a stabiliz-

ing function (Lucas & Stettenheim 1972), and the absence

of this characteristic may have facilitated adherence of the

barbs when the feather was deposited. Conversely, the

preservation of individual barbs in the pennaceous vanes

may, at least partially, be attributed to stiffening actions

by barbules (Lucas & Stettenheim 1972).

TABLE 1 . Observed peak positions (u) of major eumelanin

peaks in negative ion spectra obtained from FUM-1980a

together with natural (Sepia) and synthetic eumelanin standards.

Ion Theoretical

mass

Observed mass

FUM-1980 Sepia

eumelanin

Synthetic

eumelanin

C4 48.000 47.997 48.000 47.998

C4H 49.008 49.001 49.009 49.009

C3N 50.003 50.007 50.006 50.006

C4HO 65.003 65.011 65.011 65.007

C3NO 65.998 65.998 66.001 66.001

C6 72.000 71.995 72.001 71.997

C6H 73.008 73.008 73.009 73.007

C5N 74.003 74.002 74.005 74.004

C7 84.000 83.993 83.999 83.997

C7H 85.008 85.000 85.008 85.004

C6N 86.003 86.007 86.006 86.005

C6HN 87.011 87.015 87.011 87.011

C5HN2 89.009 89.004 89.011 89.008

C5NO 89.998 90.002 90.000 90.000

C8 96.000 95.988 95.998 95.995

C8H 97.008 97.004 97.008 97.005

C7N 98.003 97.999 98.003 98.002

C9 108.000 107.992 107.992 107.995

C9H 109.008 109.002 109.002 109.003

C8N 110.003 109.998 110.005 110.004

C8HN 111.011 111.008 111.010 111.009

C7HN2 113.008 112.982 113.012 113.011

C7NO 113.998 113.924 113.998 113.996

C10H 121.008 121.000 121.005 121.003

C9N 122.003 121.999 122.000 121.999

C12H 145.008 144.985 145.003 145.000

C11N 146.003 145.971 146.000 146.000

The spectra were acquired with the ToF-SIMS instrument opti-

mized for high mass resolution. Putative ion assignments and

corresponding theoretical ion mass values are included for

comparison.
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F IG . 8 . Positive ion ToF-SIMS analysis of fossil feather particles from the same area as in Figure 6. A, CaxOy (representing calcium

oxide/carbonate) obtained by addition of peak signals at 96 (Ca2O
+), 112 (Ca2O

þ
2 ), 113 (Ca2O2H

+), 152 (Ca3O
þ
2 ), 168 (Ca3O

þ
3 ) and

169 u (Ca3O3H
+). B, Na+ (signal at 23 u). C, Si+ (signal at 28 u), D, CxHy (representing the tape substrate) obtained by adding the

peak signals at 29 (C2H
þ
5 ), 43 (C3H

þ
7 ), 57 (C4H

þ
9 ) and 71 u (C5H

þ
11). E, K

+ (signal at 39 u). F, overlay image of Si+ (red), CaxOy

(green) and CxHy (blue). G, positive ion spectra obtained from ROI 1–3 (as indicated in Fig. 6E), representing areas with eumelanin,

sediment and tape, respectively. Abbreviations: MC, maximum signal (counts) per pixel; TC, total counts in the image.
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Despite its somewhat flattened state, FUM-1980

reveals important ultrastructural details. For instance,

under SEM and FEG-SEM, 5–10 lm long, oval to elon-

gate depressions can be seen along the centre of the

barbs on both the part and counterpart (Fig. 3A, B).

Our SRXTM analysis corroborated the presence of such

features, and also confirmed their three-dimensional nat-

ure and organisation (Fig. 4). The cavities are separated

from one another by anastomosing ridges, and appear

similar to microscopic features previously described in a

fossil feather from the Lower Cretaceous of China

(Zhang et al. 2010, fig. 1). Collectively, these voids

resemble the medullary pith (or ‘cytoplasmic voids’;

Prum et al. 2009) of modern feather barbs (Fig. 3F),

which primarily consists of air-filled cells separated from

one another by keratinous walls (Lucas & Stettenheim

1972). Notably though, we did not detect any biomark-

ers indicative of keratinous proteins, although a fine net-

work of thread-like structures, possibly representing

remnant keratin fibrils, was observed in some places

(Fig. 3E). A perforated, almost spongy texture is present

also in some acid-treated bacterial biofilms (Pacton et al.

2006); however, in these secretions the pitting does not

appear to be as organized and regularly spaced as in

FUM-1980. Additionally, there is also a considerable size

difference between these structures; the voids in bacterial

biofilms measure about 1–2 lm (Pacton et al. 2006)

compared to the 5–10 lm pits observed in the feather

(Fig. 3A, B).

Identification and implications of preserved melanosomes

In modern feathers, colour is produced in part by mela-

nic pigments (McGraw 2006), of which two main types

have been recognized: eumelanin, imparting dark brown

to black colours, and pheomelanin, which is partially

responsible for yellow to reddish hues (Prota 1980;

McGraw 2006). Animal melanins are synthesized, pack-

aged and stored in melanosomes; i.e. intracellular, lyso-

some-related organelles (Seiji et al. 1961; Marks & Seabra

2001). It has been suggested that the shape of these

microscopic structures is indicative of the main type of

melanin they possess: melanosomes in which pheome-

lanin predominates are generally considered to be small

and spherical, whereas eumelanin-dominated melano-

somes are larger and more elongate (Liu et al. 2005a;

McGraw 2006; Colleary et al. 2015). Notable exceptions

do exist, however, such as retinal melanosomes. In these

organelles the size and shape may vary despite the fact

F IG . 9 . Negative ion ToF-SIMS spectra obtained from the distal and proximal parts of FUM-1980a, together with spectra acquired

from synthetic eumelanin and pheomelanin, respectively.
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that the melanin content is eumelanic (Liu et al. 2005b;

Zareba et al. 2006; Lindgren et al. 2015a).

Our ToF-SIMS analyses did identify animal eumelanin,

or a molecular compound very similar to this biochrome,

in some areas of FUM-1980 (Figs 6B, F, 9). Moreover,

under SEM and FEG-SEM, it was readily apparent that

the exposed surfaces were littered by micrometre-sized,

elliptical to highly elongate bodies (Fig. 6B–E). Although
many microorganisms overlap in both shape and size

with vertebrate pigment organelles (Moyer et al. 2014),

the co-localisation of an animal eumelanin-like molecule

(or molecules) provides compelling evidence to suggest

that the microbodies in FUM-1980 represent remnant

eumelanosomes rather than microbial traces.

Although the presumed fossil melanosomes within each

feather segment were morphologically more or less

homogenous, they were noticeably different between the

plumulaceous and pennaceous parts of the feather

(Fig. 3C–E). This divergence was reflected also at the

macroscopic level: in the fossil, the downy portion is dis-

tinctly black, whereas the pennaceous segment has a more

greyish hue (Fig. 2A, B). Despite these differences, how-

ever, ToF-SIMS spectra generated from the proximal and

distal parts of the feather were conspicuously similar to

one another; i.e. they were dominated by eumelanin-

related ions, but with clear signals from presumed

pheomelanin-related peaks (including sulfur-containing

ions at 57, 58, 81, 82, 105, 106, 129 and 130 u). Addi-

tionally, we did not detect any significant differences in

relative intensity of the pheomelanin-like peaks compared

to ‘typical’ eumelanin peaks in spectra collected from the

plumulaceous and pennaceous parts of the feather

F IG . 10 . Results from XAS analysis of FUM-1980a. A, total fluorescence spectrum after excitation at 9600 eV, normalized on the Ni

Ka emission line from proximal (solid black), distal (dashed black) and sediment (grey) sample spots on FUM-1980a. The Mn, Fe, Ni

and Cu Ka emission lines are marked, as well as the elastic scattering peak. B, the Cu K-edge of FUM-1980a sedimentary matrix (solid

and dashed grey) compared to CuI (Cu2S, short dashed black) and CuII (CuO, long dashed black) minerals and Sepia eumelanin (solid

black). C, k3 weighted EXAFS at the Cu K-edge of FUM-1980a; ‘darkest’ spot of proximal part (solid black) and sediment (grey),

compared to Sepia eumelanin (dashed black). D, Fourier transforms of the EXAFS (in same colour code as C). The dotted vertical

lines mark the major peaks in Sepia eumelanin and sediment, respectively.
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(Fig. 9). Thus, pheomelanin could be present in both the

proximal and distal parts of FUM-1980 or, alternatively,

the sulfur-containing ions could originate from diageneti-

cally incorporated sulfur in the eumelanin molecular

structure. Sulfur could potentially stem from surrounding

sediments (McNamara et al. 2016) or from degraded

b-keratin (a major feather constituent containing the

sulfur-rich amino acid cysteine; Alibardi & Toni 2006). A

diagenetic incorporation of sulfur would imply that

pheomelanin is present either at very low concentrations,

or at locations where it is not accessible for ToF-SIMS

analysis (such as the interior of the melanin granules;

Simon & Peles 2010). Alternatively, pheomelanin may

have been lost through degradation or was absent alto-

gether from the beginning. Because the presumed mela-

nosomes are of two distinct morphologies yet possess

virtually identical molecular compositions (based on our

ToF-SIMS data), we consider the sulfur-containing, seem-

ingly pheomelanin-related ions in FUM-1980 primarily to

have a diagenetic origin, in accordance with McNamara

et al. (2016) and contra Colleary et al. (2015).

Another interesting aspect of the fossil microbodies

relate to their appearance. Notwithstanding possible

taphonomic, geochemical and/or diagenetic alterations

(see Glass et al. 2013; McNamara et al. 2013; Lindgren

et al. 2015a), the pigment organelles in the pennaceous

portion of FUM-1980 compare favourably in morphology

with melanosomes in modern iridescent feathers (Li et al.

2012). The microstructures in the downy part, on the

other hand, correspond in both size and aspect ratio to

melanosomes in grey contour feathers of extant parrots

(Clarke et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010, 2012) an avian clade

that has previously been reported from the Fur Formation

(Waterhouse et al. 2008). Thus, FUM-1980 could belong

to a psittaciform bird, a tentative assignment that is cor-

roborated by the form of the (few) preserved barbules in

the plumulaceous segment. As is the case in extant par-

rots, these exhibit nearly constant widths rather than

tapering distally, as is common in most other avialans

(Lucas & Stettenheim 1972).
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Introduction

Lacustrine deposits of Late Carboniferous to Early Permi-
an age in the Saar-Nahe Basin, south-western Germany, 
have produced a diverse fauna of temnospondyl amphib-
ians (Boy 1972, 2007). The remarkable preservation and 
completeness of the fossils in the assemblage has, among 
other things, elucidated predator-prey relationships oth-
erwise rarely observed among Palaeozoic amphibians (Boy 
1998; Lohmann & Sachs 2001; Schoch 2009). Moreo-
ver, the abundance of virtually intact and largely artic-
ulated skeletal material has provided important insights 
into the ontogeny and evolution of the Temnospondy-
li (Boy 1972, 1995; Schoch 2002, 2003; Witzmann & 
Pfretzschner 2003).

The exceptional preservation of amphibian fossils from 
the Saar-Nahe Basin and other Konservat-Lagerstätten, 
such as the Eocene Messel Pit of south-western Germany 
(Franzen & Schaal 2000) and Pleistocene Shiobara Group 
of north-eastern Japan (Allison et al. 2008), has prompted 
investigations into various normally highly decay-prone 
anatomical features, such as skin, eyes and respirato-
ry organs (e.g. Schoch 2014 and references therein). In 

the Saar-Nahe Basin, dark-coloured soft tissue traces are 
intimately associated with micrometre-sized bodies that 
were initially interpreted as lithified bacteria (Willems & 
Wuttke 1987). However, similar microstructures also oc-
cur in vertebrate fossils from other depositional settings, 
and these are nowadays more-or-less routinely referred to 
as remnant melanosomes; i.e. melanin-bearing eukaryotic 
cellular organelles (Vinther et al. 2008; but see also Lind-
gren et al. 2015a). This reinterpretation has influenced a 
number of studies dealing with different biological and 
ecological aspects, including original colouration (e.g. 
Vinther et al. 2008; Li et al. 2010, 2012; Colleary et al. 
2015; Vinther 2015), physiology (Clarke et al. 2010; Li et 
al. 2014; Lindgren et al. 2014) and even behaviour (Li et 
al. 2010) of extinct organisms. These inferences have been 
based largely on the anatomical localization, arrangement, 
spatial distribution, and/or morphology of the conserved 
microbodies (e.g. Vinther et al. 2008; Clarke et al. 2010; 
Li et al. 2010, 2012). Nonetheless, because the method-
ologies used to characterize the minute structures differ 
considerably between studies (e.g. Vinther et al. 2008; Li 
et al. 2010; Wogelius et al. 2011; Glass et al. 2012; Lind-
gren et al. 2012, 2015b; Barden et al. 2014; McNamara 
et al. 2016; Gren et al. 2017), there is an ongoing debate 
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regarding what criteria to use for confident identifica-
tion (see Schweitzer et al. 2015; Vinther 2015, 2016). 
Some authors (e.g. Lindgren et al. 2015a; Schweitzer et 
al. 2015) favour a multi-proxy approach that includes 
integrated ultrastructural and molecular methods if not 
to avoid, so at least to minimize the risk of reaching er-
roneous conclusions; others (Vinther 2015, 2016) argue 
that existing evidence is enough to treat ‘all’ fossil mi-
crobodies as relict melanosomes more or less by default.

In the present contribution, we use both scanning (SEM) 
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to exam-
ine the fine- and ultrastructure of a black residue located 
within one of the orbits of a larval temnospondyl am-
phibian (LO-JG1) from the Saar-Nahe Basin. Our results 
indicate that the dark-coloured pigmentation coincides 
with closely stacked, electron-dense microbodies with 
a morphology corresponding to that of ocular melano-
somes (but also to bacterial cells).

Moreover, we employ X-ray computed tomography 
(XRCT) – a technique that greatly facilitates anatomical 
studies (particularly of remains hidden within the sedi-
mentary matrix) while minimising the risk of damaging 
prized fossils – to produce a virtual 3D model of the skel-
eton. This reconstruction exposed some bones and teeth 
that were otherwise obscured by sediments, and also re-
vealed the orientation of some skeletal parts that were 
displaced and/or overturned during the initial stages of 
fossilization.

Geological setting

The Saar-Nahe Basin of south-western Germany is about 
90 km long and 40 km wide (Fig. 1), and retains sed-
iments spanning the Carboniferous-Permian boundary 
(Falke 1954). Approximately 300 million years ago, the 
region was located within the tropical zone, about 10–

20º north of the equator (Boy 2003). The formation of 
the basin took place at a fairly high altitude (at least 2000 
m; Boy 2003) within a mountain range depression as-
sociated with the Variscan orogeny (Henk 1993; Korsch 
& Schäfer 1995; Dietze 2000; Schoch 2009). In the 
Saar-Nahe area, Lower Permian sediments are subdivided 
into the Upper and Lower Rotliegend, respectively (Falke 
1954). Whereas the Upper Rotliegend primarily com-
prises red beds of terrestrial origin (Falke 1954; Schäfer 
& Stapf 1978) the Lower Rotliegend is rich in lacustrine 
deposits (Falke 1954; Schäfer & Stapf 1978; Boy 1987; 
Schoch 2009). As previously documented (Falke 1954), 
the Rotliegend consists of a series of fluvio-lacustrine 
depositional cycles that collectively form the foundation 
for the stratigraphy in the area. Each cycle begins with 
sandy conglomerates; these are overlain by finely laminat-
ed mudrocks and/or relatively homogenous greywackes 
(Boy 1978; Schäfer & Stapf 1978; Dietze 2000; Schoch 
2009). The succession of freshwater deposits comprises 
ten distinct lacustrine units labelled M1 to M10 (former-
ly L-O1 to L-O10; cf. Boy and Fichter 1982; Schindler 
2007) representing ‘fossil lakes’ with considerable differ-
ences in size, depth and sedimentary accumulation rates 
(e.g. Boy 1987; Schindler 2007; Schoch 2009).

Some stratigraphic units are particularly fossiliferous, 
containing abundant remains of invertebrates (Boy 
1976), cartilaginous and bony fish (Gardiner 1963; 
Heidtke 1986, 1990; Schindler 1993), and amphibians 
(Boy 1972, 1978, 2007; Schoch 2009). The quality of the 
vertebrate remains is highly variable between sites; some 
produce fossils showing pristine skeletal articulation, 
whereas others yield specimens with soft tissue traces (al-
though the bones may be in a rather poor condition).

Specimen LO-JG1, described in this paper, was collected 
from the ancient lake Jeckenbach (unit M6), belonging to 
the Meisenheim Formation of the Lower Lebach Group 
of the Lower Rotliegend, which equals the Autunian 
(Schäfer & Stapf 1978; Boy & Fichter 1982; Schindler 
2007; Schoch 2009; Schoch & Witzmann 2009). The 
lake is located in the north-eastern part of the Saar-Na-
he Basin (Fig. 1 – star). At the time of deposition, lake 
Jeckenbach measured about 30 km in diameter, and it 
has been interpreted as a moderately deep lake (i.e. about 
20–50 m; Boy 2003; Schoch 2009) with a stratified water 
column and an oxygen-depleted, possibly toxic bottom 
zone (Boy 1987; Schindler 2007; Schoch 2009).

Methods

LO-JG1 was photographed using a Sony DSLR-A200 
digital camera (Fig. 2A). To enhance contrast and high-
light surface features, the fossil was also photographed 
while covered with ammonium chloride (Fig. 2B). For 

Fig. 1: Simplified map of Germany showing the location of the an-
cient lake Jeckenbach and its relation to the Saar-Nahe Basin (modi-
fied with permission from Schoch 2009, fig. 1). Star demarcates the 
locality where LO-JG1 was collected.
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general assessment, LO-JG1 was examined under an 
Olympus SZX16 optical microscope, photographed us-
ing an Olympus SC30 camera and compared with var-
ious specimens in the temnospondyl collection housed 
at Urweltmusem GEOSKOP, Thallichtenberg, Germa-
ny. Measurements of the fossil were taken in the digital 
photographs, between the anterior and posterior ends of 
exposed elements, using the straight line tool in the Fiji 
ImageJ v1.49m (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij) software.

Electron microscopy examination
Minute samples of the glossy black ‘eye’ residue were re-
moved from the left orbit of LO-JG1 using a scalpel and 
mounted on a silicon wafer using carbon tape. Samples 
for SEM imaging were sputter coated with gold and ex-
amined using a Hitachi S-3400N electron microscope 
(15 keV, 62.0 μA, 5–10 mm working distance). Addi-
tional SEM imaging and EDX element analysis were per-
formed under low vacuum on the uncoated specimen us-
ing a Tescan Mira3 FEG-SEM, equipped with an Oxford 
Instruments X-MaxN 80 EDX detector.

For TEM analysis, a small fossil sample was first placed 
in pure alcohol which was then replaced by acetone. To 
achieve full infiltration, the acetone was thereafter step-
wise replaced with epoxy resin (AGAR 100 Resinkit, 
R1031) and left to polymerise at 60 ºC for 48 h. The 
embedded sample was trimmed with a razor blade before 
being sectioned on an ultrotome (Leica Ultracut UCT). 
Ultra-thin (50 nm) sections were mounted onto piolo-
form-coated copper grids and examined using a JEOL 
JEM-1230 transmission electron microscope at 80 kV 
and imaged employing a Gatan MultiScan 794 CCD 
camera.

Measurements of microstructures were taken on SEM 
and TEM micrographs using Fiji ImageJ v1.49m (http://
imagej.nih.gov/ij) software.

X-ray computed tomography
X-ray computed tomography was performed at the 
4D-Imaging Lab at the Division of Solid Mechanics, 
Lund University, using a Zeiss XRadia XRM520 X-ray 
tomograph. An X-ray tube voltage of 50 kV was used with 
a source power of 4 W and the manufacturer-supplied 
Le5 source filter to minimise beam-hardening effects. The 
applied tube voltage results in a broad spectrum of X-ray 
energies, with a maximum of 50 keV and, with the Le5 
filter, an effective energy of 28.3 kV. The cone-beam pro-
duced by the source provides a geometrical magnification 
of the image depending on the source-detector distance 
and the position of the sample between the two; in this 
case, the sample was placed at 43.99 mm from the source 
and at 76.98 mm from the detector. The optics after the 
scintillator give a magnification of ×0.4. The manufactur-
er-supplied Le5 filter was used on the source to minimise 

beam hardening effects. 1601 radiographs were acquired 
over 360° with an exposure time of 8 sec for each im-
age. The subsequent tomographic reconstruction, using 
the Zeiss reconstructor software with a correction for the 
centre of rotation, provided cubic voxels with side lengths 
of 24.724 microns.

Acquired TIFF images of LO-JG1 were mounted and an-
alysed in the AMIRA 5.3.3 and Fiji ImageJ v1.49m soft-
wares. A threshold was applied to separate pixels belong-
ing to the fossil from the sediment and the background 
noise, after which a 3D volume was rendered employing 
a tricubic smooth interpolation in the Fiji ImageJ Volume 
Viewer v2.01.

Description

Skeletal features
LO-JG1 comprises the anterior half of a dorsoventrally 
flattened, yet largely articulated skeleton of a larval tem-
nospondyl amphibian (Fig. 2). The fossil is embedded in 
a mudrock showing fine (<1 mm) horizontal laminations 
of alternating dark and light bands.

When measured from the tip of the premaxillae to the 
posterior end of the parasphenoid, the total skull length 
amounts to 14.1 mm. Most of the articular facets and 
sutures are indistinguishable and, accordingly, accurate 
measurements of the skeletal elements were difficult. As 
preserved, the fossil is resting obliquely on its right side, 
which has resulted in displacement of some bones, where-
as others are obscured by the sedimentary matrix. None-
theless, several bones (particularly on the left side of the 
skull) are readily identifiable (Fig. 2).

Both premaxillae are exposed and although the right one 
is poorly defined, the left element is well preserved and 
in contact with the left maxilla and vomer (Fig. 2B). No 
premaxillary teeth could be distinguished by means of 
optical microscopy; however, XRCT revealed at least four 
large teeth in each premaxilla (Fig. 3 – arrows). The left 
maxilla is well preserved; it is exposed in lingual view, 
holds 12 visible teeth, and measures 12.5 mm in overall 
length. The suture abutting the distal part of the maxilla 
and traces of the left quadratojugal can be seen in ventral 
view. Conversely, the right maxilla is not well exposed, 
being partly covered by sediments and with its posterior 
end obscured by the overlying pterygoid. As revealed by 
our digital volume rendering of the XRCT data, the right 
maxilla has been rotated and is exposed in dorsal view. 
Furthermore, a few teeth in the right maxilla, undetect-
ed using conventional microscopy, were also identified in 
the digital reconstruction (Fig. 3). The right dentary is 
partially preserved in labial view adjacent to the maxilla. 
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Most of the dentary is preserved as an imprint, although 
its medial portion occurs as a three-dimensional struc-
ture. The total length of the element is at least 8.8 mm, 
although its posterior part is obscured by the maxilla 
and pterygoid. Anteriorly, the (imprint of the) dentary 
is substantially wider, tapering towards its posterior end, 
although this may be an artefact of deformation. Seven 
teeth are preserved in the dentary; these are readily visible 
together with an additional four teeth that are only pre-
served as imprints. Posterior to the premaxillae, part of 
the left vomer protrudes from the sediment and is visible 
as an elliptic structure located anterior to the palatine. 
Its anterior portion and articular facets with the maxilla, 
premaxilla and right vomer are relatively poorly preserved 
and partially covered by sediment. A few tooth sockets 

can be seen close to the left maxilla, though neither of 
the vomers have a particularly well defined surface pres-
ervation. Moreover, compressional deformation, together 
with the slight displacement of the parasphenoid towards 
the right of the fossil, further obscures the visibility of 
the right vomer and adjacent bones. The sub-triangular 
shaped palatine ends in an irregular, blunt suture with 
the vomer. Apart from its long lateral contact with the 
maxilla, the posterior portion of the palatine is in contact 
with the ectopterygoid and pterygoid. On the exposed 
surface of the palatine, a few round structures of differ-
ent sizes can be seen aligned in a single line close to the 
maxilla, probably representing shallow tooth sockets. The 
left ectopterygoid is evenly wide and its posterior end is 
relatively wide and blunt. Despite that the ectopterygoid 

Fig. 2: Photographs of LO-JG1. A, photograph under conventional light. In addition to a semi-articulated skeleton, soft tissue residues are 
visible as a dark halo around the bones and as a distinct blackish film within one orbit. B, Ammonium chloride-covered sample to enhance 
surface features, such as individual skeletal elements. Poor preservation and compactional deformation preclude confident assignment of 
several bones and sutures. Arrowheads demarcate maxillary and dentary teeth. Arrows indicate branchial arches. Abbreviations: at, atlas; cl, 
claviculae; de, dentary; ec, ectopterygoid; hu, humerus; ic, interclavicula; mx, maxilla; or, orbit; pa, palatine; pm, premaxillae; ps, parasphe-
noid; pt, pterygoid; qj, quadratojugal; ve, vertebrae; vo; vomer. Scale bar: 10 mm.
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is poorly preserved, its articular contacts with the maxil-
la, palatine and pterygoid are discernible, something that 
is particularly evident in the tomographic reconstruction 
(Fig. 3). No teeth or tooth-sockets are observable in the 
ectopterygoid or in the pterygoid. The left pterygoid is 
well preserved in three dimensions and protrudes from 
the sediment. As exposed, its maximum length is c. 7.5 
mm and its width is 2.7 mm. The anterior part of the 
pterygoid lies in contact with the ectopterygoid and 
reaches about half the length of the palatine before the el-
ement tapers. On the right side of the skull, the pterygoid 
is not as readily visible. It has been slightly displaced and 
overturned, protruding up through the right orbit. Poste-
rior to the left maxilla, part of the quadratojugal is visible 
in ventral view, in clear contact with the pterygoid. Also 
on the right side of the skull, a trace of the quadratojugal 
can be seen, although it is fainter and partly covered by 
matrix.

The cultriform process of the parasphenoid can be traced 
for 8.8 mm, gradually tapering anteriorly from a 2.7 mm 
wide posterior base. Immediately posterior to the process, 
the basal plate of the parasphenoid is visible as a sub-tri-
angular shaped area, c. 3.2 mm long and 2.2 mm wide. It 
contains about 20 round structures, interpreted as rem-
nant denticles, each measuring about 0.2 mm in diame-
ter. Due to the poor state of preservation, it is difficult to 
deduce the boundary between the denticle field and the 
adjacent basicranial articulation. Nevertheless, the basal 
plate can be seen delineating the posterior part of the left 
interpterygoid vacuity together with the left pterygoid. In 
addition to abundant presumed soft tissue remains (see 
below), some bony remnants of uncertain origin are ob-
servable within the left orbit. These may be part of the 
prefrontal or an adjacent bone of the skull roof, or bony 
platelets associated with the upper eyelid, previously de-
scribed as ‘sclerotic plating’ (Boy 1972, 1995). On the 
right side of the fossil, the orbit is difficult to discriminate 
due to displacement of the right pterygoid.

Preserved postcranial elements include the left front limb, 
where the humerus is the only clearly visible bone. Where-
as the distal end is preserved in three dimensions, the 
proximal termination appears damaged by compaction. 
The bone measures 2.9 mm in length and it is substantial-
ly wider proximally than distally. Distal to the humerus, 
traces of the radius and ulna can be seen as faint impres-
sions. Both claviculae are preserved as narrow and strong-
ly curved structures, each measuring about 6 mm in over-
all length. Anterior to the left clavicula, the interclavicula 
is present as a poorly preserved, sub-rounded structure. 
The right clavicula has been displaced towards the left 
side of the fossil and the element is partially embedded 
in sediment. The preserved part of the vertebral column 
consists of seven vertebrae, the most anterior one being 
the atlas. The atlas is hourglass-shaped and considerably 
larger than the other vertebrae. To the left of the vertebral 
column, several dislocated ribs can be seen, all of which 
are in a fairly poor condition. It is uncertain whether this 
is due to diagenetic compaction or (originally) poor ossi-
fication. In addition to the skeletal remains, traces of the 
cartilaginous hyobranchial skeleton are visible posterior 
to the left pterygoid (Fig. 2B – arrows). These consist of 
three slightly curved branchial arches (ceratobranchials), 
each measuring c. 1.5 mm in length.

Soft tissues
Several types of soft tissue structures occur in LO-JG1, 
including a faint ‘skin’ imprint outlining the body wall 
(Fig. 2A), and a glossy black residue within the left or-
bit (Fig. 4A–B). Additionally, traces of external gills can 
be seen on the left side of the specimen, posterior to the 
pterygoid. These occur as a dense, black accumulation 
alongside and distal to the three ceratobranchials. Ex-
ternal gill branches have previously been reported from 
several genera of temnospondyl larvae (see Schoch 2014 
and references therein), including specimens from the 
Saar-Nahe area (Witzmann & Pfretzschner 2003). The 
external gill branches in LO-JG1 are poorly preserved 

Fig. 3: Volume rendering of LO-JG1 skeletal remains based on μCT, in A: ventral, B: anterior (rotated 30º toward ventral view), C: anteri-
or, D: anterior (rotated 30º toward dorsal view), and E: dorsal view, respectively. Arrowheads indicate maxillary and dentary teeth, whereas 
arrows mark premaxillary teeth. For abbreviations, see Figure 2.
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and retain no distinct branchial dentition or filaments. 
’Skin’ impressions are visible as a dark ‘halo’ around the 
preserved part of the trunk. It is noticeably darker in areas 
where remnants of poorly preserved bones are present, 
such as along the ribs and around the left radius and ulna.

In addition to the matt black ‘skin’ imprint, patches of a 
glossy black residue can be seen within the left orbit and 
adjacent to the right mandible. Both of these patches are 
interpreted as remains of eyes, where the right eye has 
been somewhat displaced during the initial stages of fos-
silization. Similar black pigmentations have also been ob-
served in other temnospondyl fossils from the Saar-Nahe 
Basin (e.g. the branchiosaurids Apateon caducus and A. 
pedestris) and these have tentatively been interpreted as 
remnant eye pigments (Schoch 1992).

Under scanning electron microscope, the soft tissue re-
mains are visible as flattened areas of carbonaceous mat-

ter, separated by cracks that strongly resemble desiccation 
cracks on the c. 100 μm scale. Our SEM-EDX element 
analysis shows that the dark residue is dominated by 
carbon in contrast to the silica-based sediment. Further-
more, SEM revealed masses of ovoid microbodies (Fig. 
4C) with a mean size of 0.65 ± 0.12 μm × 0.43 ± 0.09 μm 
(n = 30) and a mean aspect ratio (length/width) of 1.57. 
The microbodies are packed tightly together and occur 
almost in a sheet-like manner, and some of the contacts 
between microbodies appear faint as if they have ‘melted’ 
together (possibly an effect of diagenetic processes). Such 
deformations may also have caused the occasional depres-
sions visible on the surfaces of some microbodies ( Fig. 
4C–arrows; cf. Lindgren et al. 2015b). Most microbodies 
are sub-spherical, although some have a somewhat more 
angular appearance. The tight arrangement is visible also 
under TEM, which furthermore reveals a solid interior of 
the microbodies (Fig. 4D).

Fig. 4: Close-up photographs of the orbit of LO-JG1 (A–B), and electron microscopy micrographs of organic residues collected from the 
orbital pigmentation (C–D). A, photograph of the head of LO-JG1. The orbit is highlighted by a white rectangle. B, close-up photograph 
of the orbit. Note distinct traces of glossy blackish matter. C, SEM micrograph of organic residues obtained from within the orbit. Arrow-
heads indicate round to elongate and densely packed microbodies. Arrows indicate shallow depressions on microbody surfaces. D, TEM 
micrograph of the organic residues. Arrowheads indicate microbodies with a solid and homogenous interior. Scale bars: 1 mm (A–B); 1 μm 
(C); 0.5 μm (D).
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Discussion

Classification of LO-JG1
For general assessment and diagnosis, LO-JG1 was com-
pared with temnospondyl fossils housed in the collec-
tion at Urweltmuseum GEOSKOP, Thallichtenberg, 
Germany. In particular, specimens of the genera Apate-
on, Micromelerpeton and Sclerocephalus were examined, 
including individuals representing various ontogenetic 
stages and preservational modes. Despite the abundance 
of well-preserved fossil amphibians from the Saar-Nahe 
area, precise systematic placement of LO-JG1 was not 
possible due to the relatively poor condition of its skeletal 
elements, but also because of the extensive ontogenetic 
variation among larval temnospondyls (see Boy 1972). 
Nevertheless, some characteristics were particularly help-
ful for a tentative classification of LO-JG1, including: 
(i) the overall shape of the skull which is sub-triangular, 
consistent with micromelerpetontid temnospondyls, as 
opposed to the quadrangular skulls of branchiosaurids 
and amphibamids, and the rectangular skull shape seen 
in eryopoid amphibians, such as Sclerocephalus (Schoch 
2003, 2009; Schoch & Milner 2014); (ii) the short pala-
tine ramus of the pterygoid and the sub-triangular basal 
plate of the parasphenoid. These elements most closely 
resemble corresponding structures in branchiosaurids 
and Micromelerpetontids (cf. Schoch 1992, 2003; Boy 
1995; Schoch & Milner 2014). Furthermore, LO-JG1 
displays a short humerus (2.9 mm) relative to skull length 
(14.1 mm), and putative sclerotic plating in the left orbit. 
These features are more consistent with Micromelerpeton 
than with Apateon (the most common branchiosaurid 
genus in the Saar-Nahe area) of corresponding ontoge-
netic stage (cf. Schoch 1992; Witzmann and Pfretzschner 
2003). Accordingly,  LO-JG1 is here tentatively assigned 
to Micromelerpeton, a genus that has previously been doc-
umented in the same stratigraphic unit (M6) as LO-JG1 
(Witzmann & Pfretzschner 2003). 

Soft tissue preservation
Among the soft tissue remains preserved in LO-JG1, the 
glossy black material within the left orbit is visually the 
most pronounced structure. Upon close examination (Fig. 
4A–B), these remnants occur in aggregates in between ar-
eas where sediment either covers the residue or where the 
underlying sedimentary matrix is exposed. Furthermore, 
the microscopic structure of the black matter strongly re-
sembles desiccation cracks on the 0.1 mm-scale, probably 
developed sometime during diagenesis (see below). In ad-
dition to the preserved left ‘eye’, glossy black remains are 
also found adjacent to the mandible on the right side of 
the fossil, presumably representing traces of the right eye. 
Our SEM-EDX elemental analysis showed that the dark 
residue contains carbon intimately associated with dense 

accumulations of sub-spherical microbodies (Fig. 4C). In 
overall morphology, these minute structures correspond 
to microstructures previously assigned to fossil melano-
somes (e.g. Vinther et al. 2008; Li et al. 2010), but also 
bacterial cells (see Moyer et al. 2014). The solid interior of 
the microbodies (Fig. 4D) favour a melanosome affinity; 
however, in light of the unsettled debate on fossil mela-
nosome recognition criteria (see the introduction section 
above), an unambiguous affinity of the observed micro-
bodies is not attainable without more in-depth chemical 
analyses, an undertaking that is beyond the scope of the 
present study.

Some previously examined Micromelerpeton larvae, sim-
ilar in size to LO-JG1, have shown the presence of gill 
arches and external gills (Milner 1982; Witzmann & 
Pfretzschner 2003; Witzmann 2013). Similarly, LO-JG1 
displays three faint imprints of putative branchial arches 
measuring c. 1.5 mm in length (Fig. 2B ¬– arrows), con-
sistent with other temnospondyl and modern urodele lar-
vae (Stebbins & Cohen 1995). Furthermore, along and 
distal to the arches is a concentration of matt black car-
bonaceous residue. These remains presumably represent 
external gills, although their state of preservation does not 
reveal any filaments or other structural characteristics. 
Nevertheless, an incomplete preservation of soft external 
gills is to be expected, given the highly labile nature of 
such structures (see below).

Surrounding the postcrania is a dark, matte halo showing 
parts of the body outline. SEM-EDX revealed that the 
dark areas are enriched in carbon and distinct from the 
surrounding siliceous sediment. Moreover, the darkest 
patches display prominent desiccation cracks similar to 
the structures observed in the orbit. These features cannot 
be seen in areas with only sediments and thus they are 
interpreted as being connected to the taphonomy of soft 
tissue structures (see below).

Taphonomy of LO-JG1
While the Saar-Nahe Basin has yielded a rich fauna of 
fossil amphibians, preservational quality differs consider-
ably between the various fossil lakes (M1–M10; Boy and 
Fichter 1982). Because LO-JG1 displays a rather uncom-
mon preservational mode (several types of soft tissues, yet 
many bones are in poor condition and, in places, disartic-
ulated), this raises questions pertaining to the taphonomy 
of the specimen. Plausibly, this is a case of so called “stick 
‘n’ peel”, where decay products from the carcass have infil-
trated the surrounding sediments, thereby adhering skin 
and other features to the substrate, whereas skeletal ele-
ments have been remobilised and damaged at a later stage 
(Orr et al. 2016). Several studies have been conducted 
regarding the palaeoenvironment of the Saar-Nahe Basin, 
most of which indicating that Jeckenbach was a relatively 
deep lake setting (e.g. Boy 2003; Schoch 2009). The fine 
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laminations observed in lake sediments of the Saar-Nahe 
area have been proposed to be the result of seasonal var-
iations in bioaccumulation, with higher net production 
occurring in rainy summers than during the drier winter 
months (Clausing et al. 1992; Clausing 1996). Addition-
ally, the undisturbed horizontal laminations are also an 
indication that the sediments were deposited at depths 
below the storm wave base and were not reworked by a 
benthic fauna (Boy 2003).

Differences in preservation between the various fossil 
lakes may be related to water depth; a deeper environ-
ment would more likely keep the bones in articulation, 
partly because the carcass is kept concealed from near-
shore scavengers but also because the high water pressure 
at the bottom may aid in keeping the bones in place and 
prevent the carcass from floating (a common scenario of-
ten affecting animals buried in warm and shallow waters; 
see Elder and Smith 1984, 1988). A deeper environment 
would also likely result in lower oxygen levels, dimin-
ishing the amount of smaller scavengers scattering the 
bones, which, in turn, would promote a more complete 
skeletal preservation (Elder & Smith 1984; Boy 2003). 
Nevertheless, although a hypoxic or anoxic environment 
may favour the preservation of skeletal elements, it does 
not necessarily promote the conservation of soft tissues, 
since anaerobic decay may act nearly as fast as aerobic 
decomposition (Allison 1988a, b).

Despite the deep, stratified and oxygen-depleted setting 
proposed for lake Jeckenbach (Boy 1987, 2003; Schin-
dler 2007; Schoch 2009), the preservation of the skeleton 
of LO-JG1 is rather poor. The flattened and, in places, 
dislocated bones indicate that the fossil has been subject-
ed to substantial pressure after burial and it is plausible 
that the displacement and poor preservation of the bones 
occurred later in diagenesis rather than during burial 
and decay. Recent decay experiments have shown that 
soft external gill branches are extremely decay prone and 
would be completely lost within days when exposed in 
seawater (Sansom et al. 2013). Sansom et al. (2013) also 
showed that, although the cartilaginous branchial arches 
are slightly more resistant, they start losing shape within 
weeks. This supports a rapid burial of LO-JG1, again in-
dicating that the partial loss of articulation occurred later 
during diagenesis.
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